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Author’s Preface

T

his preface originally came into being as an eight page
English summary to my book Početci hrvatske umjetnosti (Zagreb: Ibis-grafika, 2020, 458 p.). As I have been
keenly interested in making my work available to an international community, I decided to expand that summary and
post it on www.academia.edu. As I did so the text kept expanding and as it was growing and fattening it kept turning
into another book. I let it be so.
The Croatian mega-version deals with methodological
issues concerning human creativity as a function of space
(natura) and spirit (cultura) that I have been studying for
decades. It is then applied to a body of material within a
concrete space and engendered by a concrete human factor.
The bulk of argument deals with representative monuments,
evidence of their origin, date, and authorship, which, eventually, leads to conclusions.
The bulk of this “English Version” deals with conclusions referring back to the material evidence, sparingly, but
I hope sufficiently, to support the conclusions. The Croatian version is a heavy, well-armed battle ship, reliable and
steady, while the English one is a fast, penetrating destroyer. If needed, anybody looking for more evidence could
V
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probably find it by resorting to some of the world language
items listed in the Literature chapter.
My note of thanks remains the same: to all of those who
have ever helped me on my way, including critics and detractors, as those made me work ever harder. I remain equally grateful to authors and owners of illustrations. They are
duly acknowledged on a separate list.
Zagreb, July 2020

VI

What is “Croatia”?
Space, spirit, nature, culture

H

umans exist in space. By their presence they expose
space to human spirit. To be effective, a human being
must be an agent of material and spiritual processes, physical and spiritual manipulator of the space, as argued by
Albury Castell in his notorious debate with Robert Skinner
(Castell 1963). This is why I like the word “existence”; as
it, to my belief, includes both material and spiritual, natural and cultural, processes, both nature and culture, which
jointly reflect our presence in the space, the locus of our
“existence.” Culture and spirit are purposeless unless we
have cast our anchor firmly within a specific space (Goss
2020; Goss 2016, 6-9).
Croatia, the “Land of the Croats,” (Hrvatska, Hrvaška,
Hrvatistan), is situated on the very south-eastern border
of the Western, Latin, Judeo-Christian (both Catholic and
Protestant) Europe (fig 1). This border, outlined by the rivers Drina and Danube and the Eastern Carpathian Mountains, was codified in 395 AD when the Roman Empire
was split into its Eastern and Western half. Since then, it
has undergone very small modifications. The Ottoman invasion in the 15th century moved the frontiers westwards,
1
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1. Map of Croatia.

encompassing Bosnia and Siebenbürgen. These two lands
still stand as multi-ethnical tampons between two large systems, Western and Eastern European, the latter with a dash
of the Middle East Islam. The land of Croats has been a
frontier, Antemurale Christianitatis, throughout its history:
the last Western European country at the border of a different large system (Goss 2020, 117-119).
By its geographic position Croatia belongs to three Western European regions: the Mediterranean (Eastern Adriatic
and its hinterland), the Eastern Alps (their extreme extensions), and the Pannonian Basin. Thus it covers large and
important sections of the Roman Pannonia and Dalmatia
2
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(parts of a larger territorial unit, the Province, i.e. Praefectura of Illyricum). The present-day Croatia enters into
history via Greek and Roman sources, which report on establishing Greek and especially Roman domination over
the local Illyrians and Celts. This process was finalized by
the Roman occupation in 9 AD, when Illyricum became a
Roman province (Goss 2016, 16-18).
From the 4th century on, various Germanic, Asian and
Slavic tribes settled in the area and by the end of the 6th
century the Roman organization collapsed. The 7th and 8th
centuries, with the exception of eastern Adriatic enclaves,
were marked by Avar and Slavic conquests. The first Slavic
colonizers settled in Illyricum in the context of these invasions. By the end of the 8th century, during the military interventions of Charlemagne against the Avars, the Croatian
tribes - Frankish foederati - settled in Illyricum. Around the
year 800 they created their own Principality within Francia in the Eastern Adriatic and Southern Pannonia. During
the subsequent three centuries (from ca. 800 to ca. 1100)
a coherent political formation – the Kingdom of Croatia,
Slavonia and Dalmatia – emerged from this Slavic, Avar,
Celtic, Latin, Greek, Frankish and Croatian ethnic material.
The tripartite Kingdom continued as a sovereign political
unit until the year 1918 when Croatia lost the symbol of its
sovereignty, the Sabor (Parliament) within the Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (from 1929 called the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia). It was recreated with the formation of the
3
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Croatian Banovina (Vice-Royalty) in 1939, and continued
as the Sabor of the wartime Antifascist Republic of Croatia.
The present-day Republic of Croatia, member state of the
EU, developed on this foundation (Goss 2020, 46-51; Goss
2016, 65).
In the mountainous hinterland of the Eastern Adriatic,
mostly within the Roman province of Dalmatia, there was a
fourth unit of the tripartite Kingdom – Bosnia. Continuous,
never completely successful, efforts by the Croatian and
Hungarian-Croatian kings to expand their rule over Bosnia
as a legitimate part of the Croatian kingdom demonstrate
the fact that Bosnia was considered to be part of Croatian
state. Bosnian sovereignty, comparable to that of the tripartite Kingdom is confirmed by the institution of ban (viceroy), as a sovereign ruler under the supreme authority of
the Hungarian crown, and respectfully, in the late Middle
Ages, the Bosnian kings. The importance of Bosnia to the
Croatian-Hungarian Commonwealth was demonstrated by
the marriage of Elizabeta Kotromanić, daughter of the Bosnian ban Stjepan Kotromanić (1322 – 1353) to the Hungarian-Croatian king Louis I of Anjou (1342 – 1382), possibly the most powerful European monarch at the time (Goss
2020. 269-270).
The area of the present-day Republic of Croatia embodies
much of the original tripartite Kingdom. Its western border
moved towards the West; therefore, Croatia now encompasses most of Istria. The borders in the Highlands, and
4
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in the Eastern Alps remain virtually the same. The same
applies to the northern border defined by the rivers Mura,
Drava and Danube. The border along the rivers Sava and
Una in the Croatian and Dalmatian Highlands reflects the
old border between Croatia and Bosnia moved somewhat
toward the West. Croatian Dalmatia extends to Privlaka,
where it borders Montenegro. Together with Bosnia, Croatia is shaped as a regular rectangle, without it, its shape is
an odd crescent. This by itself indicates the special position
of Bosnia, i. e., it confirms the fact that Bosnia is really a
separate fourth part of the tripartite kingdom, and, that due
to its specificity, could be detached from the whole. Despite enormous pressures, the tripartite kingdom has stayed
together, whilst Bosnia (of course together with Herzegovina), although bordering Croatia on three sides, developed
in a different way.
With or without Bosnia, Croatia clearly belongs to three
different ecosystems. Starting from the coastline, the terrain
soars to the first, and tallest, mountain ridge (Sisol, Učka,
Grobničke Alpe, Bitoraj, Viševica, Velebit, Kozjak, Mosor,
Biokovo, Srđ, Orjen). Wider flatlands can be found only
in the hinterland of Zadar and Šibenik (Ravni kotari), as
well as in Vinodol, the Kaštela bay, and in Župa Dubrovačka. That is where the Highlands start, and the terrain then
gradually descends towards the plains of the large southern
Pannonian rivers Kupa, Sava and Drava. Within the highland region there are high plateaus around Knin, followed
5
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by Lika, Gacka, and Krbava, as the hilly ground rolls down
into the Southern Pannonian basin. However, the basin itself, apart from its farthest eastern end, is surrounded by
bumps of moderately high, but very wild mountains. The
narrow coastline is an area of Mediterranean climate, the
Highlands of sharp continental climate, while the Croatian
pannonian plain is an area of moderate Central European
continental climate. Warm sea, mountain freshness, continental moderation – all within 6 hours by car, or up to four
days on the back of a good horse.
Croatian mountains are certainly not the Alps, but even
a small mountain can be unexpectedly steep and rugged.
The littoral does not possess the frightening drama of the
northern fiords, but areas of relative wilderness alternate
with green pine trees, the blue of the sea and sky, and the
golden sunshine. The Croatian plain is never too far from
the surrounding mountains, and it does not have the endless
expanses of Texas or the Russian plain. Croatian natural
ecology can best be described as being lyrical, with moderate expanses of drama and wilderness. Throughout thousands of years, man has listened to this miraculous voice of
nature, discovering dreams and visions engraved into the
landscape (Goss 2016, 16-20).
These humans underwent genetic changes, but regardless of comings and goings, their spirituality was largely
connected to the landscape that surrounded them. Genetic research shows that the present-day population of Cro6
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atia is 50% of Roman origin, 25% - 35% Slavic, while the
remaining is of Asian, Germanic and other descent. Even
within the Romanized world of Dalmatia enclaves of very
tall, blond and blue-eyed people can be encountered – in
the Šibenik archipelago, in the surroundings of Split as well
as in the hinterland. Traces of Asiatic Avars, maybe even of
the Huns and the Tatars, can be detected in the mountainous
Croatia; of Asian and Germanic peoples in Pannonia. However, regardless of their genetic substrate, a great majority
speak the same language, although there are three major dialects (chakavian, kajkavian and shtokavian), which again
reminds us of the political tripartition of the Croatian national territory. Chakavians are mostly situated at the littoral zone, Kajkavians in the Highlands and in Pannonia
Savia (Southwestern Pannonia), and Shtokavians in the remainder Pannonia, but also elsewhere (for instance, in the
southern littoral and its hinterland). Shtokavian dialect is
also dominant in Bosnia and Hercegovina (Jurić 2008 and
2011; Katičić 2013, 15-32).
Internal divisions continue within the three major units,
and even further, within their components. Along the coast,
Istria, Kvarner, Northern, Central and Southern Dalmatia,
as well as Dalamatian Highlands are all distinctly profiled
units. The Highland Croatia consists of Lika, Gacka, Krbava, Bužani and Gorski Kotar (Central Highlands). In Pannonia there are Pokuplje, Posavina, Zagorje, Međimurje,
Prigorje, Podravina, Moslavina, Požega Valley, Eastern
7
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Slavonia, Spačva, Baranja, Srijem. Within each of those
even smaller units can be detected - for instance in Zagorje:
Central Zagorje, Krapina Valley, Sutla Valley, Bednja Valley, Varaždin plain. Since each of these units has its own
center, the entire Croatian territory is definitely polycentric.
This leads to autarchy of small territorial units and centers,
scarcely populated and not well interconnected. The village, fort, and, since the Slavic immigration, “župa,” the
seat of both secular and religious authority (župan heading
the secular, župnik heading the religious authority), are basic units of the territorial organization. Croatian territory
is a conglomerate of an endless number of such autochthonous territorial units. Therefore, we should not be surprised that the rural culture of a small nobleman, freeman
or serf, brilliantly described by the Croatian writer Ksaver
Šandor Gjalski around 1900, is an important component of
the Croatian national character and identity. Croatia can be
cut up, and yet it is surprisingly coherent, with one people,
and one language. Its unity lies in this atomized territorial
organization, on the continent as well as in the mountains
and on the coast. Such milieus seem predisposed for mediocrity, however, they are capable to quickly and competently react to impulses of a well-established tradition as
well as to outside impulses acceptable to the spirit of the
Croatian territory/space (Goss 2016, 16-20). Through this
unity based on the similarity of space Croatia resembles
ancient Hellas; only the Greeks had more littoral and were
8
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thus able to reach farther and disperse throughout the world
of the first great European – Greco-Roman – urban civilizations. However, everyone who is acquainted with Pausanias
the traveler (2nd c. AD) knows that Greece continued to feed
on its rural sources deep into the late antiquity. Rome too,
outside of its municipal core, knew how to use the functional and emotional qualities of the countryside. This can
be experienced within the Croatian space by splendidly positioned villae rusticae, both in translucent Adriatic bays,
and on the shady slopes of the Pannonian mountains. This
is splendidly summed up by the urban development of the
largest Croatian center, the “forest city” of Zagreb in the
19th and the 20th C. (Goss 2016, 28-29; Pausanias 2008).

9

Rome in Illyricum – the first historical
“Pre-Croatian” landscape

T

he first known inhabitants within this natural ecology
around 1000 BC were the Illyrians, and, in the 4th c.
BC, the Celts. Distribution of the most important Illyrian
tribes mirrors the familiar spatial organization. The Liburnians were settled at the Coastland next to the Istrian Histri
in the area between the rivers Raša and Krka. The Dalmatae
occupied the areas between the rivers Krka and Neretva, as
well as the mountainous hinterland. Further on, from the
river Neretva to northern Albania were the Ardiaei. The Hihglands and the Slovene Lowlands were inhabited by the
Iapodes, while Bosnia was home to the Dalmatae. Numerous Pannonian tribes settled in the southern Pannonia. The
Celts left their traces in the continent, especially the Taurisci in the southwestern, and Scordisci in the southeastern
Pannonia (Goss 2016, 26-29).
The territorial scheme seems to be confirmed by the languages spoken by local dwellers. Radoslav Katičić has
demonstrated the existence of three differing name-type areas: the northern Adriatic (Liburni), the Dalmatian-Pannonian (Dalmatae and Pannonians), and Southern Dalmatian
and Northern Albanian (Ardiaei and Illyrii proprie dicti –
11
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Illyrians in the true sense, mentioned by Pliny) on the territory of the present-day Northern Albania, Kosovo, Northern
Macedonia and Epirus. The areas have been determined by
a study of place names and andronyms, which are the only
clues we have in determining the language(s) of the ancient
Illyrians. However, the language spoken by the present-day
Albanians (Toskian, i.e. South Albanian) is considered to
be an Illyrian language and Albanians consider themselves
to be descendants of the Illyrians (Katičić 2007, 35-40).
Material and spiritual culture of the Greco-Roman Illyricum is marked by different archaeological cultures in the
first millennium BC. There is no systematic overview of the
topic, but Tihomila Težak Gregl’s contribution to the book
Hrvatska umjetnost – Povijest i spomenici (Croatian Art –
History and Monuments, 2010) is an excellent start. In one
of her other books, Hrvatske zemlje od starijeg kamenog do
bakrenog doba (Croatian Lands from Early Stone Age to
the Copper Age, 2017), she pays special attention to settlements and their territorial organization. It appears that the
pre-Roman population, Illyrians, Celts and possibly other
ethnic groups, lived in small patriarchal units that were not
politically united, but they were in constant conflict with the
“civilized world,” of the Greeks, Romans and Macedonians. The first Greek colony on the Adriatic was founded by
a Syracuse tyrant, Dionysius the Elder, between the years
of 397 and 390 BC. The colony on the island of Vis (Issa)
soon became an important political and economic factor
12
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in the Adriatic, and founded its own colonies on Korčula (Lumbarda), Hvar (Pharos), and on the mainland itself
(Tragurion). Hellenic and Illyrian ethnicities intermixed in
these colonies. By 230 BC, all of them, except for Issa,
were under the rule of Illyrians. In the days of the Ardiaean king, Agron, and his widow Teuta (around 230 BC), an
Illyrian political entity resembling a state was established.
During the following two and a half centuries, the Illyrian
state was in constant conflict with Rome, which gradually
extended its rule to the Eastern Adriatic and its hinterland.
Finally, in 9 AD Illyricum was pacified, and became a Roman province (Težak-Gregl. 2010, 2017).
Within the “Illyrian territory,” which pretty much corresponds to the present-day Croatia, the pre-Roman inhabitants participated in the broader cultural experience of the
Iron Age, the last prehistorical era following the Bronze
Age. Early Iron Age in Central and Western Europe is called
the “Hallstatt culture” (after Hallstatt in Upper Austria), and
it is considered to have lasted until around 450 BC, while
the Late Iron Age, also called La Tène Culture (after the
Swiss La Tène) evolved in the second half of the 1st Millennium BC. During the 5th century BC the Hallstatt culture
was transformed into La Tène Culture of the Late Iron Age,
its principal bearers being the Celts. Towards the end of
the 4th century BC certain Celtic tribes (Taurisci, Scordisci)
inhabited parts of Southern Pannonia. In the period from
the 3rd to the 1st centuries BC the La Tène Celtic culture
13
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influenced the indigenous Iapod, Liburnian and Dalmatae
cultures, although the latter two were subject to significant
Hellenization starting in the 4th century BC (Cambi 2010,
31-40).
Just like the later, larger territorial units, these prehistoric and proto-historic ones consist of sequences of smaller,
separate and autarchic positions, whose nucleus - the fort rises above the coast, or on a hilltop over watercourses and
fertile ground (fig 2). The fort usually consists of a ring, occasionally several concentric ones, built of dry stone, but,
under the influence of Greeks and Romans, sometimes also
in dressed stone. These dry stone walls are eloquent witnesses of human presence in the harsh and rocky landscape
of the Eastern Adriatic. One such example can be found
at the Trsat Castle situated on a steep and prominent hill
above the present day settlement (Goss 2016, 25) (fig 3).
Below the fort there is a secluded area next to the medieval
Franciscan monastery, with a vegetable garden kept by the
monks. On the continent such fortifications were situated on
terraces overlooking large rivers, Sava, Drava and Danube,
or on hilltops above smaller watercourses, as explained by
Težak Gregl using the fort of Vučedol over the Danube as
example (Težak-Gregl 2017, 164-167). The citadel, which
stood at the highest spot above the Danube, clearly detached
from the rest of the settlement, served as a protection to the
fort, guarding the access to it. The message is clear: “Each
alone, on their own hill.” This traditional mode of spatial
14
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2. Monkodonja. Prehistoric Fort. Inhabited 1800-1200 B.C.

3. Trsat. Prehistoric fort. Late Bronze Age.
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organization and human integration into it has remained the
same throughout thousands of years. This also applies to
artistic creation, which in large part belongs to the world of
prehistoric, stylized art, dealing mainly with mythological
and symbolic themes, which Radoslav Katičić in his Litterarum studia brilliantly recognizes as the Metal Age tradition revived later in the Middle Ages (Katičić 2007, 377).
However, influence of the figural and narrative expression
of the Greek and Italic art can be identified in the local artwork from the 6th century BC. Such syncretism is typical
for the Celtic art, the first major expression of non-classical
art in Western Europe, and it also applies to the Croatian
lands (Cambi 2010, 31-34).
The cosmopolitan, urban civilization of the Mediterranean cut like a knife into this xenophobic, archaic world,
bringing along its paradigmatic inventions – the towns and
the roads connecting them as insulae of the Roman Mediterranean civilization and political power. The contribution by Nenad Cambi on the antiquity in the book Hrvatska
umjetnost is a masterful introduction to the subject (Cambi
2010, 31-57).
There were larger settlements in the pre-Roman Illyricum, however, they are primarily seats of higher power
(Delmatian Delminium, Celtic Segestica; Vučedol), and had
no social, economic or manufacturing facilities. In Gacka,
near Otočac and Prozor, a system of mounds inhabited by
Iapodes can be recognized (Težak-Gregl 2010, 27). Such a
16
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string is repeated throughout the Lika plateau where, in the
Middle Ages, on both sides at the foot of the large mountain
ranges, a considerable number of small, patriarchal forts
was erected. These allegedly 99 burgs, only traces of which
remain today, are an excellent example of the atomized
patriarchal territorial scheme lasting from the prehistoric
times to the mature Middle Ages. Everyone on their own
hill, above their well and fields, next to their grove and fish
pond; these miniature worlds testify to the unbreakable individuality of their dwellers and owners. However, some
larger Illyric or Celtic settlements, like Salona, Siscia or
Sirmium, progressed to become real cities within the Roman Illyricum.
None of these metropolises managed to keep a high urban profile in the Early Middle Ages. Salona and Sirmium
turned into just a handful of villages around antique ruins,
while Siscia has only recently reasserted itself as an urban
centre. Histrian metropolis Nesactium is an archaeological
site whose urbanity was taken over by Pula (Goss 2016, 29).
Pula is a good example of a settlement whose old city
core moved outward – in the Roman times, the prehistoric hilltop fort transformed into an antique city at its foot,
and in the Middle Ages it moved back to the hilltop. Today, however, the core is again in the port (Goss 2016, 28)
(fig 4). Owing to its political and natural position and ager,
Zadar was the most Roman city on the Eastern Adriatic.
Present-day Poreč also has an antique layout. Split is an
17
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4. Pula. Arch of the Sergii. 29- 27. B.C.
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5. Split. Diocletian Palace. Completed by 305A.D.

offshoot of the deserted Dalmatian metropolis – Salona (fig
5), while Dubrovnik, originating from an equally deserted
Epidaurus, started to significantly grow after it had merged
with the Slavic Dubrava (Goss 2016, 28) (fig 6).
Mursa, which, like Pula, is a successor to a prehistoric
fort, was the most Roman of the Pannonian cities (fig 7).
Cibalae practically disappeared and was succeeded by a
handful of shacks and dugouts that turned into a quasi-city
of Vinkovci. Varaždin, Požega, Vukovar, Križevci, Koprivnica on the continent, as well as Croatian cities Šibenik
and Biograd at the coast are in fact Middle Age settlements
(Goss 2016, 27-28).
19
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6. Dubrovnik. View.

The great researcher of territorial organization of the Eastern Adriatic, Mate Suić, was right when he expressed doubt
about the thought that the Roman civilization and urbanity extended far beyond the Roman city walls (Suić 1976).
Nowadays, following advancement in research, in particular in Continental Croatia, the general outlook regarding
the extension of Roman civilization into extra-urban areas
might be somewhat different, yet the Croatian capital of
Zagreb shows absolutely no credentials of Roman urbanity
(Goss 2016, 26-27).
20
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7. Osijek/Mursa. View.

Had the Illyrians not come into contact with the world of the
Mediterranean antiquity, we would still be living in forts.
Had the Illyrians generally accepted Roman principles,
all people in this part of the world would live in orthogonally planned city-slums, and would speak some either
Dalmatian or Pannonian Latin. The influence of classical
Mediterranean had been reflected in the Eastern Adriatic
since the 6th century BC, and it spread into the continent
along trading routes and river valleys. The Situla art, which
blossomed in the northern areas of Illyricum, is a combi21
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nation of Greek, Etruscan and local traditions. Bronze situlas, or buckets with lids, combine decorative geometry of
the Metal Age with narrative-figural motifs of the Hellenic
and Roman world (Vač in Slovenia, situla from 6th century BC). Objects with similar, “blended,” decor were found
in Nesactium too, along with near life-size stone statues
made under Greek influence in the 5th and 4th centuries BC..
Beautifully stylized amber figurines from Prozor in Lika
(5th century BC) are also reminiscent of Greek archaic art
(Težak-Gregl 2010, 27; Cambi 2010, 33) (fig 8).
If creativity depended only on natural ecology, nothing
would ever change. Landscape does not travel, but people
come and go, they mingle, they disappear. With each new
wave, a new layer of creative intervention into the environment is initiated. People add their experiences, connect
them or bring them into conflict with the pre-existing conditions. Romans coming into Illyricum meant huge changes,
but the locals also continued their own artistic expression.
This multilayered artistic activity in Illyricum has been
very well described in the above mentioned work by Nenad
Cambi, especially regarding sculpture. The Apoxyomenos
found near Lošinj is an example of a first-rate cosmopolitan art that circulated in the Adriatic (fig 9). Artists, such
as builders of the Arena and the Arch of the Sergii in Pula,
the Diocletian palace, Narona’s Augusteum, the forum in
Zadar, as well as the mosaicists of Pula workshops, came
from abroad. Diana from Sinj (2nd century) is an excellent
22
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8. Zagreb. Archaeological Museum. Ember figurine from Kompolje, Early Iron Age.

example of this imported, metropolitan style which, naturally, extends from the metropolis into the provinces (Cambi 2010, 49-56) (fig 10).
23
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9. Lošinj. Museum of Apoxyomenos.
Apoxiomenos, bronze copy,
2nd –1st ct. BC.

10. Sinj. Franciscan Museum.
Diana, 2nd half of the 3rd ct.

Big cities like Salona or Sirmium, as well as other important centers – Pula, Zadar, Narona, Mursa, Siscia – were not
only the centers of Roman administration, but they were
also the centers of trade and industry, and, of course, of civilization. This continued during Christian antiquity up to its
24
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last stage, when splendid basilicas were erected in the early
Byzatine era of Justinian’s reconquest of Pula and Poreč
(fig 11). Metropolises were cosmopolitan centers, where
people, merchandise and ideas from all over the Empire
could be found, from Britannia and Germania to Hispania
and Pont. In these cities there were undoubtedly many Romanized locals, who, from generation to generation, became “real Romans” more and more (Cambi 2010, 58-65).
The Roman road network connected centers of administration and power, and reached into every corner of the
Empire. It connected metropolises with small, well Romanized centers, where metropolitan tendencies were being integrated into the local environment in the spirit of humanistic and anthropocentric universe of the Mediterranean; for
example, the Minerva from Aquae Iasae (early 2nd century;
Cambi 2010, 54; fig 12), in which the typical classical prototype is softened by undercutting the edges, and by a play
of light and shadow. Rome entered the countryside, but it
also opened itself to the influences and customs of the local
environment. Some of the most exquisite country complexes, as the villa in the Verige bay on the island of Brijuni or
the complex of Polače on the island of Mljet, were born
of this fortunate amalgam of classical antiquity and spatial
and spiritual values of the Illyrian rus (Begović-Dvoržak
- Schrunck 2006; fig 13). A large amount of stelae, monuments and sarcophagi belongs to the same process, albeit
on smaller scale. Local environment and its superficially
25
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11. Poreč. Basilica Euphrasiana. Mid 6th ct.
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12. Varaždinske toplice. Homeland Museum (Zavičajni
muzej). Minerva from Aquae Iasae, early 2nd ct. AD.
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13. Brijuni.Villa at Verige, 1st ct. AD.

Romanized local population adopted new, foreign impacts,
but at the same time it did not distance itself from its own
rural tradition. This is the art of the so-called “Roman provincial,” which uses identification elements of classical expression (details of dress, arms, hair styles, etc.), but within
a harder style of Illyrian-Celtic spirit. It is not always possible to distinguish these artifacts from Celtic, early Slavic, or even Pre-Romanesque... or any other traditional, extra-temporal and extra-urban art (Canbi 2010, 31; fig 14).
Finally, there is a fourth layer, the pure “rustica,” which
is even more difficult to distinguish from the prehistoric,
28
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14. Zagreb. Archaeological Museum. Roman stelae, 3rd ct. AD.

Illyro-Celtic or early Middle Age “barbaric artifacts” (fig
15). It is the expression of that tough Balkan primitivism
observed by Mate Suić. Put briefly, Rome theophanically
descended upon Illyricum, but this theophany was softened
outside the metropolitan centers, reflected superficially in
the countryside, and finally was swallowed by the local tradition of huts and bushes (Cambi 2010, 51-56).
Illyricum was most certainly a desirable home for veterans, whether in some Adriatic bay, or on the gentle slopes
of Bilogora, the Zagreb Prigorje or the Golden Valley,
with hundreds of hamlets, domains and villas of local ru29
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15. Pula. Archaeological Museum of Istria. Prehistoric relief from Nesactium, late 6th ct. BC.

ral (or barely urbanized) residents, and military veterans.
There were also those owned by bureaucrats, merchants
and entrepreneurs, a class that by the end of the antique era
reached a certain level of existence that could be considered easygoing, genteel. I visualize them on the slopes of
Medvednica or Požeška Gora, along clear streams, among
green fields and orchards as a late, relaxed civilization, a
blend of Roman and Illyro-Celtic environment, which, like
Sidonius Appolinaris in Auvergne, peacefully enjoyed the
light breeze and the sun, while the movers and shakers of
history marched along the long roads at the same time. This
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vision might be just a fiction of the observer, however it imposes itself even today when, from the positions of Remete,
Gornje Prekrižje, Severovine, through the bluish mists of
twilight we observe the hills and slopes descending towards
the Great Plain, the Great River, and the Great World. Or,
when sitting in the shadow of the Roman villa-palace ruins
in Polače on the island of Mljet, we listen to the wind and
the rustle of waves over the pebbles, breathe in the scent of
Mediterranean herbs and sea, and greet the gold of the sun.
In a landscape that is meant to be urban and monumental,
but fits perfectly with the magic environment; anticipating
for centuries the ambient sense of the Croatian Pre-Romanesque, of the Renaissance villas of Dubrovnik, baroque
castles of Zagorje, or residential sections of Zagreb from
the times of the Secesija and Moderna (Goss 2016, 30).
This is the world that Hrvat, Miljo, Kljuka, Kosić and
Ljubelj, Tuga and Buga – the mythical leaders of the Croatian people – burst into in the 7th and 8th centuries, to tear it
apart, and then make it their own.
It appears to resemble the Roman invasion of Illyricum,
but it is actually very different.
Rome descended into the rustic Illyricum as an urban
power.
A thousand years later in a reverse process the Croats
and their co-travelers descended onto the urban space of
the Roman Illyricum. The continental rus poured into the
urban Mediterranean.
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The structure of local natural ecology is an eternal, given
frame, and the specific spirituality of human groups defines
each layer. These layers are cultural landscapes of space,
time, and human material, for instance cultural landscape
of Tuscany, cultural landscape of the early Middle Age,
or cultural landscape of the Slavonian nobility. Of course,
place, time, and spirit can intermingle in innumerous ways.
Positioning and reading of a creative phenomenon within
the parameters of a given space and spirit opens endless
possibilities for exploring the creative phenomena (Goss
216, 7).
We stated earlier that Illyricum was very attractive to
people from all parts of the Empire. Members of the highest echelons, administrators and soldiers, the middle class,
artisans and merchants, they all moved into Illyricum. Veterans of campaigns throughout the Classical world came
here to enjoy their retirement in pleasant otium. Rome does
not mean only urbanity, narration and realistic form. Rome
did not abolish villas and countryside. In Italy itself villages and countryside did not vanish by creating metropolitan centers. They would even be unimaginable without the
roots in the land that fed them in every possible manner.
Roman literature daydreams of the idyll of life outside the
city, such as the Eclogues or Bucolics and Georgics. The
rustic from Veneto, Tuscany, Campania is first and above
all a vilanus. This also applies to vilani from Britannia,
Hispania, Cilicia. The foundations of the Roman Empire
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collapsed at the very moment when the fruitful connection
between the city and village collapsed. Metropolis became
necropolis, as Lewis Mumford has wisely observed (Mumford 1961, chapter 8). Relatively successful amalgam of
urbs and rus, the very civilization of countryside otium
which we believe to have grasped and tried to define, is
the reason behind the longevity of Illyricum as a Roman
province. Holders of this Illyricum beyond the urbs did not
differ very much from the intruders of the 7th and 8th centuries. A symbiosis was an option since not every Greek, Roman or Roman Oriental arriving into Salona, Incerum, Ad
Fines, or at a slope of the Bilogora, was an urbanite. These
Romans must have found that they have a lot in common
with the non-urbanized Illyrians and their way of life. A basis for possible understanding and symbiosis during the already mentioned reverse process in the 7th and 8th centuries
was in place at the very moment when the Romans entered
the Balkan ravines. To quote don Ante Škobalj (Škobalj
1999, 126, 207), a keen student of Croatian settlement in
the Adriatic: “Croats could assimilate with the indigenous
Illyrians since they were also shepherds.” However, in order to survive permanently, these newly arrived shepherds
had to accept the Mediterranean urbs and offshoots of its
civilization. Like all “barbarians” descending to the South,
the Croats stayed and survived first by tearing up and then
by upgrading what Romans had brought into the “Croatian
space” of Illyricum.
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Our task is to study within a given natural space, the
“Croatian space,” how things changed – or did not change
– from period to period, from place to place, and from one
group of people to another; why certain forms were used
and retained, to become recognizable as a brand within the
Croatian space. One thing is quite certain: the foundations
of “Croatian art” were written into the nature of Croatian
space and Croatian spirit a long time ago.
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Creativity in Croatian Space

Barbarus ante portas

C

roatian space was “Croatian” thousands of years before anyone had heard of “Croats.” Originally countryside, it became a system in which the city was the main
bearer of government, social, and economic activities. Still,
when Rome descended upon Illyricum, the Illyrian rus did
not disappear.
One group of Slavs arrived from White Croatia. They
could still somewhat relate to the surrounding landscape in
Pannonia, but at the coastland they faced an inconceivable
world of blue skies, blue sea, golden sun, white rock, and
dark cypresses; a world of seawater, saltwater fish, figs and
olive trees; a cultural milieu, which, at least at first, seemed
confusing and scary. That new space needed to be tamed,
domesticated, populated by household gods. As new beginnings involve at least some connection to the old ways of
living, a certain dialogue between the invaders and the extra-urban natives was not out of the question; their rustic
spirit was partially the same (Kugutjak, 2018, 33-35).
In the new land the immigrants encountered a conglomerate of local traditions ranging from sophisticated classi35
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cism to total barbarity (Goss 2016, 30-31). For any serious
study of the creativity in the Croatian space, we need to be
familiar with the art of the world rus, which means the art
of prehistoric times.
In his monumental book on the history of human habitation, Lewis Mumford correctly identified the bifurcation
which occurred at the end of the Old Stone Age. The people
had exited the caves and the best locations were filled up
very quickly; in particular the geo-positive areas along the
rifts, as noted by Kugutjak (2018, 27). The latecomers, or
those who had not adopted sedentary lifestyle (hunters, robbers, cattle-breeding nomads) had to search for alternatives
– locations rejected by the first-comers on inhospitable hilltops, or within marshlands. From the safety of their hideouts they robbed and terrorized the rest. Or they declared
themselves their “protectors” in exchange for goods and
services. This is how the city came into being – as a center
of power and oppression as it is still today. That almighty
city as a seat of administration, military power, economy,
science, culture, has kept declaring its victory over the backward, conservative and superstitious village. But the rus has
stubbornly lived on. It was indispensable. Someone must
feed the city, and provide soldiers and industrial proletariat.
The creativity of the city served almost exclusively to celebrate the city and its way of life. In this endless propaganda
its creators used narratives that made the urban glory evident and easy to comprehend (Mumford 1961, chapter 2).
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Prehistoric art exists in an enormous time span, from
“The Beginnings” to the contemporary practitioners, such
as the ones still found in Australia. Jacques-André Mauduit
has clearly recognized the continuity of prehistoric shapes
in the art of the contemporary village, and the universal
presence of “symbolic art” of schemes and signs as intuitive representations of ideas (Mauduit 1961, 117, 121, 142,
152, 188, 251). His conclusion: “We have arrived to the
point of creation of large political units and the beginnings
of history. Our task has been accomplished. From this point
on, the art has separated itself from human beings having
become a plaything of the ruling classes. Only the ‘folk art’
close to life and magic of natural forms has kept the creative fires alive” (Mauduit 1961, 251).
The continuity of prehistoric art has been noted not far
from our area, as Ukrainian scholars identified a series of
significant sites of rock art in the Ukrainian Carpathians
linked to mountain fortresses built between the Old Stone
Age and a recent period (Bubnyschche, Snidanka, Roztoky). The prehistoric rural complexes precede and merge
into Slavic ones. In this context Mykula Kugutjak has also
listed the Croats as inhabitants of the Carpathians documented in historical chronicles („Ljetopisni žitelji s obje
strane Karpata“ – „The Chronicle Nations on both slopes of
the Carpathians”; Kugutjak 2018, 59-60). The Croats settled in the Podnjestrovlje (along the Dniestr River) in the
9th and the 10th c. within the Galician Croatian principali37
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ty (Kugutjak 2018, 95), which was later merged with the
Kiivian Rus. To the Ukrainians St Mary is “The Mother of
God, Queen of the Carpathians”, which strikingly evokes
the Croatian cult of “The Mother of God, Queen of the Croats” (Kugutjak 2018, 152).
The forms accepted more than a thousand years ago can
be used even today. If something looks “Early Slavic” it
does not mean that it could not have been fashioned much
later. The artist selects what best suits his style. On their
journey through history, the Croats have been carrying
their own tradition along, originally analogous to the widespread universal tradition of the world rus. Comparable to
the art of the Illyrians, Celts or Langobards, to the Irish,
Anglo-Saxon, Scandinavian, or provincial Carolingian art,
the art of the Early Slavs belongs to the huge complex of
the universal, extra-urban, extra-temporal art. It represents
that Bronze and Iron Age expression to which the early medieval art reverts, as lucidly stated by Radoslav Katičić – an
art expression of mythological content and highly stylized
form (Katičić, 2007, 377).
In order to become the art of the Croatian space, the space
must have been inhabited by the Croats. How, where from,
and when?
There are no straightforward answers. There is a certain
consensus that the Croats had come from the lands beyond
the Carpathians, as concluded in respectable syntheses by
Lowmianski, Majorov and Kugutjak (Lowmianski 2004;
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Majorov 2012; Kugutjak 2018). With all due reservations,
place names and ethnic group names display a solid degree
of analogy in the area between the “Three Seas,” the Baltic,
the Adriatic, and the the Black Sea.
Mladen Ančić has noted the presence of the Obodrits-Bodrićs in Southern Pannonia, of the Delminians (Glamočans)
and the Lievljans in Dalmatian hinterland, groups which
could all be linked to the Polablje (the Laba River area);
and of the Bužans from the Bug, and of the Viš(lj)evići
from Galicia/White Croatia in Croatian Highlands and in
Southern Dalmatia (Ančić 2000, 74-80). According to the
esteemed researcher of early Slavs, P. M. Barford, there
were two other groups that migrated from Silesia, Bohemia
and the Bug area in the Rus, which were the The (G)lupoglavs who settled to the east of Zagreb and in Istria, and the
Duljebs who settled near Vrbovec. Vitomir and Juraj Belaj
have traced the Volinians to the Banovina which is located south of Zagreb, whereas Barford places them next to
the Duljebs. The Duljebs, Bužans and Volinians have been
placed next to each other by Aleksandr Majorov (Barford
2001, 103-104, 111.251, Goss 2009A, 42-45).
One should also consider the information in chapters 29
and 31 of the De administrando imperio by Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (905-959), who lived about a
century after the events he described. The emperor claims
that the Croats were baptized under Duke Porga (Borna/
Porin), whereas in the inserted chapter 30 he repeats the
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same while adding that they had moved in under Borna’s
father. The picture is quite clear, especially since this can be
corroborated by other sources (Konstantin VII 1996, Konstantin 2000).
In chapters 29 and 31, the Emperor also names his great
forerunner, Emperor Heraklios (610-641), as the sponsor
of the Croatian migration (Konstantin 2000, 267). It is not
unlikely that two migrations occurred – one in the early 7th
c., and the other one around year 800. Heraklios anticipated
that there will be a need for allies, which came true about
two centuries later with Charlemagne. Among the Slavs
invited by Heraklios there were also some Croats, which
means that the Byzantine forces supported the first migration, making it eminently easier.
There are some other creditable materials which help offer at least some preliminary proposals. Some of these involve the place names and the names of human individuals
and groups, gods and mythological beings, and landscape
structures within which the place names have been used in
special spatial organization. All of these are witnesses to a
period before Christianization, and they are a proof that the
first migration indeed happened.
It is not by chance that there is a Žitomir in Ukraine
and another one on the Eastern Medvednica near Zagreb.
The same goes for Mislav, Pribislav and Vratislav along
the Elbe (Laba) river in Northern Germany and all over
the Croatian Adriatic hinterland. There are also Kiiv and
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Krakow beyond the Carpathians and to the south of the
Drava. There are Ucker, Wkra and Ukrina near the Elbe,
in Poland and in Southern Pannonia. The Odra on the Baltic, and in Turopolje near Zagreb. There are Novgorods,
Starigards, Novigrads, Starigrads all over the Slavic world.
Some other examples include Budinjak in Belarus and on
the Žumberak to the west of Zagreb, Koprzynica and Samborzec, and also Koprivnica and Samobor, Zvenigorod and
Zvonigrad, Višegrad near Vrbovec, Višehrad on the Danube and in Prague, and a Wyszograd near Plock in Poland.
Pogwizd and Podzvizd, Miedzyrzecz and Međurić.
Borna and “His Father” arrived at the shores of the Adriatic by the end of the 8th c. People were baptized in the future
Villa regalis, the leaders buried at the site of the future Virgin’s Church, at the ruins of which we may still pay tribute
to their souls; whereas the Museum of Croatian Archeological Monuments in Split holds parts of sumptuous Frankish
military equipment that belonged to the fathers of the nation.
By naming a place we have intervened into the landscape.
We paid a special attention to a certain spot and endowed it
with human spirit. We changed the landscape from a purely
physical, material feature into a cultural – spiritual – one.
This is even more so if we link place names into structures according to a certain sensible scheme. Place names
by themselves are words. When they are put together into
a structure they turn into a story. This must have happened
soon after the migration as the newcomers claimed the
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newly acquired land as their own in that way (Goss 2009A,
286-293). Croatian place names could be given even today,
but those linked to Slavic gods and mythological subjects
were only present before the Christianization.
In 2007, the 2nd edition of the book Hod kroz godinu – A
Walk through the Year, by the Croatian cultural anthropologist Vitomir Belaj was published (Belaj 2007). Belaj relies on the works of Vjačeslav Vsevolodovič Ivanov and
Vladimir Nikolajevič Toporov, as well as the equally striking studies of the Early Slavic mythological features by
Andrej Pleterski on the Slovene ethnic territory in the Eastern Alps. Ivanov and Toporov ceased to see place names as
individual points in the landscape and they started linking
them up into mythological structures (Ivanov and Toporov 1965, 1974; a list of all relevant studies by Ivanov and
Toporov can be found in Belaj and Belaj 2014, 442).
Following their insights, Pleterski and Belaj proposed
that the seats of main Slavic gods, Perun, Veles and Mokoš,
form sacred triangles of stable characteristics, and Pleterski identified a number of such structures in the Eastern
Alps (Pleterski 1996) and in Croatia. The book by Vitomir
and Juraj Belaj Sveti trokuti. Topografija hrvatske mitologije (Sacred Triangles – Topography of Croatian Mythology,
2014) focused on the territory of Croatia – from Zagorje
through Istria, Kvarner, Dalmatia, the Highlands and all the
way to the heart of Slavonia – identifying eighteen such
structures, some containing more than one triangle. Some
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of them stand at a stone’s throw from the walls of the Roman and Christian Split.
Pleterski has also systematically explored some important
sites in the old Slavic lands beyond the Alps – specifically
the ones that still hold a major importance for the societies
they belong to – Krakow, Bamberg, Fulda, Prague – proving that the discoveries in the areas of Southern and Alpine
Slavs originate from the “Old Country” (Pleterski 2014,
133-235). The picture was marvelously rounded up with
the books by Radoslav Katičić, the dean of the early Slavic linguistics – Božanski boj – The Clash of Gods (Katičić
2008); Zeleni lug – The Green Cove (2010), Gazdarica na
vratima – The Mistress at the Gate (2011). Vilinska vrata
– The Fairy’s Door (2014) and Naša stara vjera – Our Ancient Faith (2017). In these works, Katičić presents a reconstruction of the earliest cultural achievements of the Slavs
in the Croatian space by a meticulous analysis of Slavic
poetry between the Northern and the Adriatic seas.
The areas in which Southern Slavs live are full of names
commemorating their Slavic past – names of Gods, rituals, archaic and obsolete expressions. Some of those points
have been recognized as a base of the fundamental Early
Slavic myth of a clash between Perun, the thunder God of
the Sky whose place is “up there” and Veles the Snake, the
God of this world and the underworld, who is chased by Perun’s lightning back into the watery underworld, whenever
he dares to climb Perun’s seat “up there” on the mountain
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(Katičić 2008, 181-264). The myth is tied to the annual cycle of seasons and the rituals that follow it. In brief, Veles’
agents abduct Perun’s son Juraj/Jarylo in the dead of winter
and take him to Veles’ underworld where he lives tending
the God’s wolves. At mid-summer Juraj escapes across the
river, changes his name to Ivan, and marries his sister, Mara-Morana. He is unfaithful to her and consequently killed.
This repeats a year in, a year out. Another point of contention between the Thunderer and the Snake is Perun’s wife,
Mokoš, the Great Mother goddess, who spends summer
months with her husband on the Mountain, and winter with
her lover in the netherworld. This mythologically interpreted landscape is an ideogram to be interpreted by experts. As
an ideogram is in fact a script, the structured points in the
landscape represent written testimony of the Early Slavic
paganism (Belaj 2007, 424-425).
Such structured landscape contains the following characteristics:
The three points are usually in visual contact, and two
are held by male (Perun, Veles, Juraj), and one by a female
deity (Mokoš).
One of the angles measures around 23 degrees and it represents the declension between the imagined orbits of the
Sun at the equinox and the solstice which is in Croatia 23
degrees and 27 minutes.
The two longer sides form a ratio of 1: √2, and the longest side usually connects Perun and Veles.
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16. Western Papuk. Mythological landscape.

Perun’s place is regularly up high, whereas the female point
is next to water.
Usually there is water between Mokoš and Veles (fig 16).
In conclusion, Belaj underlines the great, practical importance of the “myth in the landscape”: “There is something
of utmost importance. The application of the myth to the
conquered land is the seal of its conquest. This makes us,
who live here today, although we have been blown together by various winds of history, in mythological and ritual
sense its legitimate owners” (Belaj 2007, 450-454).
Each major triangular structure, according to the Belajs,
marks the territory of one Early Slavic “župa” – county –
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presided over by a secular ruler (“župan” – the count), and
a religious leader, whose title after Christianization is “župnik.” The center of this unit was the “Dvor” (Hall, Hof)
of the secular ruler and a central sanctuary (later, a parish
church).
We learn from Katičić that Duke Vladimir ruled in Kiiv
from a “dvor tremni” which he translates as a “Court with
a High Palace” (Katičić 2008, 107). Anyone slightly familiar with the early medieval, pagan, Europe, would immediately visualize this as a hall or a Hof of an Anglo-Saxon,
Scandinavian or Germanic leader. A Scandinavian cult hall
explored at a site at Hofstadir in Iceland contains an elongated rectangular area, a feast hall with an equally elongated
hearth (langhus) and a smaller, roughly rectangular space
with a slightly curving ending (afhus) housing the images
of the idols (Slupecki 1994, 19-20). Such a large hall, with
or without the afhus, that “trem” (or “dvor tremni”), is coterminous with the word and concept of “hram” or “kremlj”
(essentially, a big log house, a Blockbau) (Belaj 2008, 138).
Among the mono-cellular half-buried huts housing the majority of the population, such a “trem” was truly a “palace”
(Katičić wittily comments that Duke Vladimir lived in a log
cabin) (Katičić 2008, 106-107). There are no traces of such
large ruler cabins in Croatia, but here again the place names
come to our rescue. At five locations in Pannonian Croatia
we encounter the place name “Trem,” or “Trema” (that is
our “dvor tremni”), and the richest source of information is
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a small, closed high plateau of Trema to the east of Križevci
(Goss 2016, 45-48; Katičić 2014, 135-150; fig 17). Katičić
has confirmed that Trema is an almost untouched Early
Slavic landscape, which indeed merits systematic exploration. What the Poljica county near Split is to the Coastland,
a relic of an early Croatian župa, Trema is to the Continent.
The smaller centralized sacred space next to the longhouse is often rounded. A circular fence, or a stone wall
surrounding a sanctuary, are among the oldest architectural
structures of humankind, encountered already at Mohenjo
Daro and in the Aegean world. Helmhold (Chronica Saxoroum, ca. 1170) describes his visit to Tješimir the Vagrian in the Elbe river district, noting “...among ancient trees,

17. Trema. Mythological landscape.
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an oak dedicated to Prove (Perun), the God of that land,
surrounded by a courtyard and a fence made from choice
timber and provided with two gates. In addition to household Gods…this is the holy place of the entire province...“
(Belaj and Belaj 2014, 192-194). In Croatia there are traces
of such stone circles on the Učka Mountain near Rijeka, in
Poljica and above Kaštela near Split, on Pelješac, on the
islands of Silba, Čiovo and Dugi otok, etc.; on Ilijino brdo
(St Elias Mountain) in Župa Dubrovačka. Ivica Kipre has
noticed a dry stone wall circle he believes to be an Early Slavic cult space (Belaj and Belaj 2014, 192-194, 431;
Skok 1950, 154; Kipre 2011, 126).
On two locations on the southern slope of Kalnik Mountain in Northwestern Croatia there are traces of stone circles
next to a ruin of a rectangular hall. They have never been
thoroughly explored, however, they open up some interesting possibilities, particularly the one in Igrišče (fig 18).
The Igrišče complex consists of a rectangular hall to which
a polygonal sanctuary was added at a later point, turning it
into, or confirming it as, a church dedicated to a Frankish
saint, St Martin. The wall of the rectangular precinct has
been preserved up to approximately one meter. The tradition of a cult has lived on and even today there is a metal
cross within the ruin where the believers would leave flowers. Igrišče (Dancing Place) is an all-Slavic name/concept,
very frequent in Ukraine, where it represents an area between two settlements where the youth meet, dance, and
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18. Kalnik. Igrišče. Possible sacred circle (Early Slavic).

form marital relationships (Kugatjak 2018, 85). At Gniloy
Kut near Kamienec Podolski in Ukraine there is a small
rectangular area (2,3 m x 1.5 m) with a shallow niche and
fireplace at the eastern end, according to some a miniature
cult hall similar in its form and dimensions to the Kalnik
Igrišče (Slupecki 1994, 155-156).
The central sanctuaries sub divo in the Kiiv Rus are much
more complex, and some of them are linked to the highest
strata of the society. A Perun sanctuary has been excavated
at Perynia in Novgorod consisting of a main circle with
a statue of the God, and eight roughly semicircular somewhat lower lying apses with fireplaces. The sacred area
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may have contained two additional simple circles (Slupecki
1994, 147, Katičić 2017, 63-64). A similar structure stood
next to Vladimir’s tremni hall at the hill above Kiiv, where
it was succeeded by the church of St Basil (Katičić 2008,
109-110) (fig 19).

19. Novgorod. Perun’s sanctuary.

The eight-lobed plan is not the only one. At Chodosovichi on the Dnjepr there are traces of a circular sanctuary
surrounded by four semicircular hollows/niches containing
fireplaces, and also one such object containing two niches
similar to the Great Moravian and Early Polish rotundas. At
Shumski on the Knylopiat near Žitomir there are traces of a
cross-shaped sanctuary with smaller projections among the
arms of the cross recalling the Early Christian baptisteries
of Ravenna, or the interior of Split Cathedral (Diocletian’s
Mausoleum, fig 20). One should also recall some Baltic
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20. Split. Diocletian’s Mausoleum, before 305 AD.

area churches such as those at Brandenburg and Ludorf
(which already claimed Strzygowski’s attention) and the
fascinating five tower church at Kalundborg in Danmark
(Goss 2009, 155, 158, 161-162, fig 21).
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21. Kalundborg. Church of Our Lady, around 1200.

The attractive solution of combining a hall and a rotunda
can also be found in some of the early Christian architecture in Poland, for example, Wislica has two halls and two
rotundas, one simple with a fairly large apse, another polyconchal with seven or eight apses (11th. c. or later, fig 22).
In Giecz a broad rotunda is linked to an elongated palatium
(2nd half of the 10th c. or after 1030), at Ostrow Ledinicki
a cross-shaped building with insertions among the arms is
added to the palatium (around 1000?), to list just a few examples (Rodzinska 2009, 91-92, 106-107, 117, 122-124,
301-302; Buko 2008, 150-153, 226-233, 256-261, 279283, 283-293, 294-299, 309-322).
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22. Wišlica. Boyar Palace, 10th – 12th ct.

A quatrefoil building such as the one at Chodosovichi has
been excavated in Croatia, at Budinjak hill in Žumberak
Mountains to the west of Zagreb (fig 23). There are, unfortunately, no accompanying materials to help the dating.
According to Katičić, “Budinjak” in Belarus folk poetry
designates a hut in which Veles hides when Perun attacks
him with his lightning. Quatrefoils appear in the early architecture in Poland (Wawel) and Moravia (Mikulčice) (Goss
2016, 56; Želle 2007, 170-171).
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23. Budinjak. Tetraconch. Early Slavic and later (?).
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Structures combining sacred and secular functions consisted also of a rectangular hall and a mound, which was,
in principle, also a centralized form. One such structure is
found at the earliest Croatian Christian center at Crkvina
in Biskupija, the other one in the current capital, at Zagreb
Cathedral (Goss 2020, 108, 110; fig 24, 25).
The multi-apsidal forms of the Early Slavic architecture
lead into the question of multi-headed nature of the Early Slavic sculpture. This is also reflected in place names
such as Triglav or Troglav (Three-headed hill). Analogous
names are found in Western Slavonia – the villages of Treglava and Trojeglava near Daruvar, Trojglav near Čazma
and Troglav at Ivanić (Goss 2009, 38-39, 42-43). The hill
named Stari kip (Old Image) on the Eastern end of Central
Medvednica undoubtedly bore an image of some ancient
idol. The village by the name “Kip” (Image) stands close
to the above mentioned Treglava and Trojeglava (Goss and
Gudek 2009, 18-21).
The Museum of Croatian Archeological Monuments
(Muzej hrvatskih arheoloških spomenika) in Split houses
the “Three-header from Vaćani”, possibly a rare example
of a preserved Early Slavic sculpture (Goss 2009; fig 26).
It is a fragment of a tapering, rather damaged column with
three faces in a fairly high relief. It was discovered by fra Lujo
Marun, the mythical first director of the Museum, at Vaćani
near Ždrapanj. Not far from where it was found there is a
hill called Svevid (an alternative name for Perun). The style
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24. Biskupija. SS. Mary and Stephen, around 800 and later. Air view.

25. Zagreb. Cathedral. Gamula, Early Slavic (?).
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26. Split. Museum of Croatian Archeological Monuments (MHAS).
The Three-Header from Vaćani, possibly Early Slavic.

is primitive but the stone cutter was visibly experienced and
possibly trained within some late Roman tradition, including the domestic Illyrian and Celtic environment (Garašanin 1960). In the church at Magdalensberg in Carinthia, five
kilometers to the North of the Sveško polje and the famous
throne of the Carinthian Dukes, there is a stone vessel with
three heads in high relief. I was led to this trail by Andrej
Pleterski (Magdalensberg 2018, fig 27). Solid forms, decent
carving skill, bulging eyes and strong forehead arches growing from the nose recall the Three-header from Vaćani.
In Vinica to the west of Varaždin, in the midst of the market-town, there stands the Pranger (pillory post) of Vinica,
a three-headed stone pillar (260 cm) with a pointed top. It
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27. Magdalensberg (Carinthia). Three-headed font, possibly Early Slavic.

bears three high relief male heads, two on the same level,
the third somewhat lower, all finished with notable energy
in powerful, taut forms and noticeable detail. The post may
be a re-carved and reused relic of a Celtic or Early Slavic
idol, re-semanticized in the 17th c. (Peškan and Pascuttini-Juraga 2013, 113-116, fig 28, 29), as a “pranger,” i. e.,
the post of pillory.
Vladimir Palošika, a notable amateur archeologist from
Križevci (Palošika 2016), has discovered several interesting human heads in the Kalnik mountain area, two on the
tower of the Holy Trinity church at Visoko, and one each on
the tower of the Assumption of Our Lady in Gornja Rijeka,
and at the entrance to the Mali Kalnik castle (fig 30). They
have been highly “softened” by weather, but they also seem
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28. Vinica. Pranger, possibly Early Slavic.

29. Vinica. Pranger, possibly Early Slavic.
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to have been originally carved in a rather fluid and polished
manner. Are they related to the Vaćani and Magdalensberg
three-headers, or to some of the Carpathian sculpture stud-

30. Mali Kalnik. Relief of a Head. Prehistoric or Early Medieval (?).
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ied by Kugutjak (Kugutjak 2018, 178)? Or are they relatives of the ancient prehistoric sculpture of Lepenski Vir in
Serbia?
All these works seem to have quite a lot in common with
Celtic art, not only in stone. Of course, even if we surmise
that our pieces are Slavic we are back into the world of rural art dominating Europe before the expansion of Rome.
Their figured elements are compatible with prehistoric expression throughout Europe and, in fact, the entire world.
The Ukrainian “rock art” is essentially a phenomenon
close to prehistoric art of Utah, Namibia, China... Similarities with the Early Slavic idols speak in favor of very firm
and durable iconographic models and (much less probable) some direct cultural links (italics ours) (Čaušidis
2005, 444, 452-453). Čausidis concludes: “These iconographic analogies pose also a question of common, more
or less homogenous, mythical and religious traditions of
the Slavs, which, having generated the described forms,
would after the migrations differentiate themselves into
individual systems.”
Here we should add two stone reliefs from a later period
which, however, testify in a very peculiar way to a symbiosis of various Christian and pagan motifs after Christianization. Radoslav Katičić has dealt in a magisterial way
with the issue of religious plurality, and this intermingling
of religious traditions must have necessarily led toward a
cultural plurality.
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The relief known as “St George Killing the Dragon” is
inserted on the left end of the western façade of the 19th c.
church of the Assumption of Our Lady in Žrnovnica (Milošević 2011, fig 31). The white limestone panel (130 x 80
x 25-26) is a spoil. It shows a bearded horseman with a cap
sitting astride and piercing with a long spear, the end of
which is lost in a thick cloud, a flying monster, most likely a bear. Milošević concludes that the relief shows Perun
piercing Veles shown as a bear, which is one of the regular
representations of the Snake God. It was carved in a mixed
pagan-Christian milieu, hence the crosses, as a splendid example of religious syncretism (Milošević 2011, 39-56), i.e.,
of timeless art.

31. Žrnovnica. Parish Church, Relief of a Horseman (Early Slavic?).
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Žrnovnica and its parish church lie to the north of the
Perun ridge. Don Ante Škobalj has more than once emphasized the importance of settlements on those soaring heights
(Škobalj 1999, 438-439), fig 32). In doing this he described
the Croatian settlement of Poljica as a process that is also
documented at some points in Pannonia, e. g., at Stara Vas
at Nedelišče near the Slovene border (Bekić 2007), where
archeological materials of the 6th and 7th century belonging
both to the immigrants and the natives have been found together. Similar situation is encountered on the Slovene side
of the border, at Murska Sobota (Bekić 2007, 221-223).
At Kringrad to the south of Sisak, a place which bears the
name of the Siscian martyr, Sr. Quirinus, thus apparently
a Roman population refuge, a typically Slavic earring was

32. Žrnovnica. View of the Perun ridge.
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found. Thus there was some kind of co-existence even before Christianization.
In a rural setting the Croats could adjust to the lifestyle
of indigenous population as they were, according to Don
Ante Škobalj, shepherds, and mixing of blood was an
everyday occurrence. Let us recall the wise words by Radoslav Katičić: “In the early medieval Croatia, along the
Slavic cultural tradition there also continued the native one,
which, after the collapse of more developed Roman ways
of life, reversed to its prehistoric, metal-age physiognomy”
(Katičić 2007, 317). The Perun of Žrnovnica was re-identified by the cross, a badge of the new faith. Or, the Christian idea of a victory of good over evil was sold to the new
Christians in an image of the clash of Gods.
Another such case is a relief of “St George” (limestone
39x62x16, fig 33) at St George in Plomin. The figure is
flat, standing in a shallow, round-headed niche, presented
as a series of rather coarse narrow bands, a reminiscence
of classical drapery, which could be equally indicative of
Roman provincial art and of the Early Middle Ages. In the
upper right-hand corner there is a Glagolitic inscription “se
e pisal s” (according to Fučić: “this was written by s”).
Branko Fučić (Fučić 1982) concluded that “the Glagolitic inscription in two lines was later carved into the relief of a rustic late Antique stone relief depicting Silvanus.”
Ljubo Karaman masterfully noted that the relief was made
by “a rustic carver, a work of folk art, which at any time
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33. Plomin, “St. George” (Late Roman or Early Romanesque?).
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and place reveals equal tendencies and traits making any
judgment about the date next to impossible.” Karaman has
dated the relief and the inscription to the same period, i.e.,
after the middle of the 11th c., the earliest acceptable date
for the inscription (Karaman 1955).
On the basis of the evidence presented above, one may
conclude that there is an imitation of an ancient model, and
that the Istrian rustic author was not totally unaware of this.
But he was also aware of the Romanesque stylizations of
his own, as well as of the fact that one could turn a Silvanus
into a St George with a martyr palm, as well as into a Juraj-Jarilo, the Green George, the divine Slavic impregnator
of the gardens and fields of the Plomin vale.
As in Žrnovnica, an image unrelated to Christianity became the base of a Christian story. These two works are the
I.D. of an environment of religious and cultural plurality
developing in the former Roman Illyricum as one of the
firm foundations of the “Art of the Croatian space.”
Just a word about Early Slavic decorative motifs. The Perun’s Star is in use even today. It is carved into the upper
beam of a house as protection from thunder. Those stars vary
from simple six petal formations to fabulous floral fantasies
(Belaj 2007, 139). They are found fairly often painted on the
outer walls of small medieval churches to the south of Karlovac – Prilišće, Mateško selo, Trg by Ozalj, Modruš potok,
Sv. Juraj at Vukova Gorica. These churches mostly stand at
prominent heights and have been exposed to thunder since
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time immemorial. Thus the appearance of this handsomely
painted lightning rod is not surprising. Marinka Mužar took
me on several tours of the medieval sites around Karlovac,
and Lidija Bajuk sent a picture of such a star from a village
home in Kamešnica on the Kalnik (fig 34). Many thanks to
both.

34. Kamešnica. Private home, Star
(traditional Early Slavic motif).
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We have brought the Croats inside the Roman Illyricum.
We attempted to position their creativity within the context
of confrontation gradually yielding to coexistence and assimilation. We have at least outlined the type of forms the
Croats may have brought along. We concluded that these
forms were of an extramural, timeless kind typical of human societies in the prehistoric period – an art of stylization
and abstraction, and of ritualistic and symbolic content.
Yet, in addition to those Metal Age natives, the newcomers
encountered considerable remains of Roman urban tradition, primarily inside the Dalmatian cities, but also beyond
wherever traces of imperial – Byzantine rule – have survived (e.g., on the islands).
“The given circumstances forced the Christian late antique and Pagan Slavic traditions in Dalmatia to live next
to each other,” writes Radoslav Katičić. “And this, given
those circumstances and emotional charges, meant confrontation… Yet...quickly the confrontation was replaced
by contacts and cooperation... From the very beginning
they depended on one another, influencing one another,
and acting together moving into the future. Two cultural landscapes, both of extra-urban kind have been able to
overlap in their joint rural experience, gradually finding a
common tongue, which led to contacts and cooperation”
(Katičić 2007, 189, 229). “From the earliest beginnings
they were determined by the requirements of the space”
(Katičić 2007, 230-231).
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That space was determined by small, clearly separate
units, yet there was always something in common in their
personalities. In Southern Pannonia, Savia and Secunda,
the urban model was not as developed as on the coast,
and it suffered a more thorough disintegration. Even in
the cities of the imperial Dalmatia “we encounter just
meager traces of Latin literature in the dark 8th and the 9th
centuries.” The same is true of visual arts. These traces
sufficed to confirm their existence and nature “wherein
is reflected both the continuity and degradation of Ancient culture.” The Dalmatian cities may have been able
to “maintain a modicum of Ancient cultural goods, without reaching the Ancient level and the ability to use it”
(Katičić 2007, 288).
That passive negation of antiquity is reflected in the Byzantine Dalmatia from ca. 600 through ca. 800 both in the
city and outside of it, by improvisations, adaptations or
construction of the simplest types of church architecture. In
Split it is marked by an arch built into the house next to the
baptistery of St John (Marasović 2008-2013, III, 283-284)
(fig 35). The standard repertoire of classical decorative motifs was maximally flattened and linear. Yet even that radically simplified aspect of a visual language had retained
enough coherence to enable us to recognize its source and
model. In Zadar this stage is marked by fragments of a choir
screen dated by Petricioli variously to the 6th and the 7th c.
(Petricioli 1960).
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35. Split. Relief near baptistery (7th-8th ct.?).

In architecture, the same phase is represented by various
adaptations, repair work, and rebuilding, and also by erecting new extremely simplified Christian buildings – aisleless with a rounded or rectangular apse. Such architecture
occurs both in the city and in the countryside, and, even
when linked to indisputable areas of imperial rule, does not
exclude a possibility of having been used, or even built, by
the incoming Slavs.
There are even longer stretches inside the Imperial Dalmatia, e.g., the northern Adriatic islands, where the Slavs
moved massively into areas under Byzantine control. On
the island of Krk, Petar Skok has identified a case of total apartheid, a zone south of the line Dubašnica – Baška where there are no Slavic place names. The island
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was ethnically clearly divided but politically it remained
entirely within the Byzantine Dalmatia (Skok 1950, II,
karta 2).
And yet, precisely on the same islands, there was also assimilation of domestic and imported elements in the homes
of the local rustics. As established by Andre Mohorovičić
the basic type of rural hut combines the Slavic “two stool”
type with the Mediterranean technique of using stone (Mohorovičić 1955).
According to Nikola Jakšić (Jakšić 1995, 2008) there is
a number of churches that survived the invasion and continued to operate as centers of Christian life along the road
from Nin to Knin which was, apparently, still controlled by
the Byzantine forces (St Martin in Pridraga, a 6th c. church
still almost completely preserved; St Bartholomew in Galovac; the Crkvina in Begovača; the churches of the city of
Nin – St Anselm (cathedral), St Mary, St Andrew in the Port,
St Michael in the Roman temple) which all stood complete
until the second half of the 17th c. (destroyed during the
Candian War; Jakšić 2008, 110-111). Discoveries of high
quality jewelry along the same route (Nin, Lepuri, Golubić
near Knin) support Jakšić’s argument.
Roman Pannonia and Dalmatia were thickly covered by
countryside complexes – villae rusticae ranging from simple hamlets or veteran estates to elegant countryside manors or even seats of local government. We even find them
deep in the hinterland, e.g., at Strupnić near Livno in Her71
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cegovina (Zeman and Turković 2011), from the 3rd – 4th c.
Some of them survived throughout the period of the 7th and
the 8th c., and continued their life within the early Croatian
state, for example, at Varvaria-Bribir.
“The newcomers could often feel helpless. Yet, in fact,
they were not repressed. They tailored their lives according
to their own liking, incorporating the new and strange into
their own order... Yet, for a period of two hundred years, one
continued to live in Sclavinia.” (Katičić 2007, 230). It took
an organized social and military power to face the Greeks,
and it was provided by the Croats who descended on horseback to the sandy beaches under the Carolingians. This was
the end of the restless, disorderly, irregular world of the 8th
c. From the beginning of the 9th c. the Byzantine Dalmatia
did not face loose Sclavinias anymore, but an orderly early
medieval state. The Byzantine Dalmatia remained a subject to the Greek, while the Croatian principality was under
the Western Emperor. Both the Dalmatians and the Croats,
and all the others that were turning into them thus entered,
through a big gate, into the world of the West European
history. Two different cultural landscapes acquired an international recognition (Katičić 2007, 230).
It is legitimate to ask to what extent the baptism at Crkvina in Biskupija was a baptism of the Croats, since a great
number of them must have already been Christianized.
As Frankish foederati they must have had at least formally renounced paganism. They bore Carolingian arms and
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equipment available only to Christian allies (fig 36). Thus
we suspect that at least some of “the people” baptized by
Borna at Crkvina were still pagan indigenous Slavs. As
Gorm, king of the Danes one hundred and seventy years
later at Jelling (Berend 2007, 80-83), Borna must have declared to the people that now they were Christian. Thus
the people that had come with “Porga’s (Borna’s) Father,”
the Croatian political and military elite, were joined by the
Slavs who had for two centuries been sitting in the Sclavinias. A unity was declared. Now they were all Christian,
subject to a Croatian prince, thus all “Croats.” The first
layer of Croatian Christian landscape seems to wondrously support such a supposition.

36. Split. MHAS. Spurs from Crkvina in Biskupija (ca. 800).
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The components of that process that matured around the
year 800 could be fairly well established. The Slavs of the
first migration did not enter into Dalmatian cities, but they
did find some things they had in common with the local extra-urban population; even with that middle class of petty
landowners, artisans, clerks, retired soldiers, who all, within
the Roman system, represented that link between the urban
and the rural. They could, of course, find things in common
with the Illyrian-Roman rus, as well as with the highland
barbarians. The already mentioned discoveries of both migrant and indigenous materials from the 7th c. at Nova Vas
indicate an initial coexistence. Still, these immigrants could
find very little in common with urban population or higher
social strata (Bekić 2007). By the end of the 8th c., Borna and “Borna’s Father” mingled with the Frankish military and declared an obligatory state Christianization. After
Crkvina, the organized state also made its needs known in
the sphere of creativity. We shall try to describe this duality
out of which, in the course of the ninth century, emerged
“the Croatian Space” and its culture (Goss 2020, 158.159;
172-172).
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O

ut of all the barbarian peoples within the orbit of Rome,
the Franks were politically the most successful ones.
In three hundred years after the baptism of Clovis in 496,
Francia grew from a barbarian kingdom into an Empire,
officially Roman, in fact of Frankish nationality, the only
real political power in the West. Under the rule of the Carolingian dynasty, descendants of Charles Martel (ca. 685.
– 741), especially of his son, Charlemagne (king of Franks
768-814, Roman Emperor 800-814) the Franks ruled the
West from Catalonia through France, the Low Countries,
western Germany, the Alps, central and northern Italy, to
Pannonia, Istria and parts of the Eastern Adriatic. Conquering the Langobard kingdom in northern and central Italy in
773-774, and Istria in 778, the Franks became a Mediterranean and Adriatic power. In 803 the Imperial Dalmatia
came temporarily under their rule, but Byzantium returned
in 806 and with the Treaty of Aachen in 812, Dalmatia was
permanently returned to the Eastern Empire. A Croatian
Principality was formed as a land of Carolingian foederati under Frankish control in large sections of central and
northern Dalmatia and its hinterland (Goss 2020, 144). Thus
the Franks, a Germanic nation, became, thanks to the mili75
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tary and political circumstances, overlords of the urbanized
West - of Italia, Gaul, the northernmost Hispania and the
westernmost Germania. Intellectual leaders of the Franks,
gathered around the imperial throne in Aachen, dreamed
about a revival of Rome and classical culture, but Frankish
was not a Roman Empire, Carolus was not a Roman Imperator, Aachen was not Roma. The Carolingian Renewal was
a reproduction of Antiquity according to Carolingian chieftains and their intellectual seers, both at the court and countryside. As such albeit under the slogan of more Romano it
created a fresh, attractive synthesis of Rome and native barbarian environments of the new Europe. Its legitimacy was
backed by the Emperor and the Court. For the Croats at the
farthest southeastern fringe of the Empire, the Carolingians
meant a presence of yet another extra-urban idiom tinted
by a somewhat naïve image its creators had of the classical
Christian Rome. Therefore, it is not difficult to separate the
Antique originals from their Carolingian copies – the Metal Age layer peaks through from underneath the Carolingian gilding. This is especially true of some great preachers
of the Christian word throughout the Carolingian Europe,
such as the Irish and Hiberno-Saxon monks, disseminators
of the populist wing of the Carolingian Renovatio (Goss
2020, 35, 37).
Carolingian systematization was also reflected in the art,
which was not easy to achieve. Writing in 1937 Paul Zykan noticed that within the Carolingian Renewal there are
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forms which are essentially “anti-Carolingian.” For example, he noted differences between the wall-paintings in the
church of St Proculus in Naturns and St Benedict in Mals,
both within some 10 kilometers in South Tyrol, and both
from ca. 800 AD. Mals represents the classical “renovatio,” whereas Naturns is stylistically close to the art of the
Celts and travelling Irish missionaries who under the guise
of “renewal” spread the formal canons of Celtic Druids. He
concludes: “Es ist falsch, hier von karolingischer Kunst zu
reden, wir haben es mit antikarolingischer Kunst zu tun”
(Zykan 1937, 48; “It is wrong here to talk of Carolingian
art: this is a case of anti-Carolingian forms”).
The beauty of Carolingian Renewal is that “Rome” did
not hold back the barbarian Europe or the call of the mysterious Orient. One cannot go indefinitely doing only interlaces and spirals; but it is also not possible to rely on
Rome alone, since no one knew anymore what that Rome
in fact was. The humanist element of classical antiquity
and the decorative passion of the extra-urban Europe embarked on a path of synthesis. This would lead, in two centuries, to a new, Romanesque, Europe. Mario Brozzi and
Amelio Tagliaferi have noticed that in Langobard art there
persists an expression „pienamente ‘barbarico’ e di emanazione strettamente ‘langobardo’... immune dalla contaminazione carolingia“ “...purely ‘barbarian’ and ‘Langobard,’ immune of Carolingian contamination (Brozzi
and Tagliaferi 1961, II, 44).
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The Carolingians are an important, possibly the most important factor in the creation of the “Croatian brand.” From
the local roman-provincial vilanus one learned the domestic dialect of prehistoric creativity. Once Christianity was
adopted in cities, there was still a handful to be learned
about the classical world of Antiquity there. The Carolingians, in their starriest moments, could extract the essence of
what in the classical world inflamed their barbarian imagination. They used it in trying to recreate that lost fairytale
world. This inner balance of imagination and reality, of celestial lightness and earthly realities seems typical for the
Carolingian vision of the world. Therein one should look
for determinants of a Croatian vision, which again underlines the capital importance of the Carolingian world for
the Croatian one at the point of its emergence. By the Carolingian penetration into the Adriatic, the Croatian space
linked up to the space of the central and transalpine Europe.
Europe is a triangle with a base in the Ural and the tip on the
Iberian Peninsula. The terrain slowly rises towards the West,
where the territorial units become smaller. The eastern plain
is ruled by Orthodoxy and totalitarianism (Byzantium, the
Mongols, Russian Empire, the USSR, Putin) while the West
is ruled by “democracy” as an expression of “individualism,”
“tolerance,” and “human and national rights.” All those favourable characteristics the West is so proud of did not just
appear on their own. They are a function of hard realty. The
complex relief means small pockets of settlement. There is
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little chance for large structures to develop, and so the West
was rarely subject to despotism. Many small units mean many
strong individual leaders. Such individuals must learn how to
listen to others and to consider others’ needs in order to survive. Let us have no illusions – agreements could fail or be
broken, and when that happened it would result in a dispute
that could range anywhere from within a family to the whole
continent. That Europe of the “European space” developed
science, technology, industrial production and long-distance
trade because it had no other option. The Croatian space lies
within the paradigm of such spatial organization. The atomization may be even greater, units smaller, population density lower, and our efforts at surviving proportionately greater.
But so were the potentials for intimacy and the lyricism that
arise out of ambient experience. To overcome the daily challenges one had to rise to a really high level of environmental understanding and empathy. Thanks to our often irritating
frontier position and permanent outside pressure there were
challenging moments. The Carolingians recognized the strategic importance of the Croatian space at the southeastern
fringe of Europe, and we plunged into that process around
the year 800 and did what we could. When we were successful, not infrequently, we would realize our potentials, and we
would live creatively and well. These were the moments that
defined the positive underpinning of the brand called Croatia.
We must learn how to recognize such moments and how to
take advantage of them (Goss 2016, 112).
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With the Carolingians Europe entered the “Croatian space”
and the Croats entered Europe. The Carolingian Renewal was preceded in Italy by an upsurge of creative activity
within the Langobard kingdom culminating during the rule
of Luitprand (712-744), and then extending over the Adriatic
into the areas where there was a chance of reception, i.e., the
urban centers of the Imperial Dalmatia. In this “Liutprand
Renascence” patterns and models of Early Christian art were
renewed – in low but noticeable relief achieving in the best
cases a refined balance between high stylization and natural
forms (fig 37). In Split the Liutprand Renascence was recognized by Basić and Jurković in a work dedicated to the “Split
stonecutting workshop” of the late 8th c., primarily in the
panels from Split Cathedral showing the Gates of Heaven in
a restrained but clearly cut relief (Basić and Jurković, 2011).

37. Zadar. Archeological museum. Sarcophagus (8th ct.).
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A key locus in that context is the curtis of Croatian rulers
in Bijaći. Trpimir (852), Muncimir (892), and later Dimitri
Zvonimir (1078) issued royal charters there, at the church
of St Martha. A link with the ruling caste is also provided
by a fragment of a beam with traces of the inscription “...
Chr(OATORU)m ET...(below) and… “IVPA(nus)” (above).
In translation,... “Somebody Duke/King of the Croats and
Somebody Župan (Count)...” (Milošević, 1999A, 256257), making this piece of stone probably the most important inscription of Croatian history (fig 38). Ante Milošević
has formed a group of reliefs around it, from St Martha,
from elsewhere in Central Dalmatia and beyond (Milošević
1999A, 239-246). For comparison, he quoted a cross made
of vertical bands between spirals, in Irish style, from Gala
(fig 39, 40) as well as fragments from St Andrija on Čiovo,

38. Split. MHAS. Fragment “Iuppanus” from Bijaći (ca. 800?).
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39. Split. MHAS. Fragment from Gala (ca. 800).

40. Split. MHAS. Fragment from Gala (ca. 800).

SS. Petar and Mojsije in Solin, from the church in Gradina also in Solin, from Trilj with a cross inscribed inside a
scroll, and like pieces from Trogir and Zadar, all from the
8th c. All these works are very flat and linear, their compo82
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sition is unruly and there are surprising breaks and discontinuities. (Milošević 1999A, 245-253). The restlessness of
the 8th c. has left its imprint on our coast.
The names found on the fragments from St Martha – Gumpertus (4 or 5 times) and Gratiosus (Gratianus), confirm that
the stone-cutters/builders came from the Langobard-Carolingian circle of Italy and the Adriatic (Karaman 1930).
Some of them may have also been clergy.
Some of the elements of the entire late 8th ct. group of
reliefs we just described can be traced back from prehistory to the Early Middle Ages, e. g., the spiral, such as the
one from Gala near Sinj. The motif is found in the art of
rural Europe in pre-Roman, Roman and post-Roman times
from the British Isles to the shores of the Eastern Adriatic
(Milošević 1999A, 245). The spirals from Gala recall those
from Newgrange in Ireland (3200 BC), as well as those at
Gavrinis in Bretagne, and on Orkney (Stout and Stout 2008,
17, 23, 24-25, 73, 82).
Milošević opened the door of a fascinating world and he
did not stop there. He went on and noticed analogies between the group we just considered and a series of stone reliefs in Bosnia – in Bilimišće near Zenica, at Mali Mošunj,
Dabravina and Muhašinovići. He also noticed a considerable similarity with the materials from central Dalmatia we
have noted above.
At Mali Mošunj there are obvious analogies with the figures at the Ratchis altar at Cividale (Milošević 2003, 361:
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2003A, 64). At Muhašinovići the Ban Kulin panel reflects
the technique and esthetics of a work in wood (Milošević
2003, 365). The figuration at Dabravina is not unlike the figures from Mali Mošunj ((Milošević 2003, 370-372: 2003A,
67-69). The most impressive, however, is a group of reliefs
from a church in Bilimišće, now in the Museum in Zenica (Milošević 2003, 361-3651: 2003A, 62-63, fig 41). The
church, today almost completely gone, may be the place
where the Bosnian Kristijani of Ban Kulin renounced their
alleged heresy in 1203. It is a complex double basilica, in
fact, two aisle-less churches tied together as it was the case
quite often in early Christian architecture in Bosnia (Milošević 2003, 361-362: 2003A, 59-60).
The sanctuary of the northern church was separated by
an ample septum, many parts of which are preserved – pan-

41. Zenica. City Museum of Zenica,. Fragment from Bilimišće (late 8th ct.?).
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els, pilasters, and capitals. We encounter the already wellknown spiral scrolls, scrolls with trefoils growing from
vases, snakelike scrolls filled by flowers, hooks or volutes,
contrasted scrolls, stylized lilies. Of special interest are
panels, only partially preserved, by an extremely skilled
master, an excellent cutter of clearly defined parallel planes
and perfect control of the line. We sink, enchanted, into a
fantastic world of stylized interlaces, scrollwork and circles
in the spirit of the most sophisticated stylization of urban
Antiquity, but also redolent of non-Roman extra-urban fantasy of Celtic and Insular kind. Milošević is right when he
invokes some of the greatest art of the Early Middle Ages,
as the stuccoes from the Tempietto Langobardo in Cividale.
The master did not limit his work to decoration only, but he
handles the figure with the same dexterity (Milošević 2003,
363-364: 2003A, 63).
Who is that genius and where did he come from?
Our Bijaći – Bilimišće (B and B) group covered a large
section of the mountainous Western Balkans and its Adriatic coast. Some of the sites found there are at a stone’s throw
from the city walls of Split and Trogir. There was, seemingly, a lot of action in that area where the newcomers busily
mixed with the domestic extra-urban element. They used
extra-urban, prehistoric forms, both local but also possibly
imported from Germanic (Langobard) and Insular (Irish,
British, continental Celtic) territories. By the 8th c. the insular missionaries had done miracles throughout Western and
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Central Europe. Bobbio, founded in 614 by St Columbanus
(543-616), is just two days on a good horse plus two days
with a good wind away from the Kaštela Bay; and from
there it is just a few hours on horseback to Gala, which
celebrates one of the main insular missionaries, St Gallus
(St Gallen, 550 – 646, pupil of St Columbanus) (Marasović
2008-2013, III, 72-73). So we seem to be dealing, in the
case of our just considered group, with a homogenous extra-urban cultural landscape, such as the ones that exist on
the British Isles, in the Lombard Italy, or in the Visigothic
Spain. Homogenous in time, space and the choice of extra-urban styles, but also in its variety and quality which oscillates from the superb court works such as at Bilimišće to
the Hiberno-Saxon reveries. This strongly supports the idea
that we are dealing with traveling workshops following in
the steps of the warriors and missionaries through Pannonia
and Dalmatia during the Avar wars at the end of the 8th c.
These travelling artisans could be loaned on a case by case
basis to the deserving newly found allies, already Christian
or freshly baptized. These travelling artists, builders and
soldiers represent the foundation of the first recognizable
art of the newly Christian Adriatic Croats.
In 751 Langobards took Ravenna and abolished the Exarchate. Istria followed suit, and, after a Langobard interlude
of 774-778 it was occupied by the Franks. Sv. Trojica/Holy
Trinity – Sv. Donat at Zadar is a document of the vicissitudes of the Adriatic and its hinterland in the 8th c. (fig 42).
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42. Zadar. St Donat (mid 8th ct. and around 800?).

The earliest phase of the church was reconstructed by Vežić
as a free-standing rotunda. Possibly, it was never finished,
but kept changing its form in the course of building, to
eventually turn into a local version of the Palatine Chapel in
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Aachen (Vežić; 1985; Bužančić 2007). As a part of the seat
of religious and secular authority it would have been a reflection of the ruler’s churches of the time, of course, within
local potentials and the given site (Bužančić 2007, 130).
Twelve wooden beams, a portion of the roof construction
have been discovered at St Donat’s (fig 43). They became a
part of the floor of the upper church dedicated to the Holy
Trinity. Fragments of vey similar stone beams have been
found within the walls (Vežić 1985, 2000). They belonged
to the same building and period. The wooden beams should
not be seen as a signal of some “Slavic” presence, but they
confirm that wood was amply used in the architecture of the
Roman and post-Roman Illyricum.

43. Zadar. St Donat. Wooden beam (mid 8th ct.?).

The other monument to consider is the key religious building
of the Imperial Dalmatia, Split Cathedral. Diocletian’s Mausoleum is an octagon with alternating square and rounded
niches in the interior, typical of late antiquity. At some point
in the Early Middle Ages it was turned into a Cathedral, and
then into a “Capella Palatina” by adding the western tower
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around 800 (fig 44). The date of the tower is confirmed by
fragments recalling the Dalmatian sculpture of the late 8th c.,
e.g. a scroll containing cross-like petals (Marasović 20082013, III, 266-267). If this reconstruction is correct it would
indicate that Dalmatia was indeed getting ready for a continuous Carolingian presence – which never actually happened.
There is another outstanding piece linking Imperial Dalmatia with the Carolingians – Evangeliarium Spalatense, a manuscript which most likely Pope Hadrian (772-795) gave to
John of Ravenna, who was chosen by the Holy See and Charlemagne to revive the Church of Split on the eve of Frankish
destruction of the Avars, the Croat migration, and Charles’
crowning in Rome in 800 (Matijević Sokol 2016, 75-77).

44. Split. Cathedral. Tower and Diocletian Mausoleum.
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“The situation calmed down slowly. Slavic tribal communities in Dalmatia, Liburnia and Lower Pannonia did not
disappear in the system of marches under a direct command
of march-graves. They survived and, as Croatia and Slavonia, along with Dalmatia, they claimed a permanent place
in the European landscape of recognized states” (Katičić
2007, 320). Just like everything else, the Carolingian order
required putting the artistic forms in order. Nowhere is this
so clearly visible as in interlace sculpture.
“Our” interlace sculpture, three-band, perfectly conceived and clearly and perfectly carved is at the same time
“Carolingian,” “Adriatic,” and “Roman”; or, in general,
courtly, western European, and populist. Jakšić claims that
it derives from a number of late antique sources, especially
the floor mosaics (Jakšić 2000, 193-197). Croatian, which
is also Carolingian, interlace radiates the calm ratio and serenity of a self-confident society and ideology. It is a perfect medium, Jakšić is absolutely right to say, to express
the serene confidence of the only true God, thus a superb
medium to “act in the service of Evangelization.” That type
of interlace sculpture came into being in the heart of the
Mediterranean, at the Northern Adriatic and in Central Italy, and was announced by the reliefs from the Bijaći –
Bilimišće group. By the huge number of monuments and
by the status it acquired, it is also definitely “Croatian.” It
became the backbone of Croatian Pre-Romanesque cultural
landscape, and retained its place in the imagination of the
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Croatian people long after the disappearance of the Carolingian missionaries. It is one of the key constitutional parts
of the brand called Croatia.
Interlace sculpture is a pure form, the essence in which
the divine nature of the Universe and of the Supreme Being
is revealed. It is accompanied by prayers of a pious donor,
not infrequently an outstanding member of the noble class,
written in Latin language on the beams of the choir screen
or on the sides of ciborium. The Word has complemented
the Picture (Jakšić 2000. 192-194).
Vedrana Delonga made a valuable contribution by her catalogue “The State Archives in Stone” analyzing epigraphic
material dealing with the leading figures of early medieval Croatian society. “That archive in stone” determined
“…the position of their country in the history of early Europe… shedding light on the period when Croatia was a full
participant in the Carolingian Renewal, a movement which
defined the foundations of European civilization” (Delonga 2009, 8-11). The first monuments of the written word
in Croatia were cut in stone, in Latin language, in which
the earliest Croatian literacy closely follows the European
one (Delonga, 2009, 9). Gumpertus, Gratiosus, Martinus,
Theudebertus following the Carolingian troops were not
just missionaries, sculptors, men of letters, they were all
of that. They did not serve evangelization only, but were
actively involved in the formation of the New Europe in
general. Participating through a multidisciplinary project
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of visual and verbal arts they left an indelible note on the
Croatian cultural landscape (Delonga 2000, 238-241). The
pre-interlace carvers following in the steps of the Carolingian military still belong to the disorderly, barely Christianized Sclavinias. The universal art of interlace is an expression of statehood, stability of faith, and of a nation in
the making. Jakšić has suggested that the city workshops
of Trogir and Split were a link between the populist works
such as Gala, St Andrija on Čiovo, or Dikovača, and the
true, self-confident interlace sculpture, which he links with
Northern Italy and Istria, but also with Rome toward the
very end of the ninth c., the key step in this process being the works of the Trogir workshop (Trogir, Bijaći, Malo
polje near Trogir, Kljaci, Morinje, Brnaze, Pađene, Poljud)
around 800 (Jakšić 1999, 269-277, 285). It is particularly significant that the Trogir workshop participated in the
décor of St Martha in Bijaći, and in decorating the hexaconch chapels in Trogir, Brnaze and Poljud (Jakšić 1999,
279-280). Jakšić is also right in linking the Northern Adriatic sculpture with that of the large complex at Lobor north
of Zagreb, and in Sisak (both early ninth century), where
the appearance of interlace ornaments could be linked to
the masons that Fortunatus, Patriarch of Grado, sent to the
rebel Duke Ljudevit of Pannonia during his anti-Frankish
uprising, 819-823 (Jakšić 1999, 284).
In the Eastern Adriatic and its hinterland ten early medieval hexaconchs, two octaconchs (one possibly late antique),
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one building by some considered half-hexaconch (St Donat
in Zadar), one tetraconch, and three triconchs (already Romanesque) have been recorded. There are only two real rotundas, on Iž Mali and the initial phase of St Donat in Zadar
(Goss 2009) (fig 45, 46).

45. Early Croatian Polyconchs after T. Marasović and S. Gvozdanović Sekulić.
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46. Split. Holy Trinity at Poljud.

The polyconch is a well-known form of both pagan and
Christian architecture of the Mediterranean. It is playful,
like a charming dancer, but as a Christian building it is a
failure. Its space is organized around the central vertical
axis and practically useless for congregational purposes. It
does not possess the fundamental division of space on an
audience area and the stage. In Christian architecture, and
elsewhere, this type is primarily used for functions which
concentrate around the vertical axis, e.g., tombs, baptisteries, memorial chapels, etc. (Marasović 2008-2013, 208216, Petricioli 1968, Jurković 1995, 1996, Vežić 2011,
2012).
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The form is known in the antique architecture of both the
East and West, and, to a lesser extent, in later periods. It is
well spread all over the Caucasus, in Armenia and Georgia.
In those terms, it seems to be linked to the Zoroastrian fire
temples – the holiest fireplace in the center surrounded by
a wreath of lesser fires in secondary exedras, but no definitive link has ever been established (Strzygovski 1918, vol.
126-136, sc. 2, 482-508, 757-788; Goss 2009, 154; Hasratian 2010, 72, g 146-149, 328-334).
It is easy to point out the local source for the Early Medieval builder. In Zadar there is a hexaconchal baptistery
within a hexagonal shell dating from the sixth century
(Goss 2009, 155). There is an octaconch at Bribir, possibly late antique (Ghica 2015). The Cathedral in Split is an
octagon with semicircular and rectangular niches alternating inside, a form well-known to late antique architecture
(Goss 2009, 155).
Nikola Jakšić has noticed that one of the earliest identifiable workshops of interlace sculpture did the décor of the
hexachonchs in Trogir – a Dalmatian town – in Poljud in
the border zone between the city (Split} and the countryside, and in Brnazi behind the littoral ridge, well inside the
Slavic territory. The same workshop did one phase of decoration of the ruler’s church of St Martha in Bijaći (Jakšić
1999, 276-282). Jakšić’s conclusions enabled us to date all
those monuments to around 800, thus to the earliest phase
of the Christianization of the Croats, i.e., of their elite. They
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also confirm links between polyconchal buildings and the
leading members of the ruling class, meaning they probably served as their memorial chapels. The activity of the
Trogir workshop and the earliest polyconchal structures are
contemporary with the Christianization on the level of the
principality, when construction of Christian buildings became a matter of the State.
After all, what do we have in Novgorod and very likely
at Kiiv but a complex consisting of a ruler’s hall and an octaconchal sanctuary, the difference being that the Rus sanctuaries were not roofed (fig 47). Beginning with Tacitus we
learn that sanctuaries of Northern peoples were not roofed
so that Gods may come and go as they pleased (Goss 2009,
156). Imagine the feelings of Slavic immigrants when inside the baptistery of Zadar they recognized the sacred plan
canonized in the old country. Or, the wisdom of the boyars
and their advisers, who commissioned the first polyconchal
shrines, thus linking the old faith and the old country to the
new one.
The polyconch could serve as a good vehicle of introducing the new under the guise of the old, a well-known and
notorious trick used at the moments of switching regimes
or ideologies. Similarly, Pope Gregory the Great wrote to
Augustine not to destroy temples and shrines of pagan Anglo-Saxons but to purify them and rededicate to the True
God (Belaj and Belaj 2014, 320-321).
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47. Novgorod. Perun’s sanctuary.

One should be reminded of still unexplored, but recorded
polyconchal structures in Northwestern Croatia (at Kamenica and Svibovec podravski), as well as of the huge number of simple rotundas and also more complex centralized
buildings all over Central and East Central Europe (Goss
2012, 89-90, 137; 2010, 16-17; Merhatova-Livorova 1970;
Gervers Molnar 1968, 1972, 1975; Polaček 2000; Vančo
2000). The tradition of the sacred circle, with or without
additional conchs, certainly played a considerable role here.
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A polyconch may have stood at the Holy Trinity in
Biskupija, at a point dedicated to Perun, according to Belaj.
It was succeeded by an octagonal or octaconchal church
dedicated to the Holy Trinity, the traces of which are known
through an 18th c. description. Today, there is an orthodox
parochial church there (fig 48).

48. Biskupija. Mythological landscape. Holy Trinity.

If Belaj is right, then at the Holy Trinity Perun bowed to the
Holiest of the Holy in Christianity, the same way Mokoš did
to Virgin Mary, one Great Mother to another, at the nearby
Crkvina. In having a state sponsored octaconch at St Trinity
in Biskupija the boyar trend of building polyconchs merged
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with the state’s discovering a more public type of building
– larger basilican structure appropriate for public worship
(Belaj, V., and Belaj, J., 2012).
Constantine Porphyrogenitus points to Borna as the
prince who had the Croats baptized. Historiography places
Borna roughly between 810 and 821, after the second Avar
campaign in 795. Katičić proposed that the coastal Croats
had already been partially baptized earlier, and that from
that point on they slowly infiltrated the Dalmatian cities.
The Trogir workshop of interlace sculpture and the accompanying architectures seem to confirm that hypothesis. He
is inclined to date the state baptism around 805 or even a
little earlier (Katičić 2017, 11-12). This “Baptism of Croats” may also apply to the Highland Croatia (Mužić 2010).
Be as it may, this second baptism was an official state affair,
and it occurred at Crkvina in Biskupija, or to use the words
of the early medieval geography, at the church of SS. Mary
and Steven at Villa Regalis near Knin, at the burial place of
pagan leaders of the people (Katičić 2007, 10-11). Even the
state ceremony was not necessarily a massive act, as it was
not, for example, the baptism of the Danes at Jelling when
King Harald Bluetooth declared the Danes Christian in
965 (Berend 2007, 80-83). At this point Harald transferred
the remains of his father Gorm into a newly constructed
church; so also at Crkvina the Croat leaders “baptized”
their pagan forerunners by rededicating their resting place
in the name of the new God. We do not know what that
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memorial was like, yet there must have been some architectural frame marking the position of the venerable tombs
(Jurčević 2016, 222-224).
At the site of that presumed pagan architecture, there are
today traces of an aisled church dedicated to the Virgin and
St Stephen. Marasović noted that Don Frane Bulić suspected a layer datable between 4th/5th c. and 7th/8th c. (Marasović
2008-2013, II, 537, fig 49). Most of the tombs of the Croatian elite are found in a western annex which in its ultimate
form reflects the idea of a two-story Carolingian westwork.
What we see today, be it just in traces, is an aisled church
with a flat chevet, preceded by a two-story westwork, possibly with a two-tower façade.

49. Biskupija. Crkvina. View.
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As the Carolingian interlace sculpture served both the
evangelization and political affirmation of the young Croatian state, the church at Crkvina shows how the same was
achieved by following a Carolingian model in religious architecture, primarily that of the court and the higher strata
of the society.
One cannot stress enough the importance of Carolingian
forms for the emergence of Croatian pre-Romanesque art.
Mature interlace sculpture and the architecture which supports it belong to the highest social strata. The local elite
depended on the foreign one for political and social survival. In principle there were two models – basically a compound of pre-Christian tradition and newly acquired forms,
both essentially extra-urban, one on the populist, the other
on the courtly level. This would continue throughout the
history of art in Croatia.
Crkvina is an ideal model of the populist trend, although it
may not be the earliest of the monuments. Two more buildings
are tied to it – the church at Koljani, a smaller aisled church
with a massive western tower and a flat chevet, and St Martha
in Bijaći, also aisled but with a projecting rectangular apse,
and a massive western tower, possibly as late as the 11th c. All
these buildings follow antique sites, and so does the church at
Žažvić at the foot of Bribir, a rectangular building with a deep
semicircular apse built over an early Christian church, with a
western annex and a tower, an early Christian narthex turned
westwork. The forms of these buildings owe a lot to their pre101
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decessors on the site, thus one may consider them somewhat
“accidental” or “transitional,” rather than being strictly programmed according to some general model. Yet, the western
corpus is undoubtedly of Carolingian inspiration, added to a
yet undefined church body (Goss 2010, 6-9).
The westwork is one of the main features of the Carolingian architecture. But this most innovative of Carolingian
architectural features is in fact anti-Carolingian, or at least,
non-Carolingian. Uwe Lobbeday has shown that it is not
possible to establish a source of the westwork (Lobbeday
2002). The “intellectuals” may have had their visions of the
ancient past, but the “people” would make sure that those
efforts be directed to what they know best, i.e., its own barbarian tradition, possibly contaminated by Carolingian or
some other renewal movement (Brozzi and Tagliaferi 1961,
40). When that “contaminated art” assumes monumental
proportions, the Pre-Romanesque turns into Romanesque
(Goss 1978, 1987, 2006, 2010, 2010A, 2015B, 2016A).
Creating monumental buildings was much more complex
and costly than carving stone. Therefore, while architecture
only slowly and gradually accepted new forms, interlace
sculpture did not stand idle. The high quality mass production reveals the ardor of the new faith and the need that it
be expressed in an appropriate manner. A number of fine
scholars has dealt with that issue and proposed that there
was a number of workshops active in the first half of the
ninth century, most of them at Crkvina.
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Jakšić has proposed workshops of Prince Trpimir, of the
Master of Koljani Panel, the Court Workshop of Prince
Branimir, and the Benedictine Workshop of the same ruler
(Jakšić 2000, 205. 208, 211-212). A summary of the problem is offered in the preface of the doctoral thesis by Ante
Jurčević with extensive descriptions, illustrations, and bibliography (Jurčević 2016).
As opposed to the Trogir stone cutting workshop and the
architectural progeny of Crkvina, the workshop of the Master of the Koljani panel reveals a hand of a true artist, who
was active in Koljani, at Crkvina, in Rižince, Kapitul, Galovac and Uzdolje, all royal estates (fig 50). According to
Jurčević the workshop was active in the period of the first

50. Split. MHAS. Panel from Koljani, around 830 (?).
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systematic evangelization around 820 – 830, carried out by
Frankish missionaries, and, according to Jakšić, it was familiar with the works of north and central Italian workshops
(e. g., Rome). The masters of the workshop excelled in beautiful carving of thick, regular interlaces, and in the way they
handle floral and animal motifs, including attractive, plump
doves (Jurčević 2015, 71-114, Jakšić 2000, 205).
Trpimir (c. 840-864). known for his pro-Carolingian
stance, visited northern Italy and inscribed his name in the
Evangelistary of Cividale. He was a host to the star of Carolingian religious alternative, the learned Saxon Gottschalk.
Currently, there is a Carolingian church with a westwork
being excavated in Klis, and so far the site has yielded interlace fragments which include the name of the earliest
known Croatian queen, Slava (Regina Slava, Bužančić
2011, fig 51).

51. Klis. Queen Slava’s inscription, mid 9th ct.

Trpimir’s workshop was active also at Lopuška glavica,
Rižinice, Biskupija, Vrpolje, Plavno, Žažvić, Kašić, and
Biograd, mostly royal sites. It was characterized by elegant
long hooks and long-tailed, highly skilled carving but also
by somewhat limited choice of motifs (Jakšić 2000, 208).
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The firm handling and severe elegance of this workshop
was reflected by yet another one, the Benedictine workshop
of Prince Branimir active at the end of the 9th and the beginning of the 10th c. (Jakšić 2000, 208-210; Jurčević 2015,
115-136). Branimir’s time (879-892) was the period of the
first great artistic synthesis in the Croatian space in which
Croats played a major role as creators of a true Croatian variant of the Carolingian art within a well-organized and internationally recognized state with its own national church
seated at Nin, originally initiated by Frankish authorities.
Trogir workshop was a city project covering a limited
territory in Central Dalmatia. Trpimir’s was a court project covering a slightly larger territory. But the Benedictine
workshop of Prince Branimir was both by its volume and
quality a mega-event within the Carolingian Croatia. According to Jurčević it was active at 22 sites from Košljun, to
Nin, Knin, Biskupija, and Split. There is a significant number of its monuments all over Dalmatian Lowlands, around
Bribir, and in the Highlands from Pađeni to Muć. It was
also active in the cities of Zadar, Trogir and Split.
The workshop is distinguished by perfect carving, precise
execution of motifs, balanced and well-thought out composition, and smoothness of relief. In some of these qualities it
follows in the steps of Trpimir’s workshop, and also of the
Master of Koljani and his supreme serenity. Its best product
is the décor of Branimir’s church of St Cecilia at Stupovi
in Biskupija (fig 52, 53), in particular the pulpit and the
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52. Split. MHAS. Fragment from St Cecilia in Biskupija, ca. 880.

53. Split. MHAS. Fragment from St Cecilia in Biskupija, ca.880.
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holy water basin where the décor is supremely integrated
with the volume. In the beam with Branimir’s inscription
from Muć (888, fig 54) the workshop may have left the
best proof of its perfection having, possibly, carved the best
piece of interlace sculpture in the world. Here the Croatian
interlace sculpture presents itself as top quality world art,
an absolute synthesis of the orderly urbanity of antiquity
and the decorative innovation of new extra-urban peoples
(Delonga 2000A, 286-287). The workshop is a product of
an extraordinary conjunction of urbs and rus, an excellent
example of the art of the Croatian space. Every early medieval state, including the Croatian principality, was based on
the extra-urban territory, the land and the modalities of its
freedom (Terra Franca, Terra Salica) and possession. The
heart of Western Europe, from our contemporary point of
view, was the continent’s most rural, most backward section. Who, today, cares about Aachen?! Yet, that heart of
Europe, at a safe distance from dangerous seas, hidden behind endless woodlands and marshes was a productive, and
for the insiders easily accessible land. The triangle Paris –

54. Zagreb. Arheological Museum. Fragment from Muć, 888.
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Aachen – Rome was the ideal early medieval precinct. The
heart of Croatia, Nin – Knin – Klis, also satisfied the need
for productive land, sufficient security, and maritime links
with the rest of the world. That heart beats especially well
under the aegis of Branimir, who separated the land from
the Carolingians (not a Mediterranean power any more) and
turned toward the Roman Pope, to the Urbs, although the
urban qualities of that Rome may have been questionable.
The Benedictine workshop was active in cities, in rural areas, at royal and nobility estates, but also in smaller villages
and courts. Muć was certainly not one of the capitals of the
kingdom. Benedictines, as Theudebertus abba, constructed
the altar railing in Nin. In Lepuri we meet a ...ertus abba.
The Benedictine workshop was active at St Krševan in Zadar, where on an altar railing beam there is a mention of
somebody married to a Marina. At Otres near Bribir, which
is further from the coast, a dedication mentions St Krševan.
Jakšić concluded that all this is a proof of Benedictines’
presence in the Croatian countryside. The altar railing at
Otres was commissioned by Zdedrag, a Croat, in the time
of Dominus Branimir. “The activity of the workshop which
in Branimir’s time provided with stone furniture churches
in Croatia and Dalmatia could be in 50% of the cases linked
to the Benedictines” (Jakšić 2000, 209-212).
Was the appearance of the Benedictine workshop of
Prince Branimir, just as the arrival of Theodosius, bishop of
Nin to the metropolitan throne in Split, an announcement of
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a new Croatia, which was never completely realized? Under Branimir, the land of the Croats took its cultural growth
into its own hands – albeit with some help from the urban
talent – laying foundations for a new integrated high-quality cultural landscape, in which the countryside is still the
leading factor. Since the late ninth century and Branimir’s
era, Croatia was always politically, economically, socially, and culturally successful whenever it came close to the
model formed under our great predecessor. Branimir’s Croatia is a brand of what Croatia could and should do.
There was yet another large workshop in Branimir’s time.
It was named, rather questionably but not completely unjustifiably, the Court workshop of Branimir’s time. Its production was huge. It was recorded at 41 locations from Smiljan
to Livno, from Trogir to Drvar, with the highest concentration around Knin and in Zadar hinterland (Jurčević 2015,
137-160, Jakšić 2000, 211-212). The level of carving and
treatment of motifs does not justify the term courtly. Yet,
judging from inscription, it worked also for the higher status population. Jakšić explains the appearance of those, as
he calls them, half-trained stone-cutters, through the need
for church decoration at the moment of a booming expansion of the church organization (Jakšić 2000, 211-212). As
opposed to the Benedictine workshop which satisfied the
needs of limited secular and ecclesiastical elites, the Court
workshop catered to masses. Shortcuts and schemes abound.
For example, circles do not interlock into tresses, but form
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simple series crisscrossed by diagonals. The décor is schematized and repetitive. The planes are strictly parallel, detail coarse and some forms of interlacing recall the spirals
of the late pre-interlace phase (the cross from Ždrapanj,
Jakšić 2000, 206. 210, fig 55). One should note that there
is not just a contrast between the city and the countryside,
but that both an aristocratic and a populist strain could be
encountered both in the city and outside of it.
Still, there is certain attraction in that radical flatness,
clear parallelism of planes, and the graphic interplay of
forms. Organic shapes lose most of its biological substance,
for example, the gable of the altar railing at Šopot consists
of isolated signs (fig 56). It is woodcarving, possibly even
metalwork techniques transferred to stone. Given the stone
carving boom, some woodcutters and metal workers might

55. Split. MHAS. Fragment from Ždrapanj, late 9th ct.
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have turned stone cutters. The Šopot cross recalls metal
crosses of Early Middle Ages (Brozzi and Tagliaferi, 1961,
II, pl. VIII). And the “stars” along the cross look like cookies that fled from a sweets shop. A cross made of bands can
be seen also at the altar railing at Cetina, along with birds
recalling those from Šopot. So does a fragment of a bird
from Split, showing that the workshop entered Dalmatian
cities, Split, and maybe also Zadar.
The carvers of the Court Workshop were old-fashioned,
“naïve” second rate artists who, within the sphere of second
rate patrons, followed, without much understanding, the art
of the great. Obviously, they had their own audience. So
this “Court” workshop has its charm and should be accepted as a legitimate aspect of the Croatian art of the 9th and
the 10th c.

56. Split. MHAS. Fragment from Šopot, late 9th ct.
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The ninth century is a great period of art in Croatia, time
of upsurge in new surroundings, time of mastering new
systems of expression. We recall the profound thoughts of
Radoslav Katičić (Katičić 2007, 241, 382) concerning religious and linguistic duality of Early Croatian world, of
Christianity and Paganism, of Latin and “Slovinian” languages. The same plurality is detected in culture and art,
and the juxtaposition of the Benedictine and Court workshops is a good case in hand. One might even suggest that
rural manifestations are more durable than the official, high
ones, which are much more subject to changes in fashion.
The high interlace sculpture as a bearer of high, official art
disappears already in the course of the 11th c., and today it is
occasionally revived in carving or drawing for commercial,
patriotic and propaganda purposes. Naïve art is being sold
for millions.
Just like the Benedictine workshop of Prince Branimir,
the nucleus of Carolingian architecture in Croatia is represented by a series of buildings of his time, some rather large, with unique semi-rounded buttresses the likes of
which we do not encounter anywhere else in Europe (Goss
2010, 9-10). These are: in Biskupija St Cecilia at Stupovi
(fig 57, 58), aisled, three-apsidal building with a two-story
western annex and a tower; the church in Lopuška glavica,
aisle-less with a triconchal sanctuary and western massive
in the entire width of the façade; an aisle-less church of
unknown western end at Bukurovića podvornice; the aisle112
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57. Biskupija. St Cecilia at Stupovi, ca. 880. From the air.

less church of St Mary in Blizna, probably with a two-story westwork and so far unexplored nave and sanctuary
(Bužančić 2011); Biograd Cathedral, a spacious, more than
once rebuilt aisled church with a western tower, possibly
added in the 11th c. (Marasović 2008-2013, 426-431, Uroda 2005); and St Savior’s Church in Cetina (fig 59, 60), a
spacious, aisle-less church with a two-story westwork, a
five-story (?) western tower, and a triconch sanctuary, the
best preserved building of the entire group. The church of
SS. Mary and Stephen at Golubić near Knin (Milošević and
Peković 2009; 167-169; Marasović 2008-2013, II, 492495), yet to be explored, may have been similar to Cetina.
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58. Biskupija. St Cecilia at Stupovi ca. 880. Ground plan.
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59. Cetina. Sv. Spas (Savior’s Church), late 9th ct., view of the interior.
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60. Cetina. Sv. Spas (Savior’s Church), late 9th ct. Side view.

Trpimir’s church of SS. Mary and Vitus at Klis with a powerful western massive may have been comparable to Blizna
(Bužančić 2011).
Following my lead, a number of Croatian scholars have
recognized the special stylistic qualities of the buildings
with the rounded buttresses and attributed them to the time
of Prince Branimir and to the area of the Dalmatian Highlands (Marasović, Jurković, Petrticioli, Bužančić).
The classiest building of the group is the large aisled
church of St Cecilia at Stupovi in Biskupija. It was erected
in a hurry, as even the site was not properly leveled. The
patron was obviously anxious to leave his imprint on the
cultural landscape of the heart of Croatian history (Goss
2012B, 586-589; 2010A, 229-230; figs. 52, 53, 57, 58).
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It was no doubt Branimir who came to power in 879 in a
bloody coup against Trpimir’s son, Zdeslav. The latter, in
his brief one-year rule, tried to return to Byzantine overlordship, which, apparently, was not acceptable to the Croatian people. Having assumed the throne, the great warrior
Branimir never had to brandish his sword again. Cleverly playing the Greeks against the weakened Carolingians,
Branimir turned to the new power on European political
scene, the Roman Pope. By a treaty with Rome, Croatia
was recognized as a fully independent country, with its own
church, the head of which, Theodosius, bishop of Nin, received his pallium from Rome rather than the Frankish Aquileia. That free Croatia reestablished good relations with
both the Greeks and the Franks (Goss 2014, 228-229).
When Branimir built St Cecilia at Stupovi in Biskupija,
or when župan (count) Gostiha built the still fairly well-preserved St Savior’s Church in Cetina, the western façade was
preceded by a real turris (five story at Cetina, unless the top
was added later?), and a two story lodge adjoining it. This
is, of course, a considerable modifier of cultural landscape.
Already Prince Borna knew that a ruler’s church needed a
western annex. He himself, his envoys, the envoys of the
rebel duke Ljudevit, and those of Duke Braslav attended
imperial diets, and were familiar with the Capella Palatina
of Aachen, a central building with a multistory westwork
(Goss 2010, 9; 2010A, 68-69). St Cecilia is a paradigmatic example of how the artist of the Croatian space at the
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moment of true inspiration puts together various traditions
creating something new and exceptional. St Cecilia is an
aisled, three-apsidal building which structurally follows
the early Christian and Byzantine models. To this “Roman”
corpus, a Carolingian westwork was added. But as opposed
to any Roman or Carolingian basilica, the aisles of St Cecilia were covered by vaults, probably barrel vaults resting
on transverse arches. During the excavations enough of the
light tufa stone was recovered to cover the entire surface
of the building. So the vaults were indeed there, carried
by transverse arches on powerful cruciform piers. The architect could have seen such type of construction at some
monumental Roman building, for example in the magnificent underground chambers of Diocletian’s Palace.
The weight of the vault was assumed by a series of semicircular buttresses lining up the walls. They were quite
unique, and no convincing source has been suggested.
They remind me of galleries resting upon semi-columns
or addorsed columns such as found on the southern façade
of Diocletian’s Palace (fig 61). St Cecilia incorporated all
those traditions joining them into something original and
new – East and West, Rome and barbarians, Christianity
and paganism, urbs and rus.
The carved décor of St Cecilia is probably the best interlace sculpture in the world. Overall it is not well preserved.
But take, for example, the pulpit and the holy water basin:
here we can see some of the best work by the the Bene118
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61. Split. Diocletian Palace, southern front.

dictine workshop (fig 52, 53). The dedication to St Cecilia
indicates that the art of music was not left behind, either
(Goss 2010, 9-10; 2010A, 69). St Cecilia is a splendid example of Croatian brand wherein all the elements available
in the Croatian space join creatively together. But this is
not a question of creativity only. Branimir’s Croatia is the
brand of Croatian success. Whenever an artist of the Croatian space does likewise, results are fascinating.
In the Mediterranean lands from Catalonia to Dalmatia,
by the end of the tenth century, we can notice a series of
sturdy buildings made out of durable materials appearing,
– the “First Romanesque Art” of the Mediterranean circle
– a phenomenon apparently populist and crude, but at the
same time a lab for testing building techniques, and relat119
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ing the interior to the exterior (Puig i Cadafalch 1928 and
1930; Goss 1982). St Cecilia anticipated that phenomenon
by about one century.
The Carolingian adventure had made its contribution, and
in doing so it reinforced the spirit that created it. After a certain withdrawal in the 10th c., art continued to play its role in
the continuing self-discovery of Europe in the course of the
11th century, culminating in the first monumental European
style – the Romanesque – in the course of the “Renascence
of the 12th century” (Goss 2014, 233, 236-238).
Could one intelligently consider some possible barbarian Slavic-Germanic-Celtic sources of the westwork? Linguists use a dot * in order to signify supposed verbal forms
from Indo-European and pre-Indo-European past. Why not
do the same in visual arts?
If you visit the Spiš (Zips) region in eastern Slovakia you
will soon discover one of its major assets within a truly
charming medieval landscape – a medieval village church,
an aisle-less building with a rectangular sanctuary and a wide
entrance tower (e.g., Žehra, fig 62). In Polish this tower is
called “veža.” The word is derived from an Indo-European
root *aug, “light, ” in Pre-Slavic weg - which with the suffix –ja gives wegja, i.e., veža. The Early Slavs used to build
semi-buried huts - rectangular buildings dug into the ground
and covered with some kind of a gable roof. They have been
described by Ahmed ibn Omar ibn Rosteh, an early tenth
century Arab traveler to White Croatia beyond the Carpathi120
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62. Žehra (Slovakia). Parish Church., 13th ct.

ans. “In the Slavic land of Gurab winters are very cold so
people dig holes covered with pointed roofs such as can be
seen on Christian churches. They cover them with clay…”
(Goss 2010, 20; Belaj 2007, 136-139, Ondruš 1975).
Could such a tower-roof built by Slavs (Germans?,
Celts?) be a forerunner of the Carolingian westwork? The
half-buried hut being the world of Veles – of darkness, wetness, and cold, and the veža, sunny, bright and summery,
Perun’s world of celestial serenity and light? It would be
nice to have some material traces or reconstructions of such
a hut. But we do not. Yet, there is a glimmer of hope. From
the time of the Middle or Late Bronze Age (4300 – 3500
B.C.), there are traces of a building of a square ground plan
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(12 by 12 meters) at the Čepinski Martinci – Dubrava site
(Eastern Slavonia) covered by a pyramidal roof supported
by a central column (Težak Gregl 2017, 145-146; Kalafatić
2009). There is a prehistoric tower there, which through its
construction seems to anticipate the fanciful Romanesque
rotundas of the Danish island of Bornholm where the central pier supports a ring vault! Thus a building in which the
vertical – the axis mundi – was palpably highlighted, both
inside and out, existed in the building practices of prehistoric Southeastern Central Europe. (Tuulse 1968, 32, 247).
It took more than half a century for the change from
Crkvina to St Cecilia at Stupovi, and from paganism to
predominant Christianity and creation of the native style
in architecture and sculpture. The mass baptism required,
along with numerous reconstructions and adaptations, an
intense new building activity. Whereas the seats of power require larger and more complex buildings, hundreds of
small-scale churches appear all over Croatia as a response
to local needs. These are the “free form churches” introduced to the literature by Ljubo Karaman. They are almost without exception perfectly set within the landscape,
a palpable evidence of human presence, charters in stone,
on promontories and coastal hills, along puddles and lively streams, at the entranceways to bays and valleys. They
measure the eternal presence of the human spirit in the humanized, extra-urban landscape, but they also enter into the
cities. There is no difference in approach between the na122
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tives and newcomers here, so it is no wonder that those little countryside churches acted as a link between the cultural
poles – Slavic and Roman – helping them to grow into one
(Goss 2006, Karaman 1930). While the rulers’ Carolingian
churches may be compared to the use of Carolingian Latin
in religious matters, and the Croatian polychoncs to the use
of the Croatian variant of Old Church Slavic, those happy
little churches scattered all over the land are the Croatian
vernacular which we do not yet have in the written form.
They are for a good part “translations” from the Dalmatian
Romance.
A classic example of such a takeover of local forms is
the church of the Holy Cross at Nin, a replica of a demolished church of St Vid in Zadar (Marasović 2008-2013, II,
199-202, 329-330, fig 63). Although small, it is a miracle
of complexity. From the outside it appears as a free-standing cross with a dome within a tall, cylindrical turret and
a three-apsidal sanctuary, the central apse being inscribed
into a rectangular mass. On the ground floor there are three
parallel small aisle-less basilicas with a rounded apse, and
on the vaults level there is a quatrefoil on squinches (Pejaković 1982, 267-284).
If we remove the arms of the cross, we are left with a
square chamber with a dome. This reduction is exactly the
form of St Pelegrin in Savar and St Viktor in Telašćica on
Dugi Otok – Long Island (fig 64). This form is known from
representations of the tomb of Christ in Early Christian
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63. Nin. Holy Cross, ca. 800.

ivories, i.e., early Christian memorial chapels in the form
of a tower (Goss 2006, 89, 92; Marasović 2008-2013, II,
377-384). The tiny churches of Dugi Otok are a very rare
medieval example of the type and they witness to the imagination and resourcefulness of their Dalmatian Christian
builders, and also to the cultural exchange in the extra-urban settings.
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64. Savar. St Pelegrin. Early 9th ct.

The real miracle occurs when one tries to apply this domed
solution to a longitudinal space. This is exactly the case of
the miniature church of St Juraj at Ravanjska (6.10 x 3.00,
fig 65). A rectangular nave is covered by an extended dome
which appears as a gigantic bath-tub. This is truly a very
original way of combining a central type of construction
(sacred circle) with the longitudinal Christian plan with a
semicircular apse (Marasović 2008-2013, 179-182, Goss
2006, 89).
An especially good insight into the issue of reinterpretation of pre-medieval models is provided by a block of
monuments in the southern Sclavinias, where the style developed somewhat differently from the style in the rest of
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65. Ravanjska. St George, 9th ct.

the Eastern Adriatic (Goss 2007). The Croatian principality
ended at the Cetina. Between the Cetina and the Neretva
there were the Narentines (Narenta, Pagania, Neretljanska
district), then Hum, Konavli and Travunja. The series of
small political units ended with a somewhat more substantial Duklja (Doclea), which by the end of the 11th c. became
a respectable kingdom (1078). On a portion of that southern
coast, a Roman urban center came into being – Rausium –
which by joining its Slavic neighbors become Dubrovnik.
The appearance of Queen Jelena “Lepa” (the Beautiful),
wife of the most powerful early Croatian monarch, king
Zvonimir (1075-1089) suggests that the Kingdom of Croa126
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tia and Dalmatia nurtured southern ambition already in the
11th c. Dimitri Zvonimir was the founder of the church of St
Michael on the island of Koločep near Dubrovnik (Delonga
2007, Peković et al.2005, fig 66).

66. Koločep. St Michael. Jelena’s inscription, late 11th ct.
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Within a fabulous landscape of sun, warm sea and Mediterranean flora, with enough arable land to satisfy its own
needs and the sea teeming with fish, Dubrovnik developed
into a human settlement masterfully combining an urban
nucleus with its rural surroundings. But at the moment of
the Carolingian penetration into the Adriatic, the Frankish
wave washed even further, as far as the Gulf of Kotor. The
centrally planned churches of St Thomas in Prčanj and the
memorial chapel within Kotor Cathedral (both from ca.
800) can be compared to the Carolingian models such as
St Germigny-des-Près (Marasović 2008-2013, IV. 348-351,
380-390, 404-408).
Hoowever, the Carolingian presence was just a flash in
the pan and it left no progeny. Still, between the Cetina and
the Island of Brač on the North, and Privlaka and the Gulf
of Kotor on the South, with a strong concentration in the
Dubrovnik area, there appeared a type of a small, aisle-less
church with a round or rectangular apse (possibly round
within). The interior may consist of two, most frequently
three, but possibly even more bays separated by transverse
arches carrying barrel, or, exceptionally, groin vaults with
the wall décor of round-headed niches, one per bay. They
were covered by a saddle-back roof, although occasionally the formation of the roof may indicate a fake aisled
solution. A number of these churches had a miniature dome
within a rectangular turret above the central bay (fig 67).
The organization of space and that of the wall surfaces do
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67. Lopud. St John, 11th ct.

not correspond (with the exception of St Nikola on Lopud).
At Gabrili and Kaštel Stari the exterior was decorated by
simple pilasters strips. Dimensions were miniature. The
above average large church of St Peter on Priko in Omiš
measures 9.25 x 5.70 m (fig 68). Some of those churches
are cute miniatures – you can put them on the palm of your
hand and take them wherever you like (Marasović 20082013, III, 473-477). This sympathetic and pleasant type of
church could be derived from any aisle-less building, with
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68. Omiš. St Peter in Priko. Late 11th ct.

a round or square apse, with or without vaults. The simplest
among them have no exterior decoration, and the interior is
reduced to two bays and the apse. Igor Fisković has shown,
in the case of Majsan (8th. c.) how one gets a three-bay space
with a dome from a simple box structure Fisković 1988,
191-193, 206). According to drawings by Bramantino from
the 16th c. reproduced by Rivoira (Rivoira 1907) there were
antique memorial chapels with a plan very close to the
most developed examples in our group (St Peter on Priko,
St Thomas in Kuti, St Michael in Ston, St Peter on Šipan).
Igor Fisković is right in claiming that among numerous
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analogies there is not a single absolutely convincing one
(Fisković 2000, 430-435). Longitudinal orientation is the
general element, the little dome a concession to Byzantium
and Levant, the wall niches recall antiquity and late antiquity, décor shows Romanesque tendencies, straight lines and
rectilinear masses recall wood architecture. In spite of limited dimensions the churches are very much present in the
space accompanying us on both our physical and spiritual
peregrinations – little guardian angels made of stone. It is
not by accident that a small chapel with a dome accompanies a number of country mansions around Dubrovnik as
late as the 16th c. (Grujić 1982, 42).
The real paradise of South Dalmatian style are the Elafit
Islands (Koločep, Lopud, Šipan) just west of Dubrovnik,
acquired from Dioclean king Bodin (1081-1102), and as
of 1000 within the Archdiocese of Dubrovnik (Fisković
1988, 31-34). The care of the ecclesiastical center for the
islands in terms of providing top artists is impressive. The
churches are tiny, but beautifully balanced, decorated by
wall-painting worthy of a cathedral (the Dubrovnik Cathedral workshop was indeed active on the Islands, fig 69). As
the backbone of the Pre-Romanesque cultural landscape,
the architecture of the South Dalmatian group was one
of the best examples of truly inspired art of the Croatian
space. It gave a soul to the wonderful natural landscape and
became the factor of stability of its surroundings, a handful
of precious gems glistening in the grass. There was little
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69. Šipan. Šilovo selo. St John. Detail of wall-painting, ca 1100.

diiference between the Pre-Romanesque art and Dubrovnik
country mansions of the 15th and the 16th c. The right measure was established, and the web of sunshine, water, and
sky did not change.
The major projects around the year 1000, Dubrovnik Cathedral and the church of St Blasius, are linked to western
sources (westwork) but also Byzantium (centralized plans,
prominent dome). This is comparable to the royal founda132
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tions in the Croatian principality. The small-scale architecture of the South Dalmatian group, be it in or outside of
the city, is related to the small scale “free form” buildings.
Of course, there are more complex structures, as St Peter
on Priko or St Michael in Ston (with a westwork, fig 70,
71), but also a host of tiny, unadorned, two or three bay
churches all along the southern coast. This eminently rural
phenomenon is best exemplified by the Pre-Romanesque
building of the island of Brač, 21 buildings on record out
of which 18 are of the South Dalmatian type. They date
between the end of the 10th and the beginning of the 12th c.,
the period of accelerated Christianization of the Neretljani
(Marasović 2008-2013, III, 535-537, 573-575, 543-545, fig
72). Numerous dedications to St George, St Mary, St Elias,
St Vid, and St Michael (nine out of eighteen) indicate that
they stand over some old sacred places. This Brač collection of churches is an excellent example of the art of “the
Croatian space” in its rural version. Its harsh reality and
rock solid poetics are fascinating.
Branimir’s Croatia (879 - 892) represents the CRO-brand
in a completely finalized form. It is an independent, small
scale state at the southeastern rim of Europe, politically mature, knowing how to find allies and guarantors of it peace
and sovereignty, integrated into the west European system.
It does not deny its Slavic roots, nor the Roman and Mediterranean background of some of its population, be it urban
or rural. The outstanding workshops of interlace sculpture
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70. Ston. St Michael. Fresco, late 11th ct.
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71. Ston. St Michael. View, 9th and 11th ct.
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and the royal foundations in the Dalmatian Highlands are
the main cultural ID of that state. A paradigmatic monument
within that cultural, but also physical, brand is Branimir’s
St Cecilia at Stupovi in Biskupija – in terms of architecture,
sculpture, presumably painting and sound, it can be said
to anticipate the European developments by more than a
century. Monumentality is conveyed by form and measure
following the logic of Croatian space. The Croatian state
has defined its position in the Eastern Adriatic. This is also
underlined by a somewhat later South Dalmatian circle.
Whenever we break that successful and natural model, we
should remember Branimir and his Croatia, and return to
the true path.

72. Brač. St Michael at Dol, 11th ct. (?).
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n the course of the following two centuries, Branimir’s
Croatia would turn into Zvonimir’s, from a blood-line
principality to a respectable mini European power in the
Eastern Adriatic, the Kingdom of Croatia, Dalmatia and
Slavonia, the Triune Kingdom. Branimir may have created
the ideal form of Croatian sovereignty. Although it did not
directly depend on anyone and it was guarding its sovereignty, Croatia leaned on a key factor of all-European stability; in this case, it was the Roman Pope, as the emerging force of the 9th c. The picture was not very different
from Croatia’s place within the EU today. Branimir also
wanted to incorporate Dalmatia into his territory. He even
succeeded to impose his Croatian bishop Theodosius to the
archiepiscopal throne in Split. Thirty years later, another
ruler, Tomislav, did the opposite. He brought Croatia and
Dalmatia closer together, and declared Croatia a kingdom
by accepting the Archbishop of Split as the Primas of Croatia. With this gradual formation of the Kingdom of Croatia and Dalmatia, the countryside entered the city. Radoslav Katičić has wonderfully demonstrated how Croatian
names appear in the highest echelons of the city patricians.
Names Ursonja and Petronja, Romans Ursus and Petrus,
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whose nicknames are formed by using the Slavic ending
“– onja”, provide excellent examples. This is not translating, but bilingualism, creating a new cultural idiom within
a new cultural landscape (Katičić 2007, 452, 586). In such
a context the appearance of a Split nobleman, Petar Crni
(The Black), as a major landholder in the extra-urban Croatian territory of Poljica Littoral, and as a great benefactor
of the monastery of St Peter in Selo in the 11th c., does not
come as a surprise (Katičić 2007, 540-544).
The paradigmatic monument of those new times is the
church of St Lovro (Lawrence) in Zadar mentioned in the
testament of prior Andrew (918). The little building (14.15
x 6.40) is still fairly well preserved. It is missing its original dome and the sanctuary was rebuilt, but it still reflects
very faithfully the Dalmatian cultural landscape of the 10th
c. St Lovro is a rich and complex monument. Building and
carving activities at the site of the church cover about two
centuries – from ca. 900 to 1100; from reused antique fragments and reminiscences of important ninth century monuments to adventures of the early Romanesque of the 11th
century, and, finally, to fairly mature Romanesque of ca.
1100 (Marasović 2008- 2013, II, 345-352, fig 73, 74).
The corpus of the church in the form of an inscribed cross
is typical of the Byzantine architecture of the Macedonian
Renascence, while the flat chevet with three embedded apses follows the spirit of the local Pre-Romanesque, and correspondence between the exterior and interior was carried
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73. Zadar. St Lawrence, 10th and 11th ct.
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74. Plans of Dalmatian Pre-Romanesque and Early Romanesque Churches. A.
Zadar, St Peter the Old; B. Dubrovnik, St Peter, crypt; C. Zadar, St Lawrence;
D. Trogir, St Barbara (St. Martin); E. Split, St Nicholas.
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out in an already mature Romanesque way. At the western side this cruciform body is joined to a small two-story westwork topped by a tower. Dimensions are modest,
yet the building possesses the monumentality of the rulers’
churches of the 9th c.
The cruciform church we just described was added in
the 11th century to a pre-existing westwork. Thus a Frankish-Croatian element was successfully joined to a church
resembling one that we would expect to encounter in the
Middle Byzantine period. St Lovro was a real small lexicon of the Pre-Romanesque building in Croatia and Dalmatia, and I hope you may share my enthusiasm for this little
architectural miracle (Marasović 2008-2013, II, 345-350,
352; Goss 2006, 189-190. 196).
The miracles do not stop here.
The church had a portal (now in the Archaeological Museum in Zadar) which has been variously dated from the 8th to
the 11th century. It shows Christ in Glory within a mandorla
surrounded by classical astragal motif which runs down the
inner edges of the jambs (fig 75). The halo is borne by energetically spread angels next to flowering trees of life while
two elegant, self-confident griffins spit fire on them. From
two vases at the base, an elastic scroll with tiny snake heads
grows up the jambs. Within the scroll one discovers the images of the Virgin and Gabriel wrapped into cocoons. The
griffins, the scroll and the trees of life possess striking vitality
and plasticity. The Christ and the angels, though, are impres141
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75. Zadar. Archaeological Museum. Portal from St Lawerence, ca. 1100.

sive in their superhuman and extra-temporal barbarity. These
prehistoric monsters eye us disinterestedly from above, their
ghostlike eyes full of holy horror (Prijatelj 1954, 81-84; Petricioli 1960, 54-60, Marasović 2008-2013, 349-352).
All of that was further enhanced by color. The sculptor of
the portal certainly snooped around local scriptoria, such
as the one of the monastery of St Krševan nearby. He may
have even engaged one of those visionaries to add the paint
to the stone the carver had worked on with pious awe. The
sculptor did his best with the motifs he knew well – the
vase, the scroll, the snake head, the bushy tree, the arrogant
monster. Human form, which was still recognizable when
done by a miniaturist in a Mediterranean city, was for the
stone cutter a terra incognita. The best he could do was
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to recall the primordial, rural, somewhat ghastly world of
prehistoric fantasy and turn the figure into a cocoon, a box,
a barrel, a band returning to the extraterrestrial detachment
of the Three-header from Vaćani.
Several top-quality scriptoria were active in Dalmatian
cities in the course of the 11th c. – at St Krševan in Zadar, at
St Nikola in Osor or at St John the Baptist in Trogir. Still,
their importance wanes when compared to the scriptorium
of the female monastery of St Mary in Zadar. This top institution of Croatian-Dalmatian culture of the later 11th c. was
founded by Čika from the Madii family, related, very likely, to the Croatian royalty, to be brought to its peak by her
daughter, abbess Većenjega (Katičić 2007, 479, 509-510,
511-513, 513-522). The style of those workshops using the
beneventan script has always been linked to Southern Italy (Elba 2011, fig 76). This implies echoes of both eastern
and western classical models, but also the live, pulsating,
brilliant “barbarian” fantasy of scrolls and interlaces, intertwined human and animal bodies, crazy poses and gestures,
coloristic acrobatics, offshoots of Celtic and Insular dreams
– a world more appropriate on some belt buckle of a barbarian chieftain or a runic stone from distant Scandinavia. The
CRO-brand established in the 9th c. acquires a fantastic superstructure here, especially when the human figure is once
again introduced in the carved form. The confrontation, or,
maybe, creative complementing, occurs also in Zadar, and
here St Lovro again plays a crucial role.
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76. Budapest. Academy’s Library, K. 394, c. 23r: 1.
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Grgur (Gregory) was the prior and proconsul of Zadar in
1033 and 1036 and his ciborium can be dated to 1036 at the
latest when he was succeeded by his brother Dabro (Petricioli 1960, 15-18). The animal figures between the arch and
the outer frame are flat, in parallel planes on tidily ornamented surfaces. Along with three-band, there also appears
two-band interlace and the chess board motif. The decorative effect was enhanced by color – blue, red, and yellow,
the basic colors of the spectrum.
This serious decorative presentation changes radically
with our next example, the panels from the church of St
John – St Nedeljica (Domenica) with the introduction of
the human figure (around 1040; left panel 235x98x7; right,
shortened at the right end 183) (Petricioli 1960, 18-28, fig
77, 78). The bottom of the panels is marked by a two-band

77. Zadar. Archaeological Museum. Panel from St Nedeljica (Domenica),
right hand panel, ca 1030-1050.
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78. Zadar. Archaeological Museum. Panel from St Nedeljica (Domenica),
left hand panel, ca. 1030-1050.

interlace with “eyes,” while there are squares filled with
animals alternating with interlace motifs in the upper part.
Between those two bands there is a nine arch arcade. On
the left there are scenes from the Infancy of Christ from the
Annunciation to the Adoration of the Magi; on the right,
from the Massacre of the Innocent to the Baptism (Marasović 2008-2013, II, 340-341; Jurković 1998, 66-72).
The figures made from interlace behave like interlace.
The relief is strictly two levels, and the action takes place
parallel to the background, while the figure is inscribed into
the arcades and is subject to the law of cadre of the Romanesque sculpture. The sculptor has entered what is for him
a terra incognita, that of figuration, and he hangs on to the
techniques he knows well. He is successful in showing the
figures as the actors in a sensible story, but this story runs
strictly parallel to the background, the figure is flat, space
limited, but the sculptor is aware of its existence. Out of all
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colonettes of the arcade, only one, the second from the left
on the left panel is free from interference by a figure touching or cutting into it.
The narrative flows smoothly, just like interlace, and the
arcade frames do nothing to obstruct it. But a few decades
later, again in Zadar, and again at St Lovro, we encounter
a fragment of a choir screen displaying a strict system of
square areas containing the actors of the story set strictly
adhering to the shape of the frames, members of a rigorous
decorative system (Petricioli 1960, 37-43, table 9, 10; fig
79). The Romanesque has supplanted the cheerful, inconsistent Pre-Romanesque (Jakšić 2006, 94-97).

79. Zadar. Archaeological Museum. Panel of a choir screen from St Lawrence,
ca. 1100.
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The Master of St Nedeljica embarked onto a journey of narration and figuration, but the Master of the King’s Panel from
Split (possibly a fragment of Split Cathedral’s choir-screen)
went a step farther by showing a “real event” (fig 80).
There has been so much written about the King’s panel
of Split that one need not bother the reader with another
learned tirade. The careful and comprehensive discussion
by Igor Fisković leaves little room for addition (Fisković
2002). The panel of Split represents one of the great rulers
of the 11th c. – either Petar Krešimir or Dimitri Zvonimir

80. Split. Baptistery. King’s Panel, late 11th ct.
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who also ruled over Dalmatia, possibly represented by a
portrayed figure – the prior of Split? – in front of the King
and his secular or religious boyar. This shows a clear formulation of the Kingdom of Croatia and Dalmatia. The figures
consist of interlace bands, just like those at St Nedeljica but
they are clearly identified by size, position, gesture and attire. The panel was made by a great artist – of Pre-Romanesque art – who could not even dream of the Romanesque
order and control over the figure. He was familiar with Carolingian and/or Ottonian rulers’ portraits, he courageously
eschewed symmetry and in doing so masterfully suggested
a dynamic equilibrium of masses, movement and space. A
great example of what “Croatian art” could do by combining top imported models with the best it has available in
the treasury of its own extra-urban eloquence. The sculptor
created a figure in action, stylized but convincing. He was
a genius, he was a Giotto two centuries before Giotto came
about. These 11th c. reliefs from Zadar and Split are, like St
Cecilia two centuries earlier, a true synthesis of the Croatian brand, this time in the sense of an original treatment of
narration and human figure.
Our early figuration is blind to the antique representation
of human form. It reverts to the eternal, extra-urban model,
an oval with slightly bulging concentric eyes, and somewhat
protruding chin. The frame –interlace, scrollwork, stylized
animal figure – is a well-known element. But in order to
create the Split King, the traditional system of forms had to
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be shattered, or at least challenged. And so we get a glimpse
of the individual beyond the seemingly eternal model.
In Dalmatian cities there is a number of churches which,
like St Lovro in Zadar, reflect a new and complex cultural
landscape. St Ivan/Sv. Nedeljica (St John/St Domenica) de
Pusterla in Zadar, demolished in 1891, was an early Romanesque building from the first half of the 11th c., built
possibly over a late antique crypt (15-20 x 7.40). It was an
aisled, three-apse church with a flat chevet. It had a little
Romanesque tower attached to the southern façade (Marasović 2008-13, II, 336-344).
A small cruciform basilica of St Benedict (St Euphemia)
(17.30 x 9.40), three-apsidal and with a dome over the third
bay was built in Split in the first half of the 11th c. The dome
was properly Byzantine, rounded both inside and out. The
church burnt down in 1877 (Marasović 2008-2013, III.
324-330).
Also in Split, in the working-class suburb of Veli Varoš,
a church of St Mikula (Nicholas) was built around 1068
and rebuilt around 1100 (fig 81). It is an inscribed cross
church of simple powerful masses with a rectangular turret
in the center (10.85 x 5.25). Its robust corpus fits very well
with homes of workers and fishermen, while in the interior,
underneath the crossing there are remarkable, massive capitals, one might say, naïve versions of highly reduced antique models bursting with the power of the stone nucleus
(Marasović 2008, 2013, II, 356-362).
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81. Split. St Nicholas in Veli Varoš. Second half of the 11th ct.
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Finally, there is a small but elegant basilica of St Barbara
(originally St Martin) in Trogir which still needs to be fully
explored. It had a dome or a turret above the third bay. In its
today’s form it reminds one of the small Byzantine basilicas from provincial areas, for example Trapezunt (Marasović 2008-2013, III, 120-127, Bužančić 1995).
All these monuments, each in its own way, recall the
message of St Lovro. They are all “Byzantine,” Dalmatian,
but this Byzantinism is conditional. Marasović has made
a very good comparison with the small-scale para-Byzantine architecture in Southern Italy, e.g., St John in Gaeta
(Marasović 2008-2013, III, 330). Dalmatia and Southern
Italy were both distant, borderland provinces of the Empire. Similar challenges, similar responses. But there may
be even geographically closer analogies in the small-scale
para-Byzantine architecture in the Balkans of both longitudinal and central type, specifically in Macedonia (Ohrid,
Kastoria). This para-Byzantine architecture of Dalmatian
cities is a very interesting phenomenon in the area going
through a period of changes. The architecture tries to follow the changes, but reluctantly. Still it does adapt, and
from that position it turns toward the mature Middle Ages
and the Romanesque. This is a Byzantium not of the Golden Horn, but of the Balkan and Armenian ravines with the
traditional intimacy of the Croatian space.
Along with the para-Byzantine phenomenon, there is also
another aspect of import, or renewal – the Reform move152
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ment’s Romanesque basilica. The great Croatian kings of
the 11th century were faithful supporters of the Reform,
which fully triumphed in the Eastern Adriatic when in
1076 the Papal envoy, Gebizon, crowned Dimitri Zvonimir
(1076-1088), who swore allegiance to the Pope. Thus the
triune Kingdom followed what Branimir had already done
in the 9th c. When the new, Arpad, dynasty assumed the
Croatian throne in 1102, King Koloman reconfirmed his
support to the reform by his patronage agreement over the
female monastery of St Mary in Zadar, a strong center of
the Reform under the Abesses Čika and Većenjega (Jurković 1990, 2000A; Jurković i Maraković 2007, Marinković
2003-2004, Goss 2012B, Klaić 1971, 261-375).
Miljenko Jurković has correctly recognized the importance of the Reform ever since the beginning of the 11th
c., and he tied the appearance of the Romanesque forms
with the Gregorian reform of the late 11th c. (Jurković 1990,
1998, 2000A; Jurković i Maraković 2007). He lists as key
monuments St Martin in St Lovreč Pazenatički, St Peter in
Osor, St Peter in Supetarska Draga on Rab (fig 82), St Mary
in Zadar, St Andrew in Rab, St Mary in Nin, St John in Biograd (fig 83), St Euphemia in Split, St Michael in Lim (the
larger church), and the monastery on Lokrum, all aisled
or aisle-less basilicas of the 11th c., both in and outside of
the city. It is true that the Reform basilicas in the Eastern
Adriatic follow the old basilican model, and that they were
often dedicated to the main heroes of the Reform, St Peter
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82. Early Romanesque Aisled Churches. A. Rab, Supetarska draga.
St. Peter; B. Nin, St Mary; C. Biograd, St John; D. Solin, SS. Peter and Moses.
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and St Mary. Still, some of them made concessions to local
trends. A typical local décor of a Pre-Romanesque pilaster
strip adorns the outer wall surfaces of St John in Biograd,
which also has a kind of a western annex (Jurković 2000A,
84-86; Goss 1987, 87-89; fig 83). The best and most consistent Early Romanesque building in Croatia, the church of
the royal monastery of SS. Peter and Moses (“the Hollow
Church”) in Solin is an aisled basilica with a three-partite
sanctuary embedded into the termination wall in the spirit
of the local Pre-Romanesque tradition (fig 84). The seven
bays are separated by columns, which is typically Mediterranean, whereas the central apse is rectilinear and embedded into the straight wall following the local practice. The
aisled nave is preceded by a massive western tower containing a funerary chamber in a Carolingian manner. The
pilaster-strips on the side wall correspond to the inner supports, resulting in a mature Romanesque correspondence of
the interior and the exterior (Goss 1987, 156-157, Jurković
and Maraković 2007). The great Croatian kings are present both in the city and in the countryside. Besides Solin,
Zvonimir left his imprint at Biskupija, Sumpetar in Poljica,
Koločep and Baška, as well as in Split and Zadar.
Branimir defined the CRO-brand in the 9th c.; in the 11th
it was reaffirmed by the greatest among Early Croatian
Kings, Dimitri Zvonimir, a man of Slavonian origin and of
strong Dalmatian ties and interests. The Triune Kingdom
of Croatia, Dalmatia and Slavonia was not just a clever lit155
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83. Biograd, St John, second half of the 11th ct., plan.
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84. Solin, SS.Peter and Moses, just before 1070.
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tle state at the Adriatic outskirts of Europe, it penetrated
deep into the Slavonian and Pannonian hinterland, and by
a strengthened control over Dalmatia it was more intimately linked with the Mediterranean and Western European
trends. Croatia was thus integrated into the new European
order of Reform, Investiture and Crusades on a higher and
more complex level. Zvonimir confidently moved from one
end of the Kingdom to another. He left proofs of his munificence at Kvarner endowing one of the chief institutions of
Croatian national Glagolitic church in Baška, while making
himself and his queen present as benefactors on the Island
of Koločep at a stone’s throw from Dubrovnik. While he
was associated with the great reformer, Archbishop Lovro,
and with the nuns of that fortress of the Reform, the female
monastery of St Mary in Zadar, he also participated in a
dedication of a monastery in the rural Poljica. He married
into one of the most powerful and promising Pannonian
houses, the Arpadians, and at the same time had friendly
relations with King Mihailo of Doclea, setting his eye on
the southern Sclavinias. Unreservedly he supported the Reform but was crowned in a church harking back in its style
to the Carolingian-Croatian times. He also left his imprint
on the Early Romanesque sculpture in the most important
shrine of the Kingdom, SS. Mary and Steven at Crkvina in
Biskupija (Choir screen; gable with the Virgin, fig 85).
The great synthesis of urban patronage is best revealed in
the architecture, sculpture and painting of Zadar in which
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85. Split. MHAS. Gable from Crkvina in Biskupija, ca. 1070-1080.

we encounter fruitful intertwining of Northern and Southern Adriatic, domesticated Byzantinism and even an echo
of far-away high plateaus of Burgundy.
As the Pacta conventa, the succession agreement between the Arpad kings and Croatian gentry (or, the politics
based on such a document, presumed or real) was a turning
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point of the political life in the Pre-Romanesque Croatia, so
was the complex of the monastery of St Mary, in particular
its bell-tower, a decisive break on the road to international
Romanesque (fig 86).
The Zadar tower is not a typical “Lombard campanile.”
In its purest form the latter is relatively slim, built of brick
or dressed stone, its corners marked by pilaster strips. The
stories are separated by string courses of blind arches forming niches with windows, the number of which increases toward the top. The tower of the abbey of Pomposa (11th c.) is
very close to that ideal (Goss 2010, 230; 2010B, 91, 92-94).
The tower of St Mary is by the silhouette and the articulation of the wall surfaces fairly close to the Lombard ones,
but clearly emphasized corner strips acting as vertical ties
as well as equally clear cut story division within a sturdy
corpus give the tower a plastic vigor associated with the
towers of Burgundy and central Northern France (Chapaize,
Paray-le-Monial, Auxerre, Chartres; Goss 2010, 239-242;
Goss 2010B, 92-94). Given the new King Koloman’s (King
of Hungary and Croatia, 1102 -1116) “French connections”
and his faithfulness to the Reform – the center of which
was in Burgundy, in Cluny – those analogies need not appear surprising. Especially if we accept C. and I. Fisković’s
conclusions concerning the Burgundian source of the tower’s wall-paintings (Fisković, C., 1965, 11-13; Fisković. I.
1987, 37-39). However, the well-known links of the Zadar
Reform circles with the local royal house and its tradition
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86. Zadar. Tower of St Mary, 1105 - 1111.
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may account for the appearance of a western tower with a
royal lodge, which opens onto the capitulary hall in a pure
Romanesque style, frescoed in high quality Adriatic Byzantine style. Finally, the carved details, the capitals of the
royal lodge with Koloman’s dedicative inscription (fig 87)
and Većenjega’s tomb, in the manner of Contarini workshops at St Mark’s in Venice, introduce yet another formal
idiom from the greater Adriatic (Marinković 2003-2004,
31-39, 45, 63; Goss 2010, 248; Goss 2010B, 92-94).
From a blood line principality, Croatia grew into a Triune
Kingdom of Croatia, Dalmatia and Slavonia in the 10th and
11th c. By the Arpadians’ ascent to the Croatian throne in
1102, that Kingdom became a part of a wider commonwealth
of the Lands of the Crown of St Steven. The tower and the
capitulary hall of St Mary in Zadar are material witnesses of
that political process. The art of the Croatian space made the
next, unavoidable, step and by the Kolomanian union it entered the Romanesque Europe. This was a major move and it
would take some time to reestablish the inner balance.
In his monumental study Obredne gomile (The Ritual
Piles) Don Ante Škobalj considers, at several spots, the dynastic change of the beginning of the 12th c. (Škobalj 1999,
466, 484, 503). Don Ante saw a major threat to Croatian
national interests at those spots, promoted, during the rule
of the national dynasty by the “National party.” In opposition to the “Latin party,” the “Nationalists” supported keeping the Slavic language in the Church, independence from
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87. Zadar. Tower of St Mary. Capitals, 1105 – 1111.
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Latin episcopate, and maintaining political and cultural
independence. That movement would have introduced the
Slavic Liturgy to Croatia, created the institution of the Croatian Bishop and Croatian Church, which, later in a corrupt
form became the “heretical” Bosnian Church with its own
ecclesiastical structure (Škobalj 1999, 584). “After the end
of Croatian national independence… the Croatian national
Party retreated to Bosnia, where it constituted its own state
and church organization” (Škobalj 1999, 466). Don Ante
adds that on a small scale this was also achieved in the Croatian county of Poljica “through Poljica peasant county, the
Poljica vicariate, and Glagolitic priests with their monks
and hermits” (Škobalj 1999, 484).
Certainly, in 1102, there were losers and discontents both
in the secular as well as in ecclesiastic camp. Their emigration to Bosnia and new beginnings are quite imaginable.
By the dynastic change the number of patrons decreased,
as the key one, the royal court, moved to the faraway central Pannonia. The entire 12th century was wasted on desperate warfare between the Hungarian-Croatian Kingdom
and Venice, which did not improve cultural developments.
Almost a century passed before both a political and cultural stabilization. The key elements in this renewal were the
Court, the Church and the City.
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Interlude of the 12th c. and the Croatia of
Herceg Koloman

C

roatia has never been a land of cities, nor did the mighty
Rome obliterate the Illyrian rus. The Early Croatian
period was the time of the countryside. The Croats created
some “cities,” or rather, larger settlements such as Šibenik, Biograd, Nin, and Knin but these agglomerations were
proto-urban at best, whereas the old, decaying, Dalmatian
cities might be described as post-urban – cities deteriorating toward a rural state. A proper city in terms of typical
spatial, social and economic functions renewed itself in the
course of the mature Middle Ages, from the 11th c. on, as it
also happened throughout most of Europe. Dalmatian cities, Zadar and Trogir in particular, underwent renewal and
growth, while new cities like Split and Dubrovnik came
into being. In the continent there appeared free royal boroughs. But looking for something resembling Paris, London, Ghent, Antwerp, Prague or Florence would be in vain
(Goss 2016, 20).
There were also different levels within the countryside.
Seats of power, royal or county, were sure to attract more
dynamic and substantial players than a provincial curtis or
villa. Villa Regalis – Biskupija – was a copy of a Carolin165
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gian manor, and so also were Klis, Cetina, or Bibir. The
presence of the ruler or of some of his high representatives
places such settlements at a higher level on the scale of
political, social, economic or cultural power. There is both
a royal and peasant rus, the latter acting as a service area
to the first. There are also countryside zones, e. g., Poljica
or Vinodol, which function as autonomous political units.
The differences we observed between the Benedictine and
Court workshops of interlace sculpture are good indicators
of such a state of affairs. Within an essentially extra-urban
culture there may be several levels, but their common essence is rural, as is the case in most of Europe before the
mature medieval period, or before the 13th c. in our part of
the world.
The great cultural and artistic upsurge of the Arpad kingdom from Bela III through Bela IV (1172. – 1270.) is a good
example of the potentials of that aulic countryside layer,
underneath which there is also a rural one, not necessarily
rustic. The Court’s attitude toward the city was that of an
ally in facing the unruly and impertinent nobility. In this,
the court was joined by a third player, the Church, which in
the Arpad times was an extended arm of royal policies. The
alliance: Court, Church, City did not come out of thin air
(Marosi 1984).
The main center of Arpadian presence in Dalmatia was the
city of Split, as Zadar was mostly under Venetian control. A
secondary center, also in central Dalmatia, was Trogir com166
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peting with Split for royal favor. Zadar played a major role
in introducing the Romanesque through the complex of St
Mary, but the peak and the triumphal termination of the
style occurred in Central Dalmatia. This was to an extent
linked to the developments at the royal court of the Crown
of St Stephen. To properly understand what happened in
Dalmatian communes we need to review at least briefly the
creative activities of the great period in the Pannonian plain
launched during the rule of Bella III (1172 - 1196).
Bela resolutely rejected the Balkan and Byzantine dreams
of his predecessors and stirred the Hungarian-Croatian
Commonwealth toward the West (Šišić 1962, 174-175: Marosi 1984, 7-14, 23-28, Goss 2010A, 219). Somewhat belatedly, but better late than never, the Arpad Kingdom took
part in the great upsurge of Europe in the 12th c., which the
American historian, Charles Homer Haskins, recognized
as the Renaissance of the Twelfth Century (Haskins 1927).
The general awakening, which was made possible by an
exceptional sequence of good years, brought about the increase in population claiming their place under political,
social, and cultural Sun.
In Hungarian-Croatian Kingdom the beginning of the new
era can be precisely dated to the year 1180 when Bela and
Hiob, Archbishop of Esztergom, embarked upon the project
of rebuilding of Esztergom Cathedral (Marosi 1984, 1322). The building was reverted to the Ottonian ground plan
with double transepts, though without a western apse, and
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with four towers. The main portal, the famous Porta Speciosa (Marosi 1984, 78-84), with its flat, coloristic effect still
stands as a reminiscence of Byzantium, but the sculpture
reveals the knowledge of mature Romanesque and Early
Gothic art of the West (Marosi 1984, 35-39, 59-67, 67-73).
The Cathedral’s progeny includes about thirty important
foundations dated between 1180 and the Tartar invasion of
1242, and a handful of monuments even after that date. It
covers the rule of Emeric (1196 – 1204), Andrew II (1204 1235), and Bela IV (1235- 1270), as well as the activities of
Bela’s brother, Herceg Koloman (Croatian Herceg/Viceroy,
1226-1241; Šišić 1962, 179-189; Goss 2010A, 208).
If there was a “Golden Age of the Arpadian Kingdom”
it is represented by that wave of creativity spreading from
Esztergom throughout the Lands of the Crown of St Stephen, including Croatian lands. It is a fascinating late Romanesque/early Gothic style, an amalgam of various foreign
and domestic trends, which never rejected the Romanesque,
nor did it fully accept the Gothic, yet extremely satisfying
and pleasant, and in harmony with time and space – the art
of the Carpathian-Pannonian space which overlaps and correlates with Croatian (Goss 2010A 226-227). Xavier Barral i Altet has offered a similar view describing “The Third
Romanesque” of the Mediterranean, having very correctly
recognized the pulse of Pannonia, a land linking the Mediterranean with Central and Eastern Europe (Barral i Altet
2006, 209-215; Goss 2010A, 220-221).
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The court was the spiritus movens. This court was in
Esztergom, far to the north of the Drava, but its presence
was felt to the south of that border. The king was far away,
so the Pannonian “renascence” spirit coexists in Croatian
space with tendencies present there from earlier periods.
A worthy witness to such a state of affairs was the Archbishop of Split, Bernard from Perugia (1200-1218) (Šišić
1962, 189-190; Goss 2010B, 117, 217; Toma 1960, 43-45,
47-48). Bernard was an advisor of Bela III, a tutor and advisor of his son, King Emeric (1196-1204), and he crowned
Emeric’s son Ladislav III as the King of Croatia and Dalmatia. He was host to King Andrew II in 1217, when the
king stopped at Split on his way to a Crusade (Šišić 1962,
180-182; Toma 1960, 49-50). The links of the See of Split,
which also meant the flourishing of the Split commune, with
the fortune of the realm, continued under Archbishops Guncel (1220-1242) and Hugrin, both Hungarian (1244-1248).
Bernard, a learned prelate, patron and writer, commissioned the wooden doors of Split Cathedral (1214) by Master Andrija Buvina, a key work of that domestic trend in art,
which was followed since the 9th c., of small-scale Pre-Romanesque architecture and of the populist Court Workshop
of Branimir of interlace sculpture (Karaman 1960, Goss
2010B, 119; Gvozdanović 1978/82; Belamarić 2001). The
content is, however, new, and goes beyond Central Dalmatia.
The large double wing walnut doors (5.30 x 3.60 m)
represent 28 scenes from the life of Christ, from Birth
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to Ascension (fig 88). The scenes are framed by stylized
scrollwork, but also by the archaic motif of interlace. The
relief is low, linearity is emphasized, space limited, landscape symbolic. Yet Buvina possesses a sense for lively
narration and skilful composition dominated by the human
figure (Goss 2010A, 119). The iconography is traditional,
based on a Byzantine model typical of the Adriatic (Toesca 1927, II, 800; Karaman 1960; Gvozdanović 1978/82;
Goss 2010A). The entire program of this huge poster was
conceived as an affirmation of the true faith, and a sharp
condemnation of the dualist Cathar heresy present at that
point throughout the Mediterranean, Dalmatia and the
Balkan hinterland (Toma 1960, 44, 46-48; Goss 2010A,
120). Bernard’s struggle against heresy was described by
Thomas Archidiaconus, a 13th c. Split historian (1960, 44).
Bernard composed an anti-heretical memorandum (possibly to be found within the Pray Codex in Budapest), and
he supported the mission of John de Casamaris, papal
legate, aimed against the heresy in Bosnia (Toma 1960,
44, 47; Goss 2010A, 120-121). I have duly explained the
anti-heretical subject of the area in my earlier works in
1978/82 and in 2010 (summarized Goss 2010A, 120-124).
Buvina’s illustrations of anti-heretical subject-matter surpass the borders of the local environment showing how
a talented artist led by an intelligent patron could by using the means of expression of this milieu tell his story
in a clear and convincing way. Buvina was stylistically a
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88. Split. Cathedral. Buvina’s Doors, 1214.
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traditionalist dealing impressively with an all-European
issue, an instructive phenomenon representing the art of
Croatian space at one of its historical peaks.
The most brilliant monument of that sequence is Master Radovan’s portal of the Cathedral in the neighboring
Trogir (fig 89). The Master signed the lunette in 1240:
FUNDATUR UALUE POST PARTUM UIRGINIS ALME
PER RAUANUM CUNCTIS HAC ARTE PRECLARUM
UT PATET EX IP(S)IS SCULPTURIS ET ANAGLIPHIS
ANNO MILLENO DUCENO BISQ(UE) UICENO PRESULE TUSCANE FLORIS EX URBE TREGUANO.
While duly noting Bishop Treguan, Radovan extols himself
as being one of the greatest of his time, of the epic style at
the point of transition from the Romanesque to the Gothic.
Radovan was well cognizant of Antelami’s Emilia, imperial Mezzogiorno, of France of Chartres, and of Venice of
St Mark’s, along with a personal interpretation of antiquity
and its old heir, Byzantium. Radovan’s life itinerary has
not yet been fully defined but his works have been noticed
in Parma (the Baptistery and some of the capitals of the
Cathedral), and Venice (façade of St Mark’s). A trip to the
heart of French Early Gothic, the Royal Domain, is a distinct possibility. Radovan created his own, highly original
and idiosyncratic style on the basis of all those elements
masterfully varying from painterly (e.g. in Trogir, the lunette, reliefs of the inner arch, the rounded colonnettes, the
allegories of months) to powerful, plastic forms (lion and
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89. Trogir. Cathedral. Radovan’s Portal, 1240.

lioness (Gvozdanović 1976; Goss 1980; 1980; 1994; 2008,
2010A, 106-113; 2010B, 108-113; Bužančić 2010, 39-55;
Belamarić 1994; 2001; Stošić 1994A; Fisković, C., 1965
and 1989). What interests us here is, of course, Radovan’s
contribution to the portal which underwent many modifications between the 13th and the 15th century – and not for the
better.
Radovan defined the core of the story by the lunette, thematically unique, with a Nativity as its center point. What
took Bernard and Buvina 28 square fields, was told by Treguan and Radovan in a single bold stroke: Christ was born
of a woman from whom he inherited His human nature,
the key to our Salvation. Everything else is subordinate to
this message to Cathar heretics, and to those they had led
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astray; including the Cathar rejection of the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception and the role of the Church on our
way to Eternal Life (Gvozdanović 1976).
Radovan is capable of taking over compositional and
plastic principles of Romanesque art and injecting them
with a new life within the framework of Romanesque style.
He is a true “crypto-conservative” artist at the very end of
a style which he knows how to handle with absolute mastery, but which he does not want, and cannot, develop any
further (Goss 2008C, 126-127).
Split’s answer to the flowering of Trogir was a piece of
architecture, the stupendous bell-tower of the Cathedral of
St Duje (fig 90). The Romanesque in the Eastern Adriatic
started with Koloman’s tower in Zadar, and it ended with
a tower dedicated to the last great Arpadian monarch, Bela
IV. Building their “royal vertical” the citizens of Split underlined the fact that Split was the center of “Royal Dalmatia.” Radoslav Bužančić was most likely right when he
concluded that the building was started in the thirties under
Archbishop Guncel (1221-1242) on the initiative of Herceg
Koloman who was in Split in 1226 (Bužančić 2010, 57;
Goss 2010A, 216-218, 244-248).
Just like Radovan’s Portal of Trogir, the Split tower is
unique. It is Romanesque in general concept, Gothic in its
transparency, classical in terms of clarity of detail, and, finally, “royal” by its position to the west of the Cathedral (Goss
2010A, 244-247). The burial of two little princesses, daugh174
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90. Split. Cathedral tower, mid 13th ct. and later.

ters of King Bela and Mary Lascaris in tiny stone sarcophagi
above the Cathedral’s entrance is one of the most touching
monuments of Croatian history and it clearly demonstrates
that the West is reserved for royalty (Goss 2010, 246).
The tower was rebuilt 1892– 1908 but the silhouette did not
change much, the only major change being replacement of
the 16th c. bell-lodge by an imitation medieval one. The Tower grows as a sequence of ever narrower stories, divided by
powerful cornices and addorsed columns in the corners (Goss
2010A, 246; Kečkemet 1957). It was designed by an experienced and sophisticated builder who knew both what was in
fashion and what was required by tradition (Goss 2010, 247).
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The western entry is topped by an arch bearing hunters, archers and fantastic animals, a work by a Master
Otto, the author of a powerful and somewhat spooky relief showing St Domnius (Duje) between St Peter and
St, Anastasius (Staš), a clear reference of the apostolic
background of the Church of Split (fig 91). It was probably an altar frontal and it is now built into the eastern
wall of the tower. Otto was an energetic primitive with a
great sense for plastic forms, which are, in a typical Romanesque way, subdued by a dense cover of draperies.
Around 1230 he worked in the courtyard of the Castle of
Trani wherefrom he probably came as the supervisor of
the tower. The above mentioned arch is a representation

91. Split. Cathedral tower. Panel by Master Otto, ca. 1230-1240.
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of the unruly world ante legem, as the lex would arrive
with Buvina’s Doors, the next step in the anagogical sequence (Goss 2010A, 126).
The columns of the arch rest upon a lion and a lioness
(heavily restored) which, still, radiate an inner elegance
surpassing Radovan’s lions in Trogir. They bear groups
of three figures each, representing the atlantes, according
to local lore (most likely true), of King Bela and Queen
Mary with their court (they are copies, as somewhat mutilated originals are in the Museum of the City of Split) (fig
92). Those two groups of figures are on Radovan’s level,
but stylistically different – forms swell underneath the taut
draperies of classical serenity and charm. Yet, the block is

92. Split. Cathedral. Mary Lascaris and her attendants
(now in the City Museum), mid 13th ct.
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firmly locked within its outline as an architectural element.
In reduced dimensions they recall classicism of the sculpture of the triumphal arch of Frederic II in Capua (Goss
2010A, 216-219).
There are two more reliefs built into the eastern wall of the
tower. One is a very fine Nativity along the lines of Radovan’s model in powerful forms with taut draperies. The other is a perforated panel, with figures in a curved line, showing an Annunciation in an aisled interior with the angel on
the left and the Virgin on the right (fig 93). There is an altar
shown in the middle. Thus we have an image of an altar on
the panel which served as a part of one (altar frontal). The
aisles are separated by doubled colonnettes with a Hercule-

93. Split. Cathedral. Mary Lascaris and her attendants
(now in the City Museum), mid 13th ct.
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an knot. There is a censer hanging above the altar bearing a
chalice and two candles, as well as a cloth cover. The words
from St Luke spoken by the angel run around (Luke 1, 2830; Goss 2010, 225-228). The letter “T” above the altar and
the Herculean knots indicate that the locus is the Salomon’s
Temple. The enthroned Virgin is also Ecclesia receiving the
good news. The Church (both as locus and institution – the
community of Faithful), the Virgin (Ecclesia) and the Soul
are equated as the act of divine impregnation happens in all
of them every day (Goss 2005; Goss 2010A, 125-128; Belamarić 2001, 55-56, 59-60, 65-66; Cahn 1976).
Our panel probably shows a very sophisticated representation of a Virgin-Priestess, as it was presented in a sermon
by Ranulphe de la Houblonière in Paris 1273, wherein the
Presentation in the Temple was compared to the presentation of the host at the altar. Such widening of the program
lends even more weight to the anti-heretical explanation, as
the role of the Virgin and of the “Sacerdotium” is strongly
upheld, and those were indeed the points the heretics used
to attack the most (Goss 2010, 127-128; Beriou 1987, I, 1932, II, 42-57).
The candidate for the patron is not difficult to single out.
A former provost of Čazma and a man of Herceg Koloman’s circle, Ugrin, was the Archbishop of Split from 1244
to 1248. He had studied in Paris and while there he acquired
a complete Bible with the glosses by famous masters (Toma
1960, 101; Goss 2010A, 128).
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The top monuments of the 13th c. in Split were obviously
erected in a shadow of the royal family, Bela IV in particular. Still, this “royal art” of the Coastland is steeped in the
elements of the Mediterranean, reawakened Classicism, and
the European West, such as we do not find in the continental
Hungaria Regia. Within the Croatian space the Dalmatian
city has created its own “royal style” worthy of the Arpadian
dynasty but permeated by its own Mediterranean tradition.
This peak of creativity in Croatian medieval art is linked
to the figure of the King’s brother, Herceg Koloman.
Koloman, son of Andrew II, younger brother of king
Bela IV (1235.-1270) was born in 1208. He died in Čazma
in 1241 from the injuries he suffered in the battle with the
Tartars on the Šaj river. In his relatively short life, Koloman
was a nominal king of Halič (Galicia), crowned in 1217. He
succeeded his elder brother Bela as the Herceg of Slavonia, Dalmatia and Croatia in 1226, when the latter was appointed the co-ruler to Andrew II. This was the beginning
of Koloman’s brilliant career as a statesman and soldier, a
major undertaking which was unfortunately left unfinished
at the moment of his untimely death (Goss 2007, 2007A;
Basić 2006, Dujmović and Jukić 2010). In that attempt to
create a powerful political unit of Slavonia, Croatia, Dalmatia and Bosnia, “my kingdom” as he proudly declared
(Klaić 1977, 314), Koloman had a worthy partner in the
bishop of Zagreb, Stjepan II (1225-1247) (Budak 2004;
Klaić 1976, 281), who had previously been the Chancellor
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to Andrew II. The project of creating a new political unit
was accompanied by another one, a transfer of the archbishop’s seat from Split to Zagreb, which unfortunately did
not occur due to Koloman’s death. Koloman was not the
first Arpadian to move in the direction of creating an autonomous dynastic unit in Croatia. Already Andrew II, at that
point still a Herceg, linked together Slavonia, Croatia and
Dalmatia as an autonomous political unit in 1199 (Klaić
1976, 265).
Possibly there was never a “Greater Croatia” fashioned
with so much energy and sense as My Kingdom of Herceg
Koloman, which he, especially the Slavonian part, in mere
fifteen years of his rule, turned into a politically, socially
and economically safe and prosperous country (Klaić 1976,
314, 317). He limited the arrogance of the nobility relying on the free royal boroughs some of which he founded
himself and their hospites, as well as on a class of immigrant freemen in the rural zones known in history as the
“Saxons” (Klaić 1976, 282, 300-306, 309; Toma 1960, 59,
74-81, 83). Only in Bosnia did the Herceg get involved in
perpetual squabbling with the “Pataren” heretics what did
not produce the desired results, and led to the exodus of the
Bosnian bishop to Đakovo in Slavonia (Klaić 1976, 464,
468-469).
During his reign, Koloman was conspicuously present
also in Dalmatia, where he worked on subduing impertinent
nobles. Already in 1220 the Commune of Split threatened
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the Kačić family with Bela’s and Koloman’s intervention
(Klaić 1976, 484). Koloman came to Croatia to help out
Trogir and Split in 1226, and in 1229 he fought with Split
against Duke Domald (Klaić 1976, 364, 411).
Already in 1200 Herceg Andrew, Koloman’s father, donated a church of St Vital south of Bijaći to the Commune of
Trogir, which subsequently deeded it to the Church of Trogir
as its contribution to the building of the Cathedral. In 1226
Herceg Koloman gave the income from the area of Drid to
Bishop Treguan, a native of Florence, who as a very young
cleric began his long and outstanding service as the Bishop
of Trogir. Treguan started his career at the Hungarian court
under Koloman’s uncle, King Emeric. This mutual love between the city and the royalty – after all Bela IV sought
refuge in Trogir during the Tartar invasion in 1242 – was
emphasized by Radoslav Bužančić as a base of a thesis that
Herceg Koloman, a patron of several valuable monuments
in Slavonia, was also one of the patrons of Trogir Cathedral.
This also suggests that he brought in the greatest protagonist
of “Koloman’s renewal,” Master Radovan (Bužančić 2010,
39-41). Such an idea may serve as a foundation for a “missing link” between the Coast and the Continent in the course
of Koloman’s renewal. We thank Radoslav Bužančić for a
most valuable suggestion (Goss 2010A, 226-228).
For the first time after Roman antiquity, high urban art
became the dominant art form of the Croatian space. Herceg Koloman may have donated state funds for the building
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of Trogir Cathedral, but the Cathedral was built by the city
and self-confidence of its burghers. The citizens of Split
and Trogir may have ingratiated themselves to the royal
house but when it came to making a decision, they did their
best to help save the Arpad dynasty and kingdom, and at
the same time the entire Western Europe. Still, their monuments were a measure of success of the city communes.
This was a new and extremely important factor in the culture of Croatian space.
Herceg Koloman also stands in the center of the cultural upsurge in the Kingdom of Slavonia. Together with his
partner, Bishop Stjepan of Zagreb, he founded and erected
a new capital of his “Kingdom” at Čazma, some 40 km east
of Zagreb, a con-cathedral center with a Cathedral Chapter,
half a dozen churches, and other buildings needed in a secular and religious capital. The only surviving one among
them is the church of Dominican monastery dedicated to St
Mary Magdalene (fig 94), where the Herceg was buried in
1241. The two-tower façade, the western annex, and possibly two more towers at least planned along the short transept, recall, in reduced dimensions, the capital building of
the realm, the Cathedral of Esztergom. The western façade
is decorated by a stupendous rosette inspired by the one on
the southern end of the western transept of Bamberg Cathedral (fig 95). Masters from Bamberg are recorded at the Cathedral of Jak between 1225 and 1250 (Ujvari et al., 1999,
499-511; Cepetić and Goss, 2010). The western end of the
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94. Čazma. St Mary Magdalene, mid 13h ct. and later.
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95. Čazma. St May Magdalene. Rose window (a),
western façade – after restoration (b), mid 13th ct.
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church was constructed after the Tartar invasion and served
as a frame for Herceg’s tomb which stood complete until
around 1860, surviving even the Turkish occupation only to
be demolished by a group of Croatian “patriots” paying thus
their “tribute” to one of the best rulers Croatia ever had.
The greatest achievement from the beginning of the 13th
c. in Dalmatia – the Buvina Doors – affirmed a domestic
tradition. In the Continent it began with two monuments of
the highest order, both direct imports from the West (Goss
2010A, 194; Jukić 2015, 79-84, 196; Miletić 1997; Miletić
and Valjato Fabris, 2014). The damage from the Liberation
War led to a discovery of an early Gothic phase among the
Baroque ruins of the Templar church at Gora, followed by
an excellent restoration by Drago Miletić. So what we see
today is a perfect Crusader aisle-less hall from ca 1200 covered by rib vaults supported by superb French capitals “à
crochet.” Cosmopolitan art reveals itself on the highest level by the architecture in the purest French manner (Miletić
and Valjato Fabris, 2014, fig 96).
The Cistercian monastery at Topusko was a project of
Andrew II (around 1220 – 1230), where traces of a large,
ca. 50 meters long church with a rounded apse have been
discovered (Horvat, Z., 2005; Goss 2010A, 191). Imre
Takács has listed Topusko in his recent outstanding survey
of the reception of the Gothic in the land of the Crown of
St Steven (2018). The recently discovered large capitals,
decorated by a beautiful “domestic flora,” remind one of
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96. Gora. St Mary, ca. 1200, after restoration.

the décor of the main Hungarian Cistercian seat at Pannonhalma (ca. 1224; Goss 2010A, 191, 209; Takács 2018, 166168, fig 97). These are the witnesses of an extremely fast
transfer of the forms from the French Royal Domain (e.g.,
Reims Cathedral) to Pannonia.
Judging from the architectural detail and the format of
brick, the Čazma workshop participated in the building of
the chapel at Medvedgrad, where in 1230s Herceg Koloman
built a secure and comfortable castle on an outcrop of the
southern flank of Mount Medvednica above Zagreb (Goss
and Jukić 2007, fig 98). Architectural details of Medvedgrad
are also comparable to Herceg Koloman’s projects in the
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97. Topusko. Cistercian monastery. Capital, first quarter of the 13th ct.

Spiš region of Eastern Slovakia (Spišski hrad, Spišska kapitula, Spišska Nova Ves, Spišski Vlachy; Goss and Jukić
2007, 302-303; Goss 2014; Chalupecky 2003, 68-74; Pomfyova 2000, 41-42), and to royal monuments in central
Pannonia after 1200 – the Court Chapel in Esztergom, in
Vértesszentkereszt, Pilisszetntkereszt, Pannonhalma (Goss
and Jukić 2007, 300-301). The portal of the Medvedgrad
chapel is particularly close to that of the Premonstratensian
church in Ócsa (completed in 1234, Marosi 1984, 123, 137138, 139-143, ill. 390-406; Goss and Jukić 2007, 298-300).
In the interior of the chapel, next to the entrance, there are
two columns bearing atlas figures (one is a modern copy).
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98. Medvedgrad, ca. 1235-40.View.

The original one is a nicely rounded fellow with a long
beard, made of clearly separated strong volumes, typical
for the Romanesque in the Mediterranean, and so also in
the Adriatic. In that our Master reminds one of Master Otto
of the tower of Split. The atlantes are faced by two capitals
in a form of column biting lions in the sanctuary. In spite of
the damage on the stone surface one can still fully appreciate the force of the lion bite successfully combined with the
concentrated look of their eyes and the virtuoso curves of
the silhouette (fig 99, 100). Everything flows smoothly as
the light and shadows perform their fascinating interchange
(Goss 2010A, 214-215).
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99. Medvedgrad, ca 1235-40. Chapel.
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100. Medvedgrad, ca 1235-40, Chapel, detail of sculpture.
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Column biting lions are not a rarity in Romanesque
sculpture and painting in Spain, France and England – see,
for example, the famous English Bibles from Lambeth and
Winchester (Goss 2010A, 215), and they also appear in
manuscripts in Hungary (Marosi 1984, 65) and Slovenia
(Golob 1999, 147-170). The exquisite floral silhouette of
the faces and refined undulation of the surface strongly remind one of the sketchbook of Villard de Honnecourt (Calò
Mariani 1984, 134), whose proposed Hungarian episode
was recently re-actualized by Imre Takács (2006; 2016,
158-168). Here we are in the world of imperial projects,
such as the “Green Man” on a bracket of the Bamberg Rider (Goss 2010A, 215).
Nada Klaić (1984, 29-36; Goss and Jukić 2007, 302, 303)
was the first to intuitively conclude that Medvedgrad could
not have been built after the Tartar invasion as it is made
clear by the translations by the leading Croatian Latinists
(Vladimir Vratović, Vesna Lopina) of the confirmation by
Pope Innocent III of the donation charter of Bela IV to the
bishop of Zagreb in 1252. We quote the relevant passage in
full: “Quod carissimus in Christo filius noster B(ela) Hungariae rex illustris, quandam possessionem prope Zagrabiam ad se pertinentiam que nunc castrum episcopi appelatur, Zagrabiensi ecclesiae pie libralitate donavit...“ In the
most literary translation: „As our dearest son in Christ, Bela,
the famous king of Hungary, one of his possessions near
Zagreb, nowadays named the Bishop’s Castle, gave piously
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and generously to the Church of Zagreb…” It is clear that
the Pope is talking about a castle that at one time was the
King’s Castle, and now is in the hands of the Bishop (Klaić
1984, 36-41; Goss and Jukić, 2007, 303; Goss 2012C, 918).
Therefore, Medvedgrad was built before the invasion, it was
the King’s castle constructed for King-Herceg Koloman by
his workshop. The Bishop intervened at Medvedgrad after
the invasion and canons added the southern tower which
seems to be a keep, but is in fact a fortified residence (refuge, treasury; Bedenko 1991). In the same manner the provost of Spišska kapitula, the top prelate of the Spiš province
in Slovakia, was given a permission by Bela IV in 1249 to
build a fortified tower-residence inside the walls of the Spiš
castle for him, rebuilding and strengthening of which was a
project of his brother while Koloman was using Spiš for his
Galician adventure (Goss and Jukić 2007, 303).
High quality décor of the Chapel at Medvedgrad could
be attributed both to Central Europe and the Italian Mezzogiorno, since they were both, to a considerable extent, imperial lands. This is an additional argument to the conclusions by Radoslav Bužančić concerning the links between
Pannonia and Dalmatia under the aegis of Herceg Koloman
(Bužančić 2010). Step by step we have linked together the
Lands of the Crown of St Steven under Koloman’s control
– from Spiš and Slavonia to Dalmatia and Croatia. Granted,
at this point these links are barely noticeable and further investigations are needed. But the idea of linkage itself repre193
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sents a qualitative jump in seeing the unity of the political,
religious and cultural life throughout the Arpadian Kingdom at the peak of its power and glory.
Another monumental project was brought to conclusion
at the beginning of the 13th c. Zagreb Cathedral was started
around 1100, and consecrated in the presence of Andrew
II in 1217 (Deanović and Čorak 1988). That Romanesque
cathedral was destroyed by the Tartars and it was never systematically explored.
Luckily there is a fragment that positively links Zagreb
with the royal workshops of Esztergom around 1200. It is
a capital from ca. 1200 which is now kept in the Museum
of Croatian History in Zagreb (fig 101). Between the tips of
leaves springing from a spherical core there are bird heads
(eagle?) leaning away from the mass of the capital. Contrast
of light and shadow, and of open and closed forms make the
capital a very satisfying work of art. Another capital just like
that one was built into a wall of a chamber in the royal palace
at Esztergom. The same workshop also worked in Pilisszentkereszt and Óbuda (Goss and Jukić 2015). The Zagreb
Capital, probably from the Cathedral, is a clear evidence that
the renewal initiated by Bela III and Archbishop Hiob had
by 1200 reached Pannonia Savia as a forerunner of the activities of Herceg Koloman (Goss and Jukić 2015, 25-27).
Around 1200 free royal boroughs appeared in Slavonia,
where they were more royal and less free. Together with the
projects by the higher secular and religious nobility they
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101. Zagreb. Croatian History Museum. Capital from the Cathedral, ca. 1200.

were the motor of creative upsurge and, like Dalmatian
communes, a primary promoter of high art. On the Continent, with its more prominent rural component, the royal
art flowed from the centers of power to the countryside.
The extra-urban, timeless art continued both on the Continent and on the Coast on both high and rustic level.
In the Northern Adriatic area, extra-urban expression
dominated from around 1100. This was the period when
the Croatian form of angular Glagolitic script was developed, which was doubtlessly connected to carving in stone
(Panel of Baška, fig 102; Valun and Grdoselo fragments,
Hum inscriptions) (Fučić 1982, 7, 44-61, 168-169, 354355). A figure of St Matthew on the belfry of St, Mary in
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102. Zagreb. Croatian Academy. Panel of Baška, ca. 1100.

Jurandvor (Fučić 1982, 528) reflects the timeless typology
of the Three-header from Vaćani in the Romanesque period,
as well as of the Pre-Romanesque and early Romanesque
reliefs from Croatia and Dalmatia. The aforementioned St
George from Plomin, as well as the “Extraterrestrial” from
Bale (fig 103), both from around 1100, and the touching
Early Romanesque Mutvoran bestiary (around 1100; Vicelja 2018, fig 104) featuring pairs joining a wild animal with
a domesticated one – a Peaceable Kingdom – belong to the
same group. In an easy-going naiveté reminiscent of the Bosnian stećak tombstone they also recall the prehistoric, timeless representations from Nine Mile Canyon (Utah, USA,
date unknown, Bahn, XXI), or Drakenberg (South Africa,
date unknown, Bahn 219, 227), translated into the language
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103. Bale. The “Extraterrestrial”, 11th ct. (?).

104. Pula. Archaeological Museum of Istria. Mutvoran bestiary, ca. 1100.
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of Romanesque framing. Prehistoric rus was still alive and
well in the Croatian space. It reappeared with a flash in the
extraordinary art of Glagolitic books of the 15th and 16th c. in
the Northern Adriatic area and its mountainous hinterland.
Istrian frescoes are also a part of this phenomenon. The
visionary Christ in Glory at St Fosca in Peroj is a miracle
of sacred geometry, featuring a highly sophisticated countryside style (and the Romanesque is to a significant degree
exactly that), comparable to the best of the Romanesque
wall-paintings of the Pyrenees (fig 105). Murals in St Agatha near Kanfanar (fig 106) are a piece of geometrical naïve
art, a stećak on the wall surface, codified in a hard rustic
style with clearly defined monochromatic surfaces.

105. Peroj. St Fosca. Christ in Glory, ca. 1100.
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106. Kanfanar. St Agatha. Fresco of a Saint, early 12th ct.
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However, things are quite different in St Jerome in Hum
dating from the second half of the 12th c. (fig 107). The
Byzantine model in the skillful hands of a master from the
courtly environment of Aquileia, radiates an enviable “gravitas” of form, accentuated by reduced tonalities, mostly in
dark and dim brownish reds, but also featuring some lighter
strokes and surfaces (Goss 2010B, 98; Fučić 1963, 15-16;
1982, 192; Fisković, I., 1987, 62). In those murals Fučić
has counted 39 Glagolitic graffiti dating from the 12th century on (Fučić 1963-64, 18, 21; 1982, 191-199) including
the well-known “Hum graffito” – Kovača Martina je sve
30; je vzeta ino ošće jedna – (“For Martin the smith are all

107. Hum. St Jerome. Frescoes, second half of the 12th ct.
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thrity /i.e., masses/ – to which one more was added”) which
Fučić dated back to the formative period of the Croatian
angular Glagolitic script (Fučić 1982, 199), approximately
the time of the frescoes, and this would be unimaginable
without Hum being a holding of the patriarch of Aquileia
(Fučić 1963, 16). Glagolitic monks living in the wilderness
recognized the value of the Hum murals, and the Court artist was able to please both himself and his aristocratic client, as well as the Glagolitic public. Frescoes of St Jerome
in Hum are among the best creative achievements of the
12th century in the sense of this court-wilderness synthesis.
Rus recognizes the merit of the Court and without any complexes scribbles over its work.
Another mural, seemingly rustic, is a great example of
“Croatian art” of the 12th century – frescoes in the sanctuary of the small church of Our Lady of Srima (Gospa od
Srime) in the vicinity of Šibenik (Dujmović, F. and Fisković, C., 1960; Fisković, C. 1965, 24; Fisković, I., 1987,
fig 108-109). In the apse above the altar there is the Lady
with Baby Jesus, St Vid stands left above the flaming bonfire, while St George is on the right. These saints are, just
like Our Lady, somewhat softened versions of timeless art
with a touch of provincial Byzantinism. This paean to patrons of land and its products is magnificently enhanced by
a small figure of a ploughman with oxen, an exceptional
figure in the entire Croatian Middle Ages. While the artist was not very convincing when depicting somewhat arid
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108. Srima. Our Lady. Frescoes, late 12th ct.

109. Srima. Our Lady. Frescoes, detail of the ploughman. late 12th ct.
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quasi-Byzantine figures in the upper section, he brought into
this golden sun-bathed world of everyday diligence a figure
of man receiving God’s mercy, of someone who carries out
the sacred process of ploughing and sowing, without whose
effort there would be no harvesting of produce resulting
from God’s blessing. This figure might seem naïve (I would
again like to refer to the beasts from the Mutvoran bestiary), however this naïveté actually represents a realistic
expression of love of labor and of those who participate in
it. Guarded by the Supreme Power, the ploughman’s work
will be rewarded. This is the same freshness, si licet parva
componere magnis, which adorns the spring fresh sculptures of Ilȇ-de-France from the middle of the 12th century,
such as at the Royal Portal in Chartres, assortments of serene, fresh figures, peaceful and happy in their self-sufficiency. Creativity which manifests the miracle of life as it
is imbued with a true sense of existence (Crnković 2018,
59). The rus, the spirit and the hand of the rural artist have
reached the highest peak of creative authenticity.
The agricultural reality of the Srima mural was not imposed or invented. Our Lady’s church stands on an elevation overlooking fields and dales in the vicinity of Šibenik,
and its arid palette and jagged formations recreate the environment of red soil and rugged stone. Cvito Fisković concluded: “Life of an ancient Dalmatian village has been here
for the first, and maybe the only time, featured in color on
a church wall“. (Fisković, C. 1965, 24).
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While in Hum rus recognized value and was able to integrate a work of “high art,” in Srima high art appeared in
terms of a rural, but nevertheless extraordinarily authentic
vision, a timeless vision not in the sense of some sort of
formal scheme, but as an experience of its own time and
space. It is difficult to imagine it outside the sunny world
of Dalmatian fields in summer. Again, it is fascinating how
rural does not have to be rustic.
Koloman’s Renascence in Pannonia Savia, and its echo
in coastal areas, was supplemented throughout Slavonia
by creativity wherein the cosmopolitan and the rural were
clearly separated. The first was sponsored by the Court and
associated institutions, religious hierarchy, orders and higher nobility that often oscillated between supporting and resisting the court. Still there were no firm rules. Crusaders,
as well as the Benedictines, were frequently satisfied with
extremely modest architecture, typologically resembling
village churches. Monuments for the privileged segments
of society from the 12th to the 15th century (Franciscan monasteries in Našice, Ilok and Požega; Bijela, Topusko, Nuštar,
Lepoglava; Dombo in Vojvodina) are at the highest level of
Pannonian urban and court art (Goss 2007C, 20-22, 75, 93).
However, besides this courtly import, there are examples of
high style descending into Slavonian shrubbery and marshes
resulting in fascinating syntheses of remarkable size. Here,
the art of the Croatian space featured several extraordinary
monuments, both within “high” and populist art.
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From the slopes of Psunj, the remains of the Benedictine abbey Rudina look over the beautiful Vallis Aurea –
the Golden Valley of Požega. Anđela Horvat (Horvat, A.,
1962) was first to conclude that the monastery consisting of
a rather small, but well-arranged three-apse church featuring a west antechamber – possibly with two towers – a defense wall, plus a cloister and monastery buildings north of
the church – is a key Romanesque monument in Slavonia.
(Geber 1979; Tomičić 2013; Goss 2010C, 11; Sokač-Štimac 1997, 27, 81; Gvozdanović Sekulić 2007, 40-42, fig
110, 111). The complex is dated to the mid-12th century. Its
special feature is the nineteen stone brackets bearing the

110. Rudina. Abbey of St Michael, around 1150 and later, reconstruction.
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111. Rudina. Abbey of St Michael, alternative reconstruction.

well-known and popular Rudina heads (Goss 2010 C, 1127). Fragments of rich architectural decorative elements –
blind arches, diamond beads and palmettos have also been
found at the site (Sokač-Štimac 1997, 103-106). There are
fragments of murals, probably Gothic, as well as a number of brick and stone pieces extending from the Roman
through the Turkish period, a brick fragment with a Glagolitic inscription, fragments inscribed in “bosančica” (Croatian-Bosnian Cyrillic), a piece of stone slab with an inscription in Latin, and, the most important, a stone featuring the
first inscription in Croatian in Latin alphabet – BRAT IAN/
Brother Jan (Sokač-Štimac 1997, 108-117, 119).
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“Various theories dealing with Rudina sculptures have
stated that the art in Croatia was mainly provincial, peripheral and borderland. Occasionally they would be described
as ‘rustic but expressive,’ ‘naïve yet genuine,’ etc… The
so-called ordinary human being recognizes their singularity, as something exceptional and valuable, something that
relates, communicates… The sculpture’s greatness and its
essence do not lie in the subject, format or facial detail.
It lies in the exceptional consistency of style, the way the
artists have expressed their basic feeling of space, plane,
line... Rudina faces engrave themselves into the memory of
the beholder and cannot be forgotten” (fig 112).

112. Rudina. Abbey of St Michael, Head Master.
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Certain components are recognizable as borrowings from
elsewhere, for instance the Celtic practice of merging three
faces into one head (fig 113). Some brackets, arches or diamond beads find their doubles in Pecs, the Diocese to which
Rudina Abbey belonged (Goss 2010C, 12-20). Rudina may
be the key monument of the Romanesque in Slavonia, however this is a Romanesque that cannot be found anywhere
else. The reality of Croatian space played one of its most
magnificent games here.
The church of Rudina was a small (barely 14 meters long)
Romanesque basilica, but in spite of its rather small size it featured standard forms of European Romanesque (Benedictine)

113. Rudina. Abbey of St Michael, the “Cat.”.
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architecture. It was richly adorned by sculpture, of which just
about 5% is preserved – which is not sufficient to reconstruct
the iconographic program – but still indicating possible subjects, sources and content. The faces from Rudina were mostly well-known visual artifacts whose purpose, whether they
depicted the righteous or the evil, was to protect the church
and the community from all sin and misery, reminding of the
battle between the good and the evil. We recognize St Michael (the “Motorist“), the Orant Girl, an Angel in a similar
position of adoration (the “Little girl,” fig 114), “Ox” (Ram?,
Ostrich?), possibly the symbol of St Luke (Goss 2010C ill. 1,
4, 5, 19; Goss 2010C, no. 9, 11, 13 15, 18).

114. Rudina. Abbey of St Michael, the “Girl.”.
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Rudina was built by the mid-12th century in the heart of
Slavonian wilderness, where Slavic lore still competed with
the official Christianity, and the remains of paganism still
bloomed, while at the same time the heresy of the Bosnian
church kept infiltrating itself from across the Sava river
(Goss 2012, 69). The head of the new community, the abbot, came from the world of a developed Romanesque culture. He brought along the idea of a mature Romanesque
monastic church, its size matching the size of the community. The imported expert also designed the iconographic
program following the latest practices of the West European Romanesque, with rich decoration of architectural elements – brackets and bases. This fantastic figuration finds
good conceptual analogies (unfortunately, due to the loss
of the largest part of the Rudina material, this is all that can
be said for the time being) within the insular West Romanesque (England, Scotland, Ireland), and the Atlantic areas of
France –Normandy and Bretagne, down to the Biscay bay
(Jukić 2015, 65-67). The building and narrative programs
were in line with the highest standards of the period, however, they were executed in forms that were recognizable
and acceptable to the local tradition. Just like the Rudina
epigraphy, where Latin, Glagolitic, and Bosančica scripts,
as well as Latin and the vernacular language were merged,
the artistic forms of Rudina Abbey splendidly combined the
local and traditional with the new and imported, thus making Rudina a paradigmatic monument of the Croatian space.
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Rudina is “indigenous” but at the same time “universal,”
which gives this “key (and also unique) monument” of the
Romanesque in Slavonia its special value (Horvat 1962).
The church of St Mary in Donja Glogovnica in the vicinity
of Križevci (fig 115) shares some similarities with Rudina
Abbey, albeit on a somewhat lower level (Dobronić 1996,
1999, 2002; Jukić 2015, 2018; Palošika 2010; Homen 2000;
Okroša-Rožić 2004; Goss 2006A). Two Crusader orders –
the Templars and the Sepulchralians – lived next to each other by the end of the 12th century in a beautiful hilly landscape along the river Glogovnica to the north of Križevci.
Chronology of their moving in as well as distribution of their
properties has never been cleared, however it is certain that
they have been present in Glogovnica since 1175 and 1197
respectively. The Romanesque church in Glogovnica is being
slowly extrapolated from later accretions. It may have been
an aisled, three-apsidal building. Two sculptures were walled
in the church, and a third one, sawn lengthwise in two, was
in the vicarage (fig 116). There was also a bracket head in the
Municipal museum of Križevci (fig 117). These rather large
sculptures (up to 70 cm high) definitely represented members of a non-military Crusader order of the Sepulchralians,
founded by Godfrey of Bouillon, the first king of Jerusalem
in 1100. Rotund forms, together with grotesque postures and
proportions, remind us of frogs or even fish (fig 118). Remember the findings by Vladimir Palošika in the same Kalnik
Mountain area, and their possible prehistoric models.
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115. Glogovnica. Our Lady. Interior.
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116. Glogovnica. Our Lady. Figure from vicarage.
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117. Glogovnica. Our Lady. Bracket in the City Museum of Križevci.

118. Glogovnica, Our Lady. Figure from the Church.
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A figure seated on a throne, in a stern, frontal stance, now
walled into the basement of a house in Gornja Glogovnica,
is technically close, but, in terms of expression, a world
apart (fig 119). Its proportions emphasize the natural pose
of the figure. The face and most other details are heavily
damaged, however an impression of nobleness, of spiritual
balance, and of peaceful presence remain. The artist, probably the Head Master, did not come into the hilly Glogovnica from just anywhere, but from an expert workshop that
already experimented with spiritual and expressive values
of the Early Gothic. He had, possibly, come from the circle
of some Crusader order, which by the year 1200 brought
the announcement of great new Western art into Croatia.
However, the artist was also familiar with the Romanesque
system of addition, whilst both formally and spiritually remaining on the path of a synthesis. The artist of the Vicarage was at the opposite end, possibly a local who was
acquainted (through the still existing folkloristic tradition)
with old Celtic pottery, like the jar with a face from Vrbica
(Kruta 1999, 381).
St Mary’s complex is an important example of converging local and imported, rural and cosmopolitan elements
on multiple levels – from really cosmopolitan (Head Master), to the local naïve interpretation (not without humor
and good will) of the Master of the Vicarage. It is clear
that the entire workshop originated from a somewhat rural
environment (possibly from Poland, where the order had
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119. Gornja Glogovnica, no. 61, Godefroy de Bouillon (?).
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its headquarters?), and that it was put together and brought
into Glogovnica by a master who had been trained within a
more sophisticated environment, where he must have modified his Romanesque expression based on distant echoes of
timeless art (Jukić 2015, 2018).
Although within the continent we notice a distinct bifurcation into the cosmopolitan and the local, this very continent nevertheless created, in both Rudina and Glogovnica,
the paradigmatic syntheses of aspirations within the Croatian space vis-à-vis the High art monuments (for instance
the Benedictine monasteries in Nuštar and Dombo; Goss,
2007B, 20; Stanojev 2015), which were clearly associated
with the official Royal art of Central and Southern Pannonia. Within this setting, Rudina and Glogovnica were real
refreshers in the sense of creative potentials of the “Croatian space”.
Not everything that originated in the period of the Arpad reign could be pronounced cosmopolitan, or Court
art. There was also a large repertory of works belonging
to everyday folk reality. Due to the fact that a significant
part of the traditional artistic creation was made of wood,
it vanished in the darkness of centuries. The only aspect of
this wealth that we can talk about meaningfully so far is
the village church. Typically it was a single-nave, not too
elongated and with an un-vaulted nave, featuring a semicircular vaulted apse, and without any stone-carved decoration. The first ones are dated back to the late 11th century,
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and they were located from the Danube region (Vinkovci,
Borinci) to Zagorje (Jakopovec; Goss 2012, 86, 149) and
they continued being built practically until now. Even the
important patrons, like the military orders, made use of the
same vocabulary, occasionally adding some decent mural
(Koprivna) or carved stone (Martin, Koška). Pointed arches, an occasional rib, can be observed, but the essence did
not change.
A second type of small rural church, featuring a rectangular apse, was documented already in the early 9th century. A
wooden church with a rectangular apse has been excavated
in Lobor (Filipec 2002, 2008; Stopar 1987, 80-81). Similar
examples can be found in the area from Eastern Slavonia
(Koška, 13th c.) to Zagorje (Bartolovec, around 1500). Even
nowadays in Spiš, Slovakia, where single-nave churches
with rectangular apses and a tower on the west were an
absolute rule (Buran 2003; Pomfyova 2001), examples of
wooden buildings of practically the same type, albeit from
later times(18th c.), can be found in open-air museums (Goss
and Šepić 2007, 37). Such miniature and seemingly modest
architecture rises occasionally high above the rustic level.
On the top of the steep slope on a “road into heaven,”
at the spot of convergence of three mountain valleys and
a double saddle, within still visible traces of a prehistoric
fort, stands the Romanesque church of St Martin in Lovčić
(fig 120, 121). Its position is fascinating, allowing the view
of the eastern part of Vallis Aurea around Pleternica, but
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120. Lovčić. St Martin, early 13th ct.
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121. Lovčić. St Martin, frescoes, 13th ct. and later.
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also a section of Brodsko Posavlje in the vicinity of Brod,
probably succeeding the prehistoric sacred point and the
site of a pre-Christian early Slavic župa. Its medieval name
was Caput montis. The small church is a rather well-preserved Romanesque, single-nave, not too elongated and
un-vaulted building, featuring a semicircular vaulted apse,
with well-preserved details of apertures and a portal. It
stands over a very similar earlier building. On the inside
there are two layers of frescoes, the Romanesque and the
Gothic, both of enviable quality. A third layer is indicated on the northern wall (Ratkovčić, 2014, 61-62, 170-172;
Ivanušec and Perković 2011; Srša 1997; Paun 2004).
At Lovčić the high art descended into a rural mold, and
found its place very smugly in that setting. The church is a
small but refined monument, aptly using the simple inventory
of rural forms, including the splendid position within the landscape. A sequence of Glagolitic, not completely explained,
graffiti, some of them probably dating from the period of the
first frescoes, also confirms the thesis that the high style descended onto a “national party” stronghold (Paun 2004). We
encounter the Glagolitic script in the area of Central Slavonian highlands also in Rudina and in Brodski Drenovac. Beside
Poljica and the Northern Adriatic Central, Slavonia seems to
be another compact enclave of the “national party”.
One of the extremely important phenomena regarding
the peripheral areas of North, East and Southeast Europe,
which first appeared as early as the 11th, and reached its
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peak in the 13th century, was the colonization of extra-urban territories. Hand-in-hand with the Cistercians and related orders (Premonstratensians), a class of hard-working
rural people, petite bourgeoisie or free peasantry, originally
from North German and Flemish areas – the Flemish, Frisians, Saxons, Thuringians, Westphalians, Holsteinians –
took part in this process. These “Saxons,” as history called
and still calls them today, came into the Pannonian valley
already by the end of the 11th century. The peak of their
immigration, especially into Sedmogradska (Siebenbürgen,
Transylvania) happened during the reign of Andrew II (early 13th c.). These predominantly Germanic immigrants (who
eventually could be traced back as far as the Volga) brought
along a better use of land, practice of irrigation and drainage, clearing and planting, and fundamental knowledge of
craftsmanship, trading and commerce. They also introduced
a rational type of rural settlements consisting of two parallel
rows of houses whose gables face a spacious “gmajna” in
between, with backyards facing and giving access to fields,
fishponds and creeks (Nijemci, Grabrovnica, fig 122). They
arrived under Royal protection, and, together with the hospites of the free royal boroughs supported the royal authority. These Saxons also brought along a relatively limited
repertory of country church models, which were easily integrated into the existing cultural landscape, as the omnipresent single-nave church featuring a semicircular apsis (Bapska, Novi Mikanovci), and an expanded version thereof, the
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122. Nijemci. “Gmajna,” medieval and later.

“zusammengesetzter Raum” church, a larger single-nave
church with an un-vaulted nave, a rectangular choir covered
by a barrel vault, and a semicircular apse. This presented
a very attractive solution for larger communities where a
small single-nave church would not suffice (Morović, Luč,
fig 123). A tower could rise at the west, usually containing elements of fortification (Morović). Such a tower could
be rounded, as appearing in the original “Saxon” areas (in
Slavonia at Novi Mikanovci), polygonal (Morović), or simply rectangular. As opposed to local building they featured
some basic architectural decoration of principal elements of
the building (blind arches like those that at one time used
to adorn the apsis in Morović), or a more elaborate décor of
diamond beads (Bapska); a motif known in Friesland. All
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123. Morović. Our Lady, ca. 1300.

this is not typical only for the “Saxons” in Southern Pannonia, but for all the lands to which they migrated – Scandinavia, Poland, central Pannonian plains, Transylvania. This
modest, yet nicely balanced architecture, with a well-articulated repertory of form, featuring pleasant and simple architectural décor, greatly enhanced the cultural landscape
within a vast geographical area stretching from Norway to
Kosovo, where we can find ruins of a Morović-type church
on the location called “Saška crkva”/Saxon Church in Novo
Brdo (Goss 2007E, 2008A, 2015B; Goss and Jukić, 2008;
Gvozdanović 1969-70). The phenomenon of Saxon diaspora is an instructive example how timeless art originating in
one part of the world could be relocated to another one, and
produce, on the new site, new rural interpenetrations, just as
it may happen in the art of the Court or a City.
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Don Ante Škobalj has proposed continuity of the “national party” in Bosnia after 1102. A tangible aspect of such
continuity are the stećci, mostly funerary stone monuments
found all over the country, both in courtly and rural settings.
This is an extremely “timeless” phenomenon, but what are
the mural of St Agatha near Kanfanar, the Extraterrestrial
from Bale, the rural architecture we just described, if not
stećci, only in color, volume, and space? Dijana Vukičević
Samaržija writes about stećci in Croatia: “We must mention
that, beside the mainstream and urban visual culture there
co-existed in the hinterland of Dalmatian towns a variety of
forms related to the Gothic having a distinctly rustic character. These stećci, amazing stone monuments, translate
thoughts and symbols of urban world into a populist image.
Reliefs of blacksmiths and texts carved in by the dijaks tell
stories of bravery, love and chivalry (fig 124). The figures
are represented as contours displaying dancing, hunting,
duels, together with symbols of occupations, astral symbols
of sun and moon, ornamental motifs of the rosette, circle,
cross, swastikas, Gothic arcades, and floral motifs. These
gravestones have various shapes, those at Bisko, Cista and
Lovreč on the left bank of the Cetina, and in the Imotska
Krajina featuring the most lavish decoration” (Vukičević
Samaržija 2010, 129). They appear in several main types:
slab, chest, chest with pedestal, chest with ridge/gable,
chest with ridge/gable with pedestal, pillar, cross, and sarcophagus (with a gable).
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124. Cista Vela. Stećak.

This text about stećci in Croatia applies even more so to
the area where the majority of them is found: Bosnia and
Herzegovina. From Alojz Benc and Nada Miletić, to Marian Wenzel and Jasminka Poklečki-Stošić, dozens of experts
have tried to explain the origin of stećci. Speculations by
don Ante Škobalj on the timeless component in the society,
culture, and creativity in Bosnia hit very well the core of the
issue: stećci are non-urban timeless art which we may encounter in any non-urban, timeless environment. And that is
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what Bosnia is all about. Analogies with Croatian space can
be detected, however Bosnia is even more irregular, contacts
are more difficult to establish, interconnections are more
complicated. Precipices are steeper, cliffs are more rugged,
the canyons narrower and deeper. So Bosnia goes its own
way. There are, of course, links to Christianity, traces of the
Classical tradition (the ultimate model for the stećak is the
classic sarcophagus), while the memories of ancient rituals
and pagan monuments are more frequent. The stećci belong
to the sphere of sepulchral art, and in that case ancient beliefs and their symbols, superstitions and fears are more
powerful than the dogma (my italics; Miletić 1967, 7).
A “high” and “rustic” style is recognizable in the art of
stećci, ranging from splendidly sculpted shallow reliefs
of excellent decorative quality with elements of narration,
landscape, human figure (which often follow stylization
of timeless art, for instance the face on the Ledinci cross
(Tica 2011, 172, fig 125)), to simple roughly treated stone
caskets, sometimes adorned with just a star or the moon
crescent. Stećci should therefore be regarded as art of all
social classes, from the Royal court to the stone hut. Their
decorative beauty, but also the narrative substance of the
very best examples from the great necropoles like Donja
Zgošča, Radimlje or Ravanjska vrata (fig 126), makes them
masterpieces of medieval art in our part of the world. I must
repeat: “popular” need not necessarily be rough and unimaginative.
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125. Ledinci. Stone cross.

126. Donja Zgošča. Stećak.
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Don Ante concluded: “Bosnian state is the continuation
of the old Croatian state, in the sense of the so-called people’s party, while Bosnian church is the continuation of the
Croatian church, and the “Djed” (“Grandfather”) of the
Bosnian church is the spiritual successor of the Croatian
bishop… Hungarian kings... conquered entire Croatia from
both sides of Gvozd mountain, however they never succeeded to completely subdue Bosnia, although they tried
very hard, since Bosnia being part of Croatia, they considered it their lawful domain. Old Croatian state continued
to exist there up until Turkish invasion. This was possible
because the original structure of Croatian people was organic. It continued to live its own life wherever conditions
of freedom and autonomy were met regardless of dynasties
and political systems… An explicit example of such organic and spontaneous tribal social system is the old Croatian
province of Poljica” (Škobalj 1999, 516).
What are the innumerous small countryside churches and
their simple plebeian décor, shrines, chapels, crucifixes,
mirila (mountain graveyards) throughout Croatia if not a
type of stećci?
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n the period between the death of Louis of Anjou (1382)
and the Mohacs battle (1526), the lands of the Crown
of St Stephen enjoyed remarkable outbursts of creativity. The indigenous Dubrovnik Renaissance, ennobled by
top Italian Renaissance imports (Florence, Naples, Rome)
appeared at the Coastland, and was reflected at Trogir,
Šibenik and Split. Juraj Dalmatinac (Giorgio da Sebenico) created distinctive 15th century Adriatic art by drawing upon Venetian Gothic, Central Italian Renaissance, as
well as the ancient and medieval tradition of the Adriatic
area. A great Renaissance sculptor from Trogir, Ivan Duknović, expanded these Adriatic and trans-Adriatic experiences from Rome into the Pannonian part of the Hungarian-Croatian kingdom, where it merged with the art of
the Late Gothic of north and east European origin. Thus,
some extraordinary monuments, like the ducal tombstones
of Ilok, or the Missal of Juraj de Topusko, came into being
on the Continent. All of this was, of course, accompanied
by a deeply rooted popular expression of the post-Byzantine icon painters of the Adriatic, forerunners of El Greco,
or of the Glagolitic miniaturists and fresco painters of the
Northern Adriatic.
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Palladio and Co created a splendid cultural landscape
among the hills of Vicenza and in the Brenta river valley of
the Venetian terra ferma, settings for concerts champêtres
of Giorgione and Titian, and miraculous feasts by Paolo Veronese. However, the spirit of the earth, air and water that
can be experienced in Dubrovnik and its surroundings surpassed these world-known monuments. I started long ago to
develop a theory that everything is right in Dubrovnik, even
though it is not right, because everything has its meaning
within the spirit that created “it” by choosing forms that are
compatible with environment, and with natural and spiritual
values. These acts of creativity have nothing to do with the
Gothic, the Renaissance, or anything like that. They followed the feeling for nature and the spirit of the space. In
that sense, the “Gothic” window on the upper floor above a
“Renaissance” one was not a Gothic window as an anachronism, but rather an element that expressed and satisfied
the art instincts of both creators and public at a given place,
time, and audience. The Dubrovnik Renaissance is therefore an experience of life and of its sense and beauty, not
just a style formulated by some theoretician and his favorite
artistic spokesperson. Today, when I write this, many years
later, I can freely say: artistic creativity of the Renaissance
in Dubrovnik represented a top example of art in “Croatian
space.” Declaratively, the Renaissance filled its space with
nymphs and centaurs, shepherds and shepherdesses, lutes
and pipes. The original celestial garden of southern Dalma232
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tia did not require inventing miracles and miraculous beings
of the born-again classical fantasy, because they actually did
live in that garden; it is not them, it is us – Et in Arcadia Ego!
Renaissance was a local product in Florence, and almost
nowhere else. It has been exported from there throughout
Christian Western Europe. Even more specifically, it was
the art of the top Florentine elite of the 15th century. It came
into existence in the Republican atmosphere, in the relatively liberal climate around the year 1400. Once exported,
the Renaissance asserted itself in different social, spiritual
and spatial environment such as Venice during the 15th century. However, indigenous Renaissance also appeared only
in the Eastern Adriatic, in a Republic whose level of civil
liberties surpassed the Italian ones. The actual genesis of
the Renaissance was the triangle Firenze – Ragusa –Venetia. Within Central Italy Renaissance successfully entered
the aristocratic Urbino and Rome, where, at the court of
humanist popes, it experienced a short, but brilliant peak.
Outside Italy Renaissance is rarely recognizable, except for
the Eastern Adriatic and some of its hinterland.
Renaissance as an expression of the 15th century Florentine
elite was an authentic development within its space and tradition. In that sense, at least a part of Croatian Renaissance
was authentic. In Dubrovnik, it did not come into existence
from a void, but as an authentic expression of a specific space
and social environment, aristocratic according to its constitution, yet this aristocracy did not shun business or trade (fig
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127, 128). They did not terrorize their subjects from the security of fortified hill castles. Commoners in Dubrovnik did
not rebel. They became rich, and very rich, whenever possible. All these well-off groups shared the common idea of
embellishing and enjoying life. That class could afford the
otium of countryside villas, they could people the walkways
of their gardens with ladies and troubadours, with Tirena and
Plakir, with Venus and Adonis. They could laugh at Skup,
Stanac, Dundo Maroje. If the Renaissance was a triumph of
individuality and self-respect, then this was doubtlessly confirmed by the cultural and artistic spirit of 15th and 16th century Dubrovnik. But, according to Katičić, the Renaissance
on the Eastern Adriatic also came into being owing to “rich
and precious European stimuli” (Katičić 2013, 77).

127. Dubrovnik. View.
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128. Dubrovnik. Sorkočević mansion in Gruž. Early 16th ct.

Our Renaissance is not just import, but export as well – it is
a story of interchange. In that sense the Croatian space added a sequence of, or provided a starter for, a number of extraordinary creators. When some of them crossed over the
Adriatic and the Alps, Croatian art acquired global dimensions. Luciano and Francesco Laurana were the key figures
in inaugurating a strong aristocratic Renaissance center in
Urbino, mingling with Piero della Francesca, and setting
the stage for the great artists such as Bramante and Raphael. Like Master Radovan 300 years earlier, Julije Klović
(Giulio Clovio), the miniaturist genius, closed the circle of
Classical Renaissance painting by bringing it to the heights
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he was neither willing nor able to surpass. This next step
was however undertaken by Andrea Meldola (Medulić),
bringing the colorism of Titain and Tintoretto to the point
of no return (fig 129, 130, 131, 132).
The most complete example of such Eastern Adriatic Renaissance was Juraj Dalmatinac (Giorgio da Sebenico, Giorgio Schiavone). Like some sort of God-Creator, with his

129. Florence. Museo Nazionale del Bargello.
Francesco Laurana, Beatrice of Aragon ca. 1474.
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130. Urbino. Luciano Laurana, Ducal Palace, cortile, 1466 – 1474.

amazing compasses and chisel and endless imagination and
intuition, he enticed forms according to the requirements of
every corner and moment. He connected import, export and
local creativity into a stupendous whole, like a condottiere
who victoriously addresses every new commission.
In his recent monumental overview, Andrija Mutnjaković
elaborated on the idea of Juraj’s belonging to the “true” Renaissance, the Florentine one. Milan Pelc (Pelc 207, 2010;
2012, 156-158), noticed the same, supporting my past conclusions about the identity of Schiavone in Vasari’s Vita of
Brunelleschi (Gvozdanović 1976A). Mutnjaković has also
pointed out the elements that link Juraj’s capolavoro, Šibenik Cathedral, with the art of Brunelleschi (Mutnjaković
2015, 508), and reassessed Juraj’s role in Venice. He did
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131. Zagreb. University and National Library. Giulio Clovio, Virgin, 1540.

not just accept the Venetian floral Gothic, but also launched
the Tuscan Renaissance, which had been knocking at Venetian doors from Padua. Thus, Juraj in Venice was both an
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132. Zagreb. University and National Library. Andrea Meldola,
Christ, etching, 1548-1550.
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importer and exporter, who competently “dealt” with artistic forms along the entire Adriatic basin in the best manner of the art of the “Croatian space.” In Šibenik Cathedral
he applied both floral Gothic, and conchs-niches in Tuscan
tradition, which is also reflected in Donatello-type putti of
the Baptistery and the Cathedral apse (fig 133, 134). This
entire eastern part of the building, with splendid rectangular
windows and quasi-Gothic traceries was Juraj at his best:
merging the sources originating from both Tuscany and the
Lagunas. A further autograph was added: a sequence of
heads, some of which are uncompromisingly naturalistic,

133. Juraj Dalmatinac. Šibenik Cathedral, second half of the 15th ct.
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134. Juraj Dalmatinac. Šibenik Cathedral, second half of the 15th ct., interior.
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some being lyrical visions of pure form announcing Franjo Laurana, and some fluid reveries in Venetian style. In
the architecture of Šibenik Cathedral Juraj used an ingenuous system of pilasters continuing vertically into transverse
arches bearing the vaults which were at the same time the
roof. A consequent and logical system whereby Juraj in fact
generated a perfect “Romanesque building” where the exterior absolutely corresponds with the interior in terms of
space, supports and surfaces tying together all the elements
from foundations to the dome (fig 135). The corpus, as Juraj conceived it and executed, presupposed this dome. It
is not unlikely that Juraj was the Schiavone mentioned by
Vasari as being in the Florentine workshop of Brunelleschi
(Gvozdanović 1976). By a stroke of genius Juraj introduced
Šibenik to both Tuscan Renaissance and the Venetian fiorito, after having participated in the creation of both.

135. Juraj Dalmatinac. Šibenik Cathedral, second half of the 15th ct., eastern end.
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The ingenious mix of these two artistic idioms characterizes also Juraj’s sculpture. In the year 1444 in Split Juraj
carved the tomb of the Blessed Arnir (Rainerius), Archbishop of Split, decidedly in the spirit of Classical Renaissance
forms, expression and narration. With his creation, he retold the story he must have seen on a side of a local antique
sarcophagus. Donatellesque putti watch over the deceased,
dramatically mourned by a screaming woman worthy of
Donatello and Niccolò dell’Arca (Pelc 2010, 223). It is irrelevant that four years later Juraj and co. would work on a
tomb of St Staš (a proto-martyr of the Church of Split) for
the same Cathedral (fig 136) and along the same scheme,
but in a rather traditional style with a lyrical angel at the top
and elegant figures of saints, maybe not exactly “Gothic,”
but definitely within a more restrained idiom. Arnir was
a living drama, while Staš was a lyrical reminiscence of
a long gone martyr and his saintly beatitude (Pelc 2010,
222). Juraj never ceased surprising us. To the fans of the
“pure plastic form” we turn to the amazing sculpture of
Mercy from the Loggia dei Mercanti in Ancona (fig 137).
A young woman with a beautiful, classically firm, yet lithe
body, sensational figura serpentinata in contraposto, with
a classically stern profile, but gentle and subdued expression, turning into a tree trunk being climbed by a handful of
bouncing, plump, explosively “naughty” putti. Everything
present at the time was incorporated in this chef d’ œuvre of plastic arts: the “Gothic,” the “Renaissance,” the
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136. Juraj Dalmatinac. Split Cathedral, Tomb of St Anstasius, 1448.

“antiquity”, and Quattrocento, with a hint of the Cinquecento synthesis. Juraj did not waste his time in Tuscany. He
lived to know Brunelleschi and Donatello, but also Jacopo
della Quercia, and spread their fame all over his Adriatic
empire. The Caritas of Ancona is one of the greatest accomplishments of Croatian sculpture, imagine the “Croatian,” with or without quotation marks, the quintessence of
the art in the Adriatic space (Mutnjaković 2015,130, 151).
Gvozdanović 1976).
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137. Juraj Dalmatinac. Ancona, Merchants’ Lodge, Caritas, 1451.
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Nikola Firentinac, Niccolò di Giovanni, Nikola Ivanov,
who appeared in Dalmatia about 1462, succeeded Juraj in
Šibenik. He was there in 1464, and in 1476 he became the
protomagister of the cathedral, until his death in 1506. Today Nikola is connected to the Renaissance renewal of Trogir as an architect and city planner after 1460 (Bužančić
2012, 79-106). He seems to have been trained in Rome in
the circle of Filarete, Isaia da Pisa and Paolo Romano, maybe even Alberti (Bužančić 2012, 250). The town’s leading 15th century personality, a patrician, statesman, entrepreneur, soldier, and above all a humanist and patron of
arts, Koriolan Cipiko (1425-1493) (Bužančić 2012, 29-37)
brought Nikola to Trogir. The occasion was Renovatio urbis, a venture that happened between the years 1460 and
1480, (Bužančić 2012, 5) when Cipiko’s “Dubrovački san”
– The dream of Dubrovnik (Bužančić 2018) became reality.
Almost all major buildings in Trogir’s center were restored,
the Cathedral group (baptistery, the Chapel of Blessed Ivan
Orsini), the Big and Small Cipiko palace, the town loggia,
the clock tower with St Mary’s church, the Municipal palace (Bužančić 2012, 79-138; Bužančić 2018, fig 138). The
renovation was inspired directly by Coriolan’s knowledge
of Dubrovnik where he spent some time after returning from
the naval expedition to the Levant (1470-1474), where he
was commander of the Trogir galleon in the Doge Pietro
Mocenigo’s navy.
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138. Trogir. Center of the city.

“Dubrovnik is a town in Dalmatia erected by Epidaurians
after the Goths destroyed Epidaurum. It is a free town with
excellent legislation and way of life. It features a Senate
and governmental services, and classes of nobility and
commoners are separated. The noblemen administer the
state, the common citizens look after their matters, and do
not interfere with public affairs. This town excels among
other Dalmatian towns by its splendid public and private
buildings. There is also a shipyard and a harbor separated
by chains. The citizens trade in various parts of the world
and surpass other Dalmatians in their wealth.”
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Around 1470 (Pelc 2012, 228), Nikola Firentinac created the dramatic Descent from the Cross for the tomb of
humanist Ivan Sobota (1469) (Bužančić 2012, 206, fig
139, 140), where the sculptor, by means of a splendid interplay of surfaces, intimately relates to the psychology of
the character. The means of expression are more important

139. Nikola Firentinac. Trogir, Sobota Monument, Deposition, 1469.
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140. Nikola Firentinac. Trogir, Sobota Monument, Deposition, Head of the Virgin, 1469.
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than expression itself – herein was Nikola’s real grandeur;
art is superior to nature and to life. He courageously pries
into the essence of art, into the making of pure art that is
deeply imbued with human spirit in the moments of emotional climax. Whereas Piero della Francesca encapsulated
the eternal essence of the sacred geometry in his art of pure
existence, Nikola did the same with pure units of human
spirit as they are revealed in visual world. Shall we say with
Blaise Pascal: L’esprit de géométrie, l’esprit de finesse?
An excellent example of this intense spirituality so closely tied to natural beauty of form is the head of the Virgin
from the Sobota Tomb, and some of Nikola’s contributions
to a real masterpiece of the Renaissance architecture and
sculpture, the Chapel of the Blessed Ivan of Trogir in the
Cathedral, which Nikola initiated in 1468 (e.g. the energetic, yet formally firm statue of St Paul, fig 140, 141, 142).
That pure jewel of the Renaissance space was a real “who is
who” in the East Adriatic Renaissance, so competitive with
the great models of Central Italy when observed in general,
and on its own, when filling those selfsame models up with
individual local content. Another grand master who participated in the monumental figuration of St Ivan chapel was
Ivan Duknović, a local son of Trogir. Despite his frequent
and long stays abroad, he often worked at home. Born in
Trogir in 1440, where he died after 1509, he learned the
craft at his father’s workshop, after which he went to Rome,
where he asserted himself as a highly respected master
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141. Nikola Firentinac et al. Trogir, Cathedral. Chapel of Bl. Ivan Orsini. 1468-1494.
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142. Nikola Firentinac. Trogir, Cathedral. Chapel of Bl. Ivan Orsini, St Paul, 1466-1468.
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primarily dealing with sepulchral commissions for the Pope
and the Curia. Upon invitation by Matija Korvin he went
to Budim and Vysehrad after 1480. One might say that Duknović re-established the ancient Anjou axis from Esztergom to Naples, from Matija Korvin to the popes and their
tombs. (Pelc 2012, 230-232; Bužančić 2018).
St John the Evangelist (fig 143) in the spirit of early classical idealization is a chef d’œuvre by Ivan Duknović, within contexts of both universal and Croatian sculpture (Babić
2012). Fragments of the tomb of Paul II (around 1473, Pelc
2012, 231) featuring the famous Allegory of Hope (Babić
2012), were made in the same yet more subtle spirit.
Croatian Eastern Adriatic Renaissance was born out of the
classical harmony of its space, and a remarkably high quality of its spirit, as already anticipated by the Dalmatian communes of the 13th century. However, in the 13th century incentives, at least politically, descend from the central Pannonian
basin, whereas the opposite direction is barely noticeable. In
the 15th century the movement was also one-way, however
this time in the opposite direction, from the Adriatic towards
the Danube. An indigenous central Pannonian Renaissance
of Ezstergom and Vysehrad might have developed, however,
Mohacs got ahead of it (1526). Even before this catastrophic
defeat of Christian forces, and the fall of most of Pannonia
into Turkish hands, for several decades the life in Croatia
looked more like an Apocalypse. This trend can be followed
in the Northern Adriatic Glagolitic cultural milieu.
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143. Ivan Duknović. Trogir, Cathedral. Chapel of Bl. Ivan Orsini,
St John Evangelist, ca. 1482.
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The fifteenth century was the Golden era of the Glagolitic illumination. According to Milan Pelc: “For more demanding figurative compositions the Glagolitic illuminators used a local version of the International Gothic style
adding recognizable features of simply rustic traits. This is
why the manuscript illumination of Glagolitic codices is,
on a small scale, comparable to contemporary Istrian frescoes” (Pelc 2010, 173, fig 144).

144. Novi Vinodolski. Parish Office. Second Breviary of Novi, 1495.
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The 15th century Istrian wall painting was influenced by
models and masters from “more developed milieus,” from
areas such as Northern Italy and Central Europe who circulated through graphic arts. As early as the second half
of the 15th century, Istria became home to numerous refugees from the Balkans, who brought along their own legends, traditions, paintings and books, as well as hopes and
anxieties. Towns like Hum and Roč became the Athens of
this mixed extra-urban museum of the Croatian nation and
culture, especially of the Glagolitic culture, on the basis of
which great Istrian scholars, reformers, Matija Vlačić Ilirik,
Antun Dalmatina or Stjepan Konzul Istranin were formed
(Goss 1990, 73).
The murals in the church of Sv. Marija na Škrljinama (St
Mary on the Rocks), near the little Istrian hilltop town of
Beram, which are a paradigmatic example of this “populist apocalypse,” were made by master Vincent of Kastav
(1471) and his assistants (fig 145). One of them probably
authored the Dance of Death on the western wall as a substitute for the Last Judgement. Cadavers march in front of
us in a merciless repetition, taking away both the mighty
and the poor, old and young. A brutal but honest populism
and populist style reflects the atmosphere of actual events;
just as Nikola of Modruš, diplomat and humanist, experienced universal evil not by means of abstract categories,
but using real, live examples (Fučič 1963, 26-28, Goss
1990, 73-74).
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145. Beram. Sv. Marija na Škrljinah (St. Mary on the Rocks), Dance of Death, 1474.

Danse macabre is of course a frequent medieval motif. In
Istria it is accompanied by some other manifestations of
apocalyptic spirit – for example, the mysterious and terrible Live Cross at St Catherine in Lindar (1409), showing
the Christ crucified within a whirlwind of fear and anxiety
turning the church wall into a field featuring monsters of
prehistoric rock-art “...heavily outlined, with ovoid heads,
in a grotesque interlacing of human and animal symbols,
infantilism mingles with sublime artistic intentions“ (Fučić
1963, 19, fig 146).
The Master of Zadobarje also belongs to this Glagolitic
circle. His workshop decorated several churches at the
northern edge of the Highland (Zadobarje, Volavje, Svet257
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146. Lindar. St Catherine. Live Cross.

ice, St Martin at Okić, St Nikola at Žumberak). St Anthony
the Hermit’s cycle in Zadobarje was painted in the old Romanesque part of the church, in the apse, on the triumphal
arch and on the side walls (fig 147). The cycle was dated
with the inscription 1539 in Glagolitic script. The style of
the Zadobarje workshop, which, through its archaisms, reminds us of Glagolitic manuscripts, can be associated, on
a rustic level, to Master Toma of Senj whose workshop, recorded as “Croatian painters,” was widely active in a large
area in Slovenia between Ljubljana and Bela Krajina. An
interesting phenomenon both artistically and historically –
an effusion of populist creativity in the worst possible time.
(Ratkovčić 2014, 110-111, 233-236).
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147. Zadobarje. St Anthony the Hermit, Frescoes, 1539.
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Just like the glum fortified churches on Dalmatian islands
or poets’ and intellectuals’ lamentations, stern warnings of
moralists or feverish efforts of folk shepherds, some of the
countryside Istrian paintings and their bloody iconography
witness the gory everyday reality, the Apocalypse that threw
South-Eastern Europe into a state of prehistoric barbarism.
One world had perished. Two centuries of emptiness in the
history of civilization were to follow (Goss 1990, 75).
Some fifty years after the Beram Apocalypse, Antun of
Padua (Kaščerga), the only Istrian Renaissance master of
countryside painting that we know of, painted the frescoes
in St Rok in Draguč (1529 and 1537) and the triptych in
Hum (1529) (Fučić 1963, 30) (fig 148). From his color-

148. Draguč. St Rocco, Frescoes, 1529-1537.
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ful picture books glows the golden sunshine, multicolored
flowers smile, and little rounded trees peek. Golden kings,
red hats, little churches on little hills as if painted by Ljubo
Babić. See just that coy expression and gesture of St John
in the Imago Pietatis. There will be no Apocalypse. It will
be chased away by Easter eggs.
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T

he period between 1500 and 1700 was a bloody interlude in Croatian history. A whole nation, its statehood
and culture, perished and vanished. Croatia disappeared by
the beginning of the 16th century, run over by the Turkish
hoof. Life turned into a permanent fight, carnage, plundering, refuge in Styria, Hungary and Gradišće.
A large part of Croatia, some 4/5 of it, was occupied
by the Turks, while Dalmatia sweated under the rule of
ever more impoverished and selfish Venice. Life was tolerable only where Croatia managed to retain a modicum
of freedom: in the Republic of Dubrovnik, which, by its
wise politics and clever commercial activities, preserved
independence, just to be hit by a devastating earthquake
(1667), and in the north-west, in Zagorje and Međimurje
regions, where at least some semblance of cultural life was
maintained by landed aristocracy. Even those reliquiae reliquiarum olim gloriosi regni Croatiae were reduced to bare
bones survival after the collapse of the Zrinski-Frankopan
Conspiracy and the establishment of the Habsburg repression in Northwestern Croatia in 1670. The demographic
picture of Croatia in the year 1700 was far from that of 200
years before.
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In the period from 1500 until 1700 there was no continuous
physical or cultural Croatian territory worth mentioning, just
some oases: from the North to the South, Međimurje with
the Zrinski court in Čakovec, Istria divided between Venice
and the Habsburgs (Croatian Istria), the Frankopan holdings
on the Northern Coastland and in the Highlands, and Dalmatia, where Venetian masters and forms were dominant
throughout these two centuries. The exception was once
again the Dubrovnik Republic which would in the course of
time produce Gundulić and Bošković, and continue to build
countryside villas (Sorkočević in Rijeka Dubrovačka, 17th
c.), resembling in size the earlier models, but with Baroque
decoration (Bozdari-Kaboga, early 18th c.).
Nevertheless, even in these darkest moments there was
a part of Croatia that would in due time bring forth a new
culture and become its heart: The North Western Croatia
around a new growing center, Zagreb and its surroundings, on both “this” and the “other” side of the Mountain
– Zagorje and Prigorje. There, the remains of Croatian Pannonian elite had been building, since the end of 16th century, their countryside villas which co-existed with the landscape of groves and rivulets. At first within a quasi-military
silhouette (even featuring corner towers, e.g. Novi Dvori
Klanječki, Obad-Ščitaroci 1991, 184-189) these islands of
civility reminisced about the Renaissance refinement, and
announced the approaching of Baroque. This trend, which
would continue into Baroque and Classicism, once stylisti264
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cally brought up to date and very conscious of its environment, was the best that the country could create. However,
at the same time, it was among the best that art ever created
within Croatian space.
Recent research confirmed that countryside villas in
Zagorje and Prigorje were often built over one or more
single-spaced “curiae” with a corridor along one side (the
term “curia,” small mansion, first appeared in the 15th c.)
(Čikara 2017), probably meaning a dwelling of a small
country noble, or a free peasant. Traces of such buildings
were identified within curia Poklek which has first been
mentioned in 1571, in Sutinski (1558), at the manors of
Poznanovec (fig 149) and Veliki Bukovec (after 1643),
in a series of Kaptol curiae in Zagreb, and possibly in
Prozor (Lika) (Čikara 2017, 171-183). Therefore, these

149. Poznanovec. Mansion, late 18th ct.
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castles/manors did not grow ex nihilo, but their origin
could possibly be connected to the wood architecture of
earlier centuries.
Mladen Obad Šcitaroci, an expert on Zagorje castles and
manors, positions the cultural landscape of Zagorje within the European one in the conclusion of his remarkable
book: “Croatian Zagorje always creatively accepted European tendencies, and gave in return its own valuable artistic
achievements. The Zagorje castles are a clear proof thereof.” (Obad Ščitaroci 1991, 329). A powerful extra-urban
landscape based on the indigenous extra-urban tradition,
and the echoes of Central European art came into being.
This is even more true of the 18th c.
The Turks’ defeat in Vienna in 1683 initiated a war that
lasted for twenty years and ended up liberating everything
that Croatia is today. The littoral was “liberated” by the
Venetians, and remained under their rule until the fall of
the Republic in 1796. Slavonia on the north was also liberated, however in Croatian highlands insufficient progress
was made; therefore “Turkish Croatia” (western Bosnia)
was never re-integrated.
The demographic structure changed drastically. Orthodox population, krajišnici, border guards, were settled into
parts of Slavonia, the Croatian as well as Dalmatian Highlands. Thus a large part of Croatian territory remained outside Croatian civil administration deep into the 19th century
(1881). The new dwellers, through their direct accounta266
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bility to Vienna, and promoting a conscious ghettoization,
never got integrated into the Croatian space. It is absolutely
clear what this must have meant for a country where by
the year 1700 only Dubrovnik, Kvarner, Croatian Istria, the
western part of Croatian Highlands, Pannonia Savia and
Eastern Slavonia, had a Croatian majority – enclaves on
their own land.
At the same time this liberated Croatia was flooded by
people from various Central and Eastern European nations.
A true new start to re-create the Croatian state happened
only three hundred years later.
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I

n the year 1700, just after the “liberation,” a Croatian
writer, linguist, printer and politician, Pavao Ritter Vitezović, published a 32 page booklet in Latin under the title
of Croatia rediviva. Vitezović (Senj 1652 – Vienna 1713)
was a typical Croatian story. His father was a military officer from Alsace serving in the Habsburg army, his mother was Croatian. A person of great talent, energy and fairness, he endlessly obliged his country, and in return he
only got contempt, jealousy, and poverty. The title of his
book demonstrated the dimensions of his work. The author
recognized the importance of the moment when, after two
centuries of collapse, Croatia could be put back together,
and all Croatian lands could live under one rule. The ruler
of this born-again Croatia, the Emperor, would bear the title of “The King of entire Croatia.” We are of course well
aware that his proposal came into life only by the end of
the 20th century, with a result that probably would not have
satisfied the proposer.
The only area where the “art of Croatian space” could
be viewed as a harmonious synthesis of the local and the
imported, of spirit and space, was the already highlighted Northwest Croatia, which took over the role of national
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identity leader from the Croatian Coastland. Here, too, we
observe a division into urban (mostly foreign) and extra-urban (local, or integrated into local). This division was not
erased by the euphoria caused by liberation, and intense religious revival of the 18th c. Baroque. Once again, the countryside salvaged Croatia.
Two different Baroques co-existed in Croatia in the 18th
century: the imported one in the urban centers and supported by top ecclesiastical authorities, and the countryside, both of them triumphal, victorious, marking the euphoria of Croatia liberata, if not rediviva. This especially
applied to the countryside, which, after the peace of Srijemski Karlovci (1699) and, finally, the one of Požarevac
(1718), was free from the worst: continuous Turkish raids
and plunder. There was no hilltop without a church, no
fishpond without a manor, no square without a sculpture
of a saint, no crossroad without a shrine. No church interior was without a cascade of angels on the altars, and no
wall without paeans of color and light. Central European
High Baroque art was introduced into towns and courts,
but it was also translated into a local idiom within hundreds of tiny plebeian, even naïve creations, chapels and
manors, wonderfully situated on Zagorje hills and in the
rest of Croatian Pannonia. It can be compared in its intensity and scope to the euphoria of the newly Christian
Croatian Pre-Romanesque. The spirit was awakened, the
spirit returned to the people.
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Votive churches built on prominent sites had a special
importance in the landscape. They were usually surrounded
by walls (cinktor) featuring on the inside arcaded porches
often adorned with paintings of Virgin Mary’s miracles (to
whom they were usually dedicated). The arcaded porches
protected the pilgrims from precipitations, and were used
for prayer and trade (Trški Vrh, Vinagora, Lopatinec, Lobor, Belec, Komin, Kutina, Ludbreg, Marija Bistrica; Pelc
2012, 298, fig 150). These small sacred fortresses on prominent positions, surrounded by picturesque turrets and walls,
were oases of peace and serenity, of prayer and beauty, miracles of ambient sensibility, sacral correlatives to the best
of Zagorje castles.

150. Trški vrh. Our Lady of Jerusalem, “cinktor,” 1750-1761.
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The town palace became once again an important subject.
The Sorkočević palace (mid 18th c.) in Dubrovnik competently applied traditional elements, while the Milesi palace
in Split merged medieval and Renaissance features. Buildings such as the Palace of Battiala – Lazzarini in Labin in
Istria (1727), and sea captains’ homes in Boka Kotorska
and Orebić belong to the same group (Pelc 2012, 276-281).
When Croatian nobility started to move into towns in the
18th century, they brought with them the spirit of countryside
and a sense of proportion; Croatia only had petty nobility
and therefore no Versailles. Count Althan’s Novi Grad in
Čakovec, built after the collapse of the Zrinski-Frankopan
Conspiracy, was the most monumental venture of court architecture, yet it was also within the tradition of local fourwing castle. The sense of proportion was also reflected in
nobility’s town palaces in Varaždin and Zagreb. Here, too,
the lack of high nobility resulted in a discreet scale, with
witty detail, for instance, the Patačić palace facade with jutty (1764) in Varaždin, a splendid accentuation on a building
situated at an important crossing. Or take the street facade
of its contemporary, the Vojković palace in Zagreb (fig 151),
whose sumptuous plasticity and outline, as well as non-pretentious décor, were so well incorporated within the narrow
street in the Upper Town of Zagreb. Fortification architecture of the 18th century on the continental part resulted in
some major achievements, like the huge fortress in Slavonski Brod from 1715 and Gradiška from 1725, whereas the
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151. Zagreb. Vojković Palace, 1764.
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fortress in Osijek (1700) was an imaginative combination
of fortification and urban center (fig 152), and just like the
fortress of Bjelovar (1756) strikes one more as a harmonious urban ambience than a fortress (Pelc 2012, 272-281).
Castles and manors of the 18th c. in Northwest Croatia featured a u-shaped outline, with a central pavilion entrance.
Gornja Bistra (1775, Obad-Ščitaroci. 69-78; fig 153) is a fine
example thereof. Also worth mentioning are Gornja Stubica, Miljana, Oroslavlje, and Zajezda. Smaller castles and
manors were more or less large rectangular buildings (Gorn-

152. Osijek. The Fortress, beginning of the 18th ct.
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153. Gornja Bistra. Mansion. Second half of the 18th ct.

ja Bedekovčina, 1750; wooden manor in Gornje Škarićevo
1746 Pelc 2012, 281-291). Truly magnificent castles in late
Baroque neo-classical style were built in Slavonia: Janković
castle in Daruvar from 1777, and by the beginning of 19th
century and onwards, the Pejačević castle in Našice (Pelc
2012, 285). The three-wing Odescalchi castle in Ilok, situated over the remains of an earlier medieval and Renaissance
building, was built by the mid-18th c. (Pelc 2012, 286-287).
The Baroque period left extraordinary interventions in urban landscape: the Osijek Tvrđa, neighborhoods of the Baroque Varaždin, and Zagreb Upper Town, the Jesuits’ staircase in Dubrovnik. Lovely miniatures can be observed in
smaller urban milieus (Stari Grad on Hvar, Pučišća, Purga).
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Although in the 18th century the town gradually became
the center of social, commercial and cultural life, the art
of mature and late Baroque was above all a “popular,” extra-urban affair. It entered every pore of both religious and
worldly life and creativity, at certain times even of doubtful quality, but it nevertheless expressed a new enthusiasm
about world and life. Croatian Baroque was truly enchanting even when it was inconclusive and vague. Even when
it did not offer quality of form and meaning it radiated the
glow of a new beginning in life. Regardless of our feelings
about it, this creative outburst, especially in old Pannonia
Savia, made the Baroque a major chapter of art within Croatian space, one of its most authentic and fertile aspects.
Baroque is often praised because of merging arts in terms
of a Gesamtkunstwerk, but isn’t the entire Baroque a huge
Gesamtkunstwerk? Every single part in it pulsated and contributed to the overall effect of something grand and collective. Although in Croatia there is no Versailles, no Vierzehnheiligen, or Tiepolo, we are nevertheless exalted by the
thrill of the entirety: the space, the land, the spirit. Croatia
is still to experience such an outburst again.
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his period of faith, emotion and warmth was followed
in the second half of the 18th century by agnosticism,
rationalism, and individualism. In its essence the Enlightenment was not a revolutionary movement, just the opposite. Under the disguise of change and regard for individual
rights it tried to keep the “old order” alive. Revolution was
overdue, and it happened.
The ideological loci of the enlightenment were the court
and the city– their material and activist elite. They both
took the rustic into consideration as long as it was compatible with their ideas. The history of the Western world up to
the end of the 18th century is a history of the city, living in
a mortal fear of countryside and aboriginal ghosts. On the
global scale such an approach led to Colonialism, a process
of robbing and exploiting “colonial savages” while at the
same time trying to re-educate and bribe them with products that were created elsewhere in the great world, from
their raw materials and through their labor. Today’s globalization is just another sort of commercial colonization,
whose main purpose is to turn the world’s population into
conscious and conscientious urban consumers.
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Both Enlightenment and enlightened absolutism made no
positive impact in Croatia. Abolishing the Jesuit (1773) and
the Order of Saint Paul (1782) represented an enormous
blow to education in Croatia, since these two orders were
essential for the schooling system in both urban centers and
countryside.
The nineteenth century in Croatia was the period of initial
capital accumulation. Just like in the period after 1992, doors
were opened to aggressive and merciless foreign capital. The
country was swamped by foreign entrepreneurs exploiting
forests, mines, and other natural resources of the country.
In a brief subjective overview, I can offer a thesis about
the art of the Croatian space in this period supporting it
with the materials I am most aware of and most acquainted
with, that is, those I have been exposed to all my life in my
native area of Zagreb and its surroundings.
Romanticism in its intimate Biedermeier form was brought
to Croatia during the first half of the 19th century by one of
its chief Viennese representatives, Georg Waldmüller, a significant portrait painter who was active in Zagreb from 1811
to 1814 (portrait of Ignjat Gyulaj). In Osijek an important
local school of painting developed, featuring intimate realism in landscapes and portraiture (Waldinger, Hötzendorf)
in the spirit of Romanticism (Pelc 2012, 435-441).
Hermann Bollé (1845 – 1926) was the greatest urban developer to appear in Zagreb in the second half of the 19th
century. Some ten years ago, I was standing with my friend,
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and expert on Medieval art, Catalan art historian Xavier Barral i Altet, in front of the historicist Marian Column, in the
large open space that came into being after the western walls
surrounding the Cathedral were pulled down, when my distinguished guest stated that the “horrible” Cathedral towers
were not some sort of confused historicism, but the “best ‘Ottocento’ in the world,” an original style that has yet to be fully
recognized and evaluated (fig 154). Only at that moment did
it dawn on me that Bollé’s architecture, together with the huge
open space in front of it, plus the “horrible” Marian Column,
are all parts of a lovely and meaningful monumental complex
within the capital of a nation looking for its position within
Europe (Deanović and Čorak 1988). On a second thought,
it also dawned upon me how well this complex correlates to
the Europe Square and the massive but wonderfully balanced
palace of the European Commission in Croatia built a few
years ago less than a hundred meters to the south.
Already as a small boy I used to admire the Cathedral, and
its two towers. In my eyes it represented a norm of excellence, meaning that every two-tower church was something
extraordinary. Today I am aware that, by the design he used,
Bollé made an excellent choice for a national cathedral of a
small country on the outskirts of Europe. Small and pastoral,
but still firm and creative. Bollé immersed himself into his
new ambience, and made his “restrained monumentality”
blend into his new homeland. In fact, he created high-level
authentic Croatian art. (Damjanović 2018).
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154. Zagreb. Cathedral Towers, 1887-1906.
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At the same time, another important architect left his mark
in Zagreb’s urban development: Milan Lenuci, planner of
the Green Horseshoe conceived according to the regulations
of 1865 and 1887 (Pelc 2012, 391-392). Lenuci’s Horseshoe is an extraordinary urban intervention, connecting art
and nature, whereby a huge U-shaped green area was created in the very heart of a thriving 19th c. downtown (fig
155). This intervention anticipated by several decades the
words of Croatian poet A. G. Matoš, calling Zagreb a “forest city” (Matoš 1912; Goss 2016, 104). The 1895 Golden
Hall in Opatička 10 in Zagreb, was created upon the initiative of Iso Kršnjavi, painted and sculpted by Medović,
Tišov, Iveković, Csikos Sessia, Bukovac, Frangeš-Mihanović, Valdec, at al. within the architectural framework by

155. Zagreb. The Green Hoof, begun 1887.
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Bollé. This is a paradigmatic monument of Croatian 19th
c. revival, and an outstanding example of visual art of the
period. Both sculptural and pictorial figuration established
a common language with architecture, sovereign and confident in its intentions. Bollé’s ottocentism of the Golden
Hall added self-confidence and rigor to certain somewhat
pathetic figured imagery thus achieving a meaningful architectural interior both in terms of form and content (Pelc
2012, 445, fig 156).
The Architecture of Zagreb residential houses and villas
of the Historicism, Secession, and various trends between
the two World wars in Pantovčak, Zelengaj, Rokovac,
Tuškanac, Cmrok, Medveščak, Šalata, Srebrnjak, Laščina etc. is an enormous architectural treasure that has yet

156. Zagreb. The Golden Hall, 1893-1908.
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to be studied (Goss 2014, 148; Goss 2016, 21, 104; Laslo
2011, 3-15). Economic boom led to an architectural boom,
a number of town palaces for the very wealthy, and countless family homes and villas on the slopes descending from
Medvednica onto the area of the „Forest city“ of Zagreb
(Goss 2014, 148; Goss 2016, 104). Quality of this architecture is surprisingly high, and styles vary from Romanticism, Historicism and Secession to Modern, Art-Deco,
Expressionism, Functionalism and Bauhaus, with truly
astonishing local inventions and mutations. Their scale is
well-chosen, both in regard to their surrounding and to each
other. For instance, the family home situated in Jandrićeva
17, bearing a serious, rational, Loos-like front, but nevertheless fitting splendidly into the soft sylvan surroundings
at the foot of the Cmrok hill. Or the house in Ivana Gorana
Kovačića 2, with a compact, almost Romanesque corpus
and details, and yet so clearly original in its non-aggressive
modernity (Goss 2014, 148-149, fig 157, 158).
It is not easy to describe the tactfulness of builders and their
skill to adapt imported ideas to the local surroundings. This
adaptation to the genius loci is the true value of 20th century
Croatian architecture. To mention some examples, all from the
1930s: the Blažeković Villa by Ibler, Villa Spitzer by Gomboš and Kauzlarić, the Botteri and Deutsch Villas by Franjo
Cota, plus in Novakova the creations by Slavko Löwy and
Boro Petrović (Goss 2016, 104; Pelc 2012, 415, 425; Laslo
2011,167, 170-171, 173; Karač and Žunić 2012, 75, 77).
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157. Zagreb. Family Home, Jandrićeva 17, early 20th ct.

158. Zagreb. Family Home, Ivana Gorana Kovačića 2, early 20th ct.
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159. Zagreb-Sljeme. Juraj Denzler. Chapel of Our Lady, 1931. V. Bedenko
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A special place is reserved for Juraj Denzler, an architect
who splendidly combined the purity of form of the thirties,
the local tradition, and professional finish (St Mary’s Chapel on Sljeme 1931 – 33, the Elektra Administrative building
1934, St Anthony’s Church 1934). In the period of 1925
through 1928 Denzler and Kauzlarić built the monumental
Andrija Štampar School of Public Health, situated amidst
opulent treetops, dominating with its mass and color the
urban landscape in front of the mountain (Pelc 2012, 420.
432; Laslo 2011, 158, fig 159, 160).
By 1900 a new style was adopted by Croatian architecture – the Secession. Its name signifies breaking up with the
past (“Modernismo”). Technically it is rational, spatially it is

160. Zagreb. Juraj Denzler. School of Public Health, 1925-1928.
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functional, and all this is hidden under a fanciful décor, deliberately avoiding historic associations. By being a Central
European movement, the Secession was a local artistic idiom
in Croatia. The old National and University Library in Zagreb by Rudolf Lubynsky (1913; fig 161) is a chef-d’œuvre
of purified Secession (Goss 2016, 104; Pelc 2012, 410-412).
Great architecture by Viktor Kovačić (St Blaise 1912, Stock
Exchange 1914, Frank house 1923 – 27; Pelc 412-413; fig
162) was based on rational and functional fundamentals of
the Secession, backed by an excellent understanding of local
historical architecture. Croatian architecture of the first half
of the 20th century matches the fantasies of the Renaissance
Dubrovnik, and the intimate ambient code of Zagorje castles.

161. Zagreb. Rudolf Lubynski. Old University Library, 1913.
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162. Zagreb. Viktor Kovačić. St Blaise, 1912-15.

Neither WW2 nor the Communist Renewal extinguished
it. Architectural and urban planning interventions in the
second half of the 20th century south of the railway in Zagreb are witnesses thereof. The cityscape that evolved
through decades, at times spontaneously, was sporadically
disrupted and degraded by the mammothism after 1991,
however, the urban planners of Zagreb have nothing to
be ashamed of. Approaching from the south, across the
Freedom Bridge (Most slobode) the viewer can experience the silhouette of Zagreb as a shallow letter “V,” with
the monumental vertical of the Cathedral, dominating over
smaller towers of St Francis and St Mary (Dolac), with
the “Zagreb Skyscraper” at its lowest point. Next the hill
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of Gradec with its massive SE corner and verticals of the
towers of St Mark and SS Cyril and Methodius; together
with the wreath of greenery of the mountain foot hills,
and the huge mass of the mountain itself as a majestic
coulisse behind it. Like some sort of a city gate, the buildings of “INA” (by Velimir Neidhardt, 1986-1989; Karač
and Žunić 2012, 180-181) and the Museum of Contemporary Art (Igor Franić, 2009; Laslo 2011, 222) accentuate
this majestic, yet unobtrusive and intimate approach (fig
163). As we cross the Freedom Bridge (Most slobode),
directly behind the second large horizontal thoroughfare
(Slavonska avenija), the next step in our access is marked
by the NSU Building (National and University Library,
Neidhardt, Hržić, Krznarić and Mance, 1978- 1995; Laslo
2011, 214; fig 164), and right before crossing Slavonska avenija, by the monument to Mayor Holjevac (by Z.
Gračan). The green, sunk, dividing line, accentuated by
water fountains, directs our glance towards the first circle
of buildings that border the northern end of the additus,
the Stjepan Radić Square. This is the Agora of Zagreb, including both the seat of the secular power – City Hall (secular authority, Ostrogović 1956-1958), and the Lisinski
Concert Hall (seat of the Spiritual, Haberle, 1960 – 1974)
(Laslo 2011, 206-207, 215; fig 165). In their background,
the long horizontal stretch of the Main Railway Station
serves as the base to the vista of the city.
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163. Zagreb. Southern approach. Drawing by Dažen Juračić.
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164. Zagreb. Southern approach. National and University Library,
Hržić, Krznarić, Mance, Neidhardt, 1988-1995.

165. Zagreb. Southern approach. City Hall (Kazimir Ostrogović, 1956-68)
and Lisinski Music Hall (Marijan Haberle, 1960-1974).
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By the end of the century a superb complex had been erected in the northern hilly part of the city: the Zagreb Crematorium (M. Hržić, Z. Krznarić, D. Mance 1982 – 85; Laslo
2011, 178; fig 166), brilliantly adjusted to both the site and
the function, utilizing expressive volumes, surfaces and
materials. (Goss and Gudek 2009, 16-18).

166. Zagreb. Marijan Hržić, Zvonimnir Krznarić, Davor Mance, Crematorim, 1983-85.

One should know how to evaluate foreign impact as opposed
to the feel for the local environment and the genius loci. The
best among Croatian modern artists demonstrated their quality when they did not get lost by following foreign models. Milivoj Uzelac might possibly be the best example of
the cosmopolitan, but also individual, even impertinent, but
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nevertheless great painting (fig 167). Major exhibitions in
the Art Pavilion in Zagreb (director Radovan Vuković) and
the Modern Gallery (directors Igor Zidić and Biserka Rauter
Plančić) during the last decade bear witness to the greatness
of these artists and their roots within the Croatian genius loci
(Goss 2016, 105; Prelog, P. 2010, 614-622; Pelc 2012).

167. Zagreb, Moderna galerija, Milivoj Uzelac, Self-Portrait, 1923.
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Socialist realism received a major blow by EXAT 51
(Ivan Picelj, Boško Rašica, Vladimir Kristl and Aleksandar Srnec) exhibition in Zagreb in 1953, a phenomenon of
openly abstract avant-garde art, which was, as we now believe, tacitly tolerated by the authorities. The EXAT is the
basis for further research of geometrical abstraction (Miroslav Šutej, Julije Knifer) as well as the powerfully abstract
but coloristically expressive art of Edo Murtić (fig 168).
By refusing to join the EXAT Murtić anticipated what was
going to happen in the future, namely that the members of
the EXAT would actually become part of the establishment,
and that geometric abstraction would remain an official
trend until the present day (Župan 2007).

168. Zagreb. Mirogoj cemetery. Edo Murtić. Murtić monument, 2006.
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Croatian architecture gave a very lovely present to the country on its European journey – the Europe House on the Europe Square in Zagreb (Andrijević – Barić – Dombi). It is
amazing how this large and voluminous building seems to
float, redefining all of the Square’s dimensions, turning the
previously uneasy and clumsy spatial void into a system of
funnels that smoothly connect the square with its surrounding areas through contrasts of color, light, textures, and dynamics of the horizontals and verticals. Past and present are
unobtrusively interconnected, indicating that there will be a
future (fig 169).

169. Zagreb. Otto Barić, Svebor Andrijević, Senka Dombi, Ban Centar
(Seat of the EU Mission) 2007.
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Since the beginning of the 19th century up until today
Croatia travelled a difficult path, from being a remote border enclave at the margin of the West to a sovereign state,
member of both the NATO and the EU. Between a colonial
position within multinational dictatorships and its own attempts, even primitively aggressive, at national independence, between the natural affiliation to Western Europe or
sliding into the Balkan morass, Croatian culture and art
played a decisively positive role. This is, however, not immediately visible from Croatian humanities and historical
sciences, some of which have been, since the “Illyrian Revival” in the 19th c. to the present day, strongly imbued by
tendencies to Yugoslav unionism, and a yearning for Balkan savagery. And on the other hand, there is a tendency to
uncritically and unselectively accept any trash originating
from the West. Apparently, there has been little room left
for individual, mature and unobtrusive creativity without
folkloristic flavor, but our selection of the material seems to
prove the opposite. In my student days (such an attitude can
be encountered even today) a native artist was evaluated by
how much he has accepted some foreign fad and applied it,
uncritically and ostentatiously to his milieu. Antun Motika
did well because he was acquainted with Cubism, Oskar
Herman because he accepted Expressionism, Vojin Bakić
for being an organic sculptor, Galić for being a follower
of Le Corbusier..., and nobody ever questioned whether
these artists were good per se as they grafted the foreign
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models onto the local environment and space. Therein lies
the measuring stick, as I have tried to explain in this book,
of creative relevance of our artists, and of their successful overcoming of imported lessons. Ljubo Dekarina surely
saw Moore and Barbara Hepworth, but they just gave him
an incentive to keep thinking and searching for new ways
(fig 170). This is also what the builders of Prince Borna did
when they took over the idea of the westwork.
The city is, of course, the venue whereby foreign ideas
enter, while the village is the locus of tradition. Whenever
the city freaks out from swallowing foreign trash, when its
“creativity” becomes its own purpose, when consumers are
reduced to only a handful of aficionados, it is exactly as bad

170. Brseč. Sculptures by Ljubo Dekarina (b. 1948)
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as when the village isolates itself into persistent conservatism. Every society needs both, and this is just what we
tried to demonstrate with this book. Great things come to
life when varied phenomena interconnect in a creative manner. Of course, Croatian multi-culture still exists, although
it might seem that the city destroyed all its competitors.
Fortunately, this did not happen, otherwise we would not be
around. The city is a positive link to the world, the village a
link to tradition. Luckily, these creative links were not absent
in Croatia in the 19th and the 20th centuries (or before). One
such link on a universal scale is Croatian naïve art (fig 171).
I quote the words of my namesake and peer, Vladimir Crnković, a world-renowned expert on naïve, outsider and like

171. Zagreb. Private Collection. Ivan Rabuzin, Village, ca. 1985.
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art: “I am very much aware that naïve art imposed itself as a
counterpoint to all disintegrative, subversive and nihilistic
tendencies … in contemporary Croatian art… From Matoš
to Ljubo Babić, even to this very day, discussions on ‘our
type of expression’ go on and on. If that concept presupposes… beside an individual style and poetics… also the spirit
of the environment, then the naïve art is definitely a good
example thereof… The naïve artist is outside history in the
same way as the naïve art generally is outside the course
of history. Beside the fact that naïve and outsider art are
eminent art brands, making Croatia, especially regarding
naïve art, recognizable throughout the world, they are also
phenomena containing collective memories with numerous
examples that can be classified as under genius loci or even
broader: genius patriae”. The miracle of Croatian naïve art
equals those of Croatian pre-Christian landscape structures,
Pre-Romanesque interlace sculpture and architecture, late
Central Dalmatian and Pannonian Romanesque, coastal
Renaissance of Dubrovnik and Trogir, the castles and mansions of Zagorje, the Green horseshoe, suburban villas of
Zagreb Prigorje, and the best urban planning projects of
modern Zagreb. The character of Croatian naive art is neither rustic, nor unilaterally rural. It most certainly “enters
the city” – via museums, art dealers, exhibitions, publishing
industry, social and professional contacts. It is an eloquent
witness of the creativity that has existed as a more or less
noticeable constant since our arrival at the Adriatic. It is a
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proof that the extra-urban does not only need to be populist
or incoherently rustic but also first-rate sophisticated art.
Space is a given category and an unavoidable factor of
human existence. Human spirit, being also a given quality
is modified according to spatial realities, but at the same
time it also bears influence upon the space. As long as there
is harmony in these processes of cross-fertilization, they
are conducive to life and creativity. This is the essence, the
brand.
By moving to the Adriatic, the Croats arrived at a world
of small, poorly-interconnected units, a world that did not
differ much from that of their Carpathian homeland. At
their destination, they encountered people not significantly
different from them. Integration did not fail to happen. But
Croats also met people who were significantly different –
urbanites belonging to a completely different, urban, system. It was not easy to integrate into such a system, however in the Early Middle Ages all the newcomers into Western
Europe had to undergo similar experiences. Croats, and
some other nations at the edge of the European West, have
retained the extra-urban and timeless component till this
day. Due to a specific character of the Croatian space this
seems to be visible in Croatia even better than elsewhere.
Croatian “brand” reflects this tradition based upon a good
balance of town and country. This is the essence of Croatia
as a “brand.” This is what attracts visitors, especially those
from the parts of the world where such a balance was es300
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tablished long ago, for instance from the Far East. China
and Croatia equally and independently apply the feng shui
approach to creative formation of human – cultural – landscape.
Of course, it is not possible to measure exactly the contribution of urbs and rus. This can only be felt. We can state
that St Cecilia in Biskupija, a paradigmatic monument of
the “Croatian art” brand, possesses a lot of Slavic, and a
lot of Roman, Carolingian and pre-Christian elements, but
what makes it exceptional, paradigmatic, is the right measure of each. The same applies to the great art of Croatian interlace sculpture, to Buvina and Radovan, to belfries in both
Zadar and Split, to Medvedgrad and Rudina, to Sorkočević
and Hektorović, to Belec and Trški vrh, to Medveščak, to
Murtić and Rabuzin, and the Avenue of Vjećeslav Holjevac. Fortunate syntheses bring all those phenomena to a
level of paradigm, although the ingredients may be distributed in terms of both quality and quantity in an individual
way. The brand inherent in each of them becomes the base
to an overriding general brand. Creativity as a fundamentally spiritual phenomenon is materially incorporated in art,
science and thought. Traditional categories of critical and
investigative discourse – style, period, technique, material,
school – are mere extras.
To conclude, the concept of a brand, so often invoked in
popular discourse today, does contribute to a study of creativity, cultural ecology, and human existence in space. In
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this work we have tried to identify it within the Croatian
space and within Croatian total ecology (natura et cultura!).
A relative absence of success in such ventures to date may
have to do with a willful ignoring of some important but
suppressed themes of Croatia’s historical existence. Therefore, disclosure of false tracks along with highlighting the
true ones should be a crucial step in the right direction. But
this is a topic for a different book.
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not often enough; in particular the issue of
the national in the arts in terms of spatial and
spiritual values of a particular area regardless
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